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This dissertation introduces and deﬁnes the concept of a User Environment in ubiqui-
tous systems. Ubiquitous systems are heterogeneous hardware and software systems,
potentially spanning various administrative or geographic domains. In these systems
people are faced with the reality of users that are increasingly mobile and require
access to multiple and heterogeneous devices at diﬀerent times and places. My thesis
argues that a user environment is a feasible approach to maintaining the activity of
interactive users in ubiquitous systems.
The main focus of my research is to provide a mobile user with mechanisms that
facilitate his activity in hardware and software settings spanning variable spatial
domains or temporal windows and potentially changing over time and space. I argue
that computation in ubiquitous systems should be tailored to a user’s characteristics,
should abstract the speciﬁcities of the computing platforms hosting such a user, and
should satisfy the requirements of the services that he uses. Of particular interest is
the ability of a ubiquitous system to predict a user’s intent and to adjust to a user’s
patterns of behavior.
My research aims at aggregating the whole activity of a user in a ubiquitous system
into an image that is structured, consistent and globally available. I suggest that if I
keep track of the activity of a user in a ubiquitous system, then as the user moves
from location to location, his activity can move with him. If the activity of a user in
the system is associated with the user at all times and is made available to the user
at all spaces, then a mobile user can seamlessly continue his activity as he desires.
Particularly, upon arrival to a space, a user can continue any session of work that he
iii
currently has in any space of the ubiquitous system, or he can start a new session of
work. This leads to the introduction of the concept of the user environment. The
concept of user environment becomes relevant when one considers that a user in a
ubiquitous system moves extemporaneously and frequently across geographic and/or
administrative domains. My research aims at making the changes in the activity of
a user entailed by such movements as seamless as possible to the user. A user that
moves from his oﬃce to a conference room in a ubiquitous system should seamlessly
access the work left at his oﬃce and continue such work if he so desires. The same
assertion applies if the user should go to his home or travel across the world.
This dissertation concentrates in ascertaining a software architecture that realizes
the concept of a user environment that is always present with the user, and that
mimics as closely as possible the user’s needs and preferences. Such an architecture
requires three main capabilities: First, it has to represent and maintain a user envi-
ronment in a ubiquitous system. Second, it has to deploy a user environment, making
it available across the spaces of a ubiquitous system. Finally, it has to match a user
environment to the characteristics of a computing space, as well as to adjust a user
environment to the user’s ever-changing temporal, spatial and functional needs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computation is intrinsic to our daily lives. Ubiquitous computing makes computing
power present at all times and all places in a non-intrusive and convenient way.
When computation becomes pervasive, and part of the fabric of our lives, mobile
entities and activities taking place in many diﬀerent computer systems are related to
each other and need to interact. The goal of my research has been to convey to a user
the view and experience of a ubiquitous system as a continuum of spaces or platforms
from which he can access services, add or remove services and interact with other
users using a variety of devices. To convey this view to the user, I have to capture
the essence of activity of a user in a ubiquitous system, maintain its representation
in the system, as well as at all times and places adequately associate the user with
his activity in the system. In the process, a continuous workplace for the user is
seamlessly created in the system. This is the idea behind the concept of a user
environment. Currently, people deal with several annoyances regularly. For instance,
let us suppose that we go to a conference in Japan, and while there would like to work
on a collaborative project being carried on at our oﬃce at the University of Illinois.
We would like to be able simply to freeze our session of work and, during the trip or
while in Japan, continue our session of work from our laptop or even our palmtop.
We can do this now, but the process is tediously cumbersome and complicated for
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the lay user. Besides, there are a number of prerequisites that have to be set up a
priori, like accounts and accessibility which generally are not seamlessly available.
The fact that computer systems are becoming increasingly complex has prompted
researchers to come up with new technologies to manage this complexity. However,
the network centric view of systems provided by Local Area Networks (LAN) based
distributed systems, such as Network of Workstations (NOW) [2] or Network File
System (NFS) [3], does not suit our purposes. State of the art systems lack repre-
sentations of users that realistically track user activity and dynamically map that
activity to the underlying system. They rely on a monolithic representation of a user
for each monolithic architecture. From the perspective of a user, the major shortcom-
ings of these systems are: lack of personalization and customization, lack of support
for user mobility and deployment of systems, and limitations on adaptation to physi-
cal conditions as well as to patterns of behavior. To these, we can add other limiting
factors such as manageability, performance, scalability and security. This dissertation
proposes and implements a system that provides users with a consistent view of the
ubiquitous system irrespective of the users’ location, as well as irrespective of the
location and nature of the devices used and the resources needed by users to access
services.
For the purpose of this research, a ubiquitous system is deﬁned as an adaptable,
distributed, user- and application-oriented operating system, aimed at accommodating
pervasiness and change. In addition, a ubiquitous system seeks to provide users with
the capability of accessing all the resources in the network, while at the same time
giving users the convenience of distribution transparency. The scope of a ubiquitous
system is potentially all the interconnected devices in the world. A goal of this
research is to make the access to a ubiquitous system from a workstation, a personal
computer, a handheld device, or a wearable device functionally equivalent, so that a
user has the same resources available and has access to the same level of services in all
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cases. Even though the way the services are actually made available may vary with
the interface to the user, the functionality is the same. In the example above, when
the user freezes the session of work at his oﬃce in Illinois, the state of the session is
kept in the ubiquitous system. When the user restarts his session from a palmtop en
route to Japan, the system gets the state of his session, and seamlessly adapts and
resynchronizes it to the new working space.
In a ubiquitous system, a user works in a particular space using applications via
devices in that space and randomly moves from space to space sometimes carrying
his own computing devices.
I deﬁne user activity as the set of all the applications running or suspended on
behalf of a user and the resources used by those applications, including the devices
where the applications are running. The activity of a user is organized in sessions.
A session is a set of applications that have been grouped together as a unit by the
user, using a criterion such as application semantics or convenience. Typically, when
a user enters a space he works on a session in that space.
I deﬁne a user environment as a collection of distributed objects in a ubiquitous
system that, collectively, completely characterize the activity of a user in the sys-
tem [4]. A user environment is, therefore, an abstraction that captures the eﬀect of a
user in a system. A user environment consists of an identiﬁcation of the user and the
role he is playing, his location, his preferences, the status of the services he is using,
and the devices where he is running those services.
A user may have several sessions of work simultaneously in the ubiquitous system.
Each session is instantiated at a user environment. The global environment of a
user in a ubiquitous system is a composite of all the environments representing each
individual session for that particular user.
Current systems do not support the abstraction of global activity of a user. A
mobile user today has to manually migrate his computing activity from one place to
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another and has to manually select and conﬁgure any resources he needs to use. In
this dissertation, I argue that the concept of a user environment is a feasible approach
to maintaining the activity of mobile users across the spaces of a ubiquitous system.
Operationally, a user environment is a function that continuously pairs both spa-
tially and temporally a user with his activity. A user environment establishes an
association between a user and his activity. This association remains regardless of
the user’s pattern of mobility, or the user’s actual preferences, devices of work and ser-
vices used. When a user moves, his activity must be deployed and matched with the
traversed computing spaces. Operationally, a user environment maintains the state
of the activity of a user, deploys it and instantiates it in an actual computing space
taking into consideration the user’s patterns of mobility, preferences and intentions.
A goal of my research was to design a software architecture that places the envi-
ronment of a user at his ﬁngertips: a user can access any portion of his environment
anywhere in the system at all times. A user, therefore, has the illusion of carrying
his environment with him as he navigates the ubiquitous system.
This architecture is designed to provide a user-centric view of a system that fa-
cilitates user mobility, by liberating users from the restriction of being explicitly
attached to speciﬁc platforms and by seamlessly recruiting resources where they are
available. I have implemented this architecture for user environments in Gaia [5], a
ubiquitous computing infrastructure developed at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. This dissertation outlines a design of the architecture of user environ-
ments, discusses the implementation of the architecture and analyzes the evaluation
of the architecture in Gaia.
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Chapter 2
Thesis Statement
With the advent of ubiquitous computing, a user’s scope of activity is increasingly
broad, as is his need to access his work at disparate locations. With that in mind, I
aim my research at providing support for the activity of a mobile user in a ubiquitous
system. I argue that a user in a ubiquitous system should be characterized by a user
environment that is an abstraction for the global eﬀect of his activity in the system.
A user environment is a set of distributed objects that represent the user activity,
are paired with the user at all times, are deployed with the user, and satisfy the
user’s requirements. My thesis is that user environments are a suitable model for the
activity of mobile users in ubiquitous systems because they implement the mechanisms
to provide a workspace that is tailored to ever-changing user needs and that at the
same time is adaptable to changeable underlying physical and virtual platforms.
A user environment, as deﬁned in my research, associates a mobile user with a
workspace that is usable, mobile, consistent and eﬃcient, as well as adjustable to spa-
tial and temporal evolution and substitution of software and hardware components.
I consider that user environments are a new paradigm for computation because they
not only abstract computation at the stationary level, but also abstract the variables
of mobility and dynamic state by continually providing seamless aggregation and
interaction between a user, the physical spaces traversed, and the devices, services
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and applications used. User environments bring about computation that is univer-
sal, omnipresent, dynamic and individually tailored, as it is required in ubiquitous
computing.
An intended result of my research is a software architecture that realizes the
concept of a user environment that is always present with the user, and that mimics
as closely as possible the user’s needs and preferences. This software architecture
places the environment of a user at his ﬁngertips–a user can access any portion of his
environment anywhere in the system at all times. A user, therefore, has the illusion
of carrying his environment with him as he navigates the ubiquitous system.
Such an architecture requires three main capabilities. First, a mechanism to rep-
resent and maintain a user environment in a ubiquitous system. Second, a set of
protocols for deployment of the user environment, making it highly available across
the spaces of a ubiquitous system. Finally, a set of policies to match the user envi-
ronment to the computing space, as well as to adjust the user environment to the
temporal, spatial and functional ever-changing user needs. This architecture aims at
providing a user-centric view of a system that facilitates user mobility, by liberat-
ing users from the restriction of being explicitly attached to speciﬁc platforms, and
by seamlessly deploying user environments with users, and by recruiting required
resources where they are available.
Managing user environments eﬃciently is a major concern of the design of this
software architecture. User environments are composite distributed structures that
are able to adjust themselves to a user’s mobility patterns and to the platforms cur-
rently used by a user. The management of user environments is, therefore, conceived
as a distributed service with operations such as relocating, merging and sharing of
environments, in addition to the traditional operations of creating and closing environ-
ments [6]. Given that a user environment is a dynamic and interactive structure [7],
I give particular consideration to mechanisms for interaction, among which events
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take an eminent role. Synchronization between a mobile user and his environment
requires some level of persistence of events, as well as automatic forwarding of events
and messages. In the end, I would like to allow a user a view and an experience of
a ubiquitous system as a continuum of spaces and platforms, which he can navigate,
while seamlessly bringing along his own user environment.
2.1 Validation of the Thesis
The thesis of my research has been validated in the following steps:
1. Deﬁnition and elaboration of the concept of user environment.
2. Creation of a programming model for a mobile user in a ubiquitous system,
and a system Application Programming Interface (API) for this programming
model.
3. Design and implementation of a software architecture that realizes this API.
4. Veriﬁcation of the usability of an environment architecture in a real ubiquitous
system infrastructure, Gaia, with a number of mobile interactive users.
5. Evaluation of the software architecture from diﬀerent aspects:
• how well the system implements the API,
• how easily the programming model allows a mobile user to maintain his
environment in a ubiquitous system,
• how much a user beneﬁts from using a user environment to maintain his
activity.
A large number of diverse issues are involved in user mobility. Many existing
works, as discussed in Chapter 15, address diﬀerent aspects of the problem. The
challenge and contribution of my work is to come up with a characterization of a user
environment for a mobile user that is broad enough to encompass the most pressing
problems of user mobility, yet speciﬁc enough to allow eﬀective system support.
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I solved several problems to achieve this goal:
1. I created a clear deﬁnition of a user environment in order to be able to answer
questions such as: Is it a property of a user or a property of a system? How do
I represent it? Is it simple or composite? Is it unique?
2. I created a programming model and an API that reﬂect my deﬁnition of a user
environment.
3. The central idea behind a user environment is that it accompanies a user as the
user moves in the system, and it mimics as closely as possible the user intentions
and preferences in each space traversed. Therefore, I implemented a system that
continuously maps a user environment with a mobile user. When mapping a
user environment with a mobile user, the system has to make decisions that fall
in three main categories:
• deployment of the components of user environment,
• conﬁgurability of the user environment in diﬀerent spaces,
• detection and satisfaction of user patterns of behavior.
4. I needed to have a clear idea of what “deployment of the user environment to
meet user needs” means, how a user environment adapts to the conditions of a
real physical space, and how the system non-intrusively monitors and manages
those parameters of user behavior that I identiﬁed as being of interest in this
system. In order to do this, I had to specify protocols between users, their
environments and physical spaces traversed. Moreover, in order to tune user
environments to spaces, I had to express policies for user environment and
environment managers to follow.
5. A way of validating the usability of this concept is to determine user satisfaction
in terms of :
• promptness of deployment of a user environment measured in time,
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• accuracy of satisfaction of user requirements. i.e., how much functionality
can be provided, and how much and to what degree can it be adjusted?
• level of interference with the user, i.e., how much active participation of
the user can be avoided, and how much is required?
In the next chapters of this dissertation, I will discuss my approach to solving each
of these problems.
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Chapter 3
Deﬁnition of a User Environment
Currently, computer systems interact with users at the level of applications or devices.
Systems do not have a model to support the abstraction of a user’s global activity. A
mobile user today has to manually migrate his computing activity from one place to
another, and has to manually select and conﬁgure any local resources he needs to use.
In the reality of ubiquitous computing, it is neither acceptable nor scalable to expect
that a user keeps track of all his activities, and conﬁgure machines and devices as he
needs to use them.
One of the goals of this research is to facilitate the interaction between a user
and the computing environment he is accessing. I conceptualize a user environment
as an aggregation of the whole activity of a user in a ubiquitous system. A user
environment is a structured, consistent and globally available image of the activity of
a user in a ubiquitous system. I propose to provide enough system support so that
a user can interact with the underlying computing spaces at the level of abstraction
of his activity in the system. Once I have a model to represent a user environment
in a ubiquitous system, then I can maintain the user activity, keep it as close to the
user as necessary, and adjust it to the underlying computing system when necessary.
In this section, I formally deﬁne a user environment.
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3.1 What is a User Environment?
I consider that a user in a ubiquitous system is deﬁned by his identity and roles he
plays, any features that he personally requires or suggests, the status of the activities
he is performing, the entities with which he is interacting, as well as the physical
domains he is visiting.
I believe that if one aggregates all of the attributes that characterize a user in an
entity that is structured, manageable, consistent and globally accessible in the system,
then one is able to continuously associate a user with the window of his activity in
the system that is relevant to him at any given time. Informally, a user environment
is a set of distributed objects that, collectively, completely characterize the activity
of a user in a ubiquitous system. A user environment is then an abstraction that
captures the essence of a user in a ubiquitous system and consists of:
• environment identiﬁcation
• user proﬁle
• user location
• user activity
Environment identiﬁcation is a unique string that identiﬁes the user’s environment in
the system. In the following sections, each of the other elements is deﬁned in detail.
3.1.1 User Proﬁle
Each user has a proﬁle that speciﬁes his personal features and preferences. The proﬁle
of a user in the system consists of
• the identiﬁcation of the user
• the preferences of the user
• the roles played by the user
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User Identiﬁcation consists of a name, a password and possibly anthropometric
signs such as a photo, a ﬁngerprint scan and a retina scan.
User Preferences are the characteristics that a user assumes or the features that
a user requires in a particular computational setting. User preferences detail default
components, preferred devices, as well as resource requirements for the user in a
particular setting. User preferences are specialized by role played and by location.
User Roles are the roles the user is allowed to play. A User Role is a collection
of deﬁning attributes and operations that characterize a population of users in terms
of their allowed interaction with the system. Each role may have its own proﬁle
speciﬁcities. For instance, a user named Carlos can play the roles of a student and of
a teaching assistant. As a student, Carlos has a student identiﬁcation number, takes
classes and is allowed to read the materials of the classes that he takes. As a teaching
assistant, Carlos has an employee identiﬁcation number, has a salary, teaches a class
and is allowed to update the materials (including the roster) of the classes that he
teaches. There may be some overlap of attributes or operations between user roles.
For instance, all Carlos’ roles share his date of birth and social security number.
A user’s proﬁle is a concept that is relevant to a particular setting. Statically,
a user’s proﬁle is determined by his role. Dynamically, in the context of a user
environment instantiated in a certain location, the proﬁle depends on the actual
characteristics of the space. Therefore, dynamically the proﬁle is a function of the
user’s role(s) and the characteristics of the space where the user is currently located.
A user in a system has a global proﬁle that is an aggregation of all of his partial
proﬁles, each of which is tied to a particular role or location.
3.1.2 User Location
User location speciﬁes the geographical whereabouts of a user, i.e., the physical co-
ordinates of a user. A user in a ubiquitous system, given his mobile nature, has two
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signiﬁcant location attributes, home location and current location.
Home Location–At a given instant, the home location is deﬁned as the location
where the root of the global environment of a user sits.
For reliability or locality reasons the system may replicate the root of the global
environment of a user. When a root environment is replicated, all the replicas
are consistently maintained. In case of the existence of several replicas of the
root environment of a user, the location of any of them can become a home
location.
Home Location of a user is an analog to a permanent residence of a person. A
user can always fall back to his home location to save or retrieve the state of
his user environment.
Current Location–The address of the space where the user is currently located.
3.1.3 User Activity
In a ubiquitous system, a user works in a particular space using applications via
devices in that space, and moves from space to space, sometimes carrying his own
computing devices. I deﬁne global activity of a user in a ubiquitous system as the set
of all the applications running or suspended on behalf of a user, and the resources
used by those applications, including the devices where the applications are running.
In a ubiquitous system, the activity of a user may span several platforms and diﬀerent
protection domains, may require to be postponable, and may have to be as mobile
as the user. The notion of process is no longer suﬃcient to seamlessly represent such
an activity.
Instead, I propose to aggregate the whole activity of a user in a ubiquitous system
into an image that is structured, consistent and globally available. In addition, I
propose that the activity of a user be organized in sessions.
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A session is a set of components and devices that have been grouped together as a
unit by a user, using a criterion such as application semantics, location or convenience.
Typically, when a user enters a space he works on one of his sessions in that space. The
session that a user is currently accessing is instantiated in the current environment
of that user. A session consists of:
• state
• components, and for each component:
– location(s)
– devices
– resources and statistics–including ﬁles
– conﬁguration parameters
– state
• devices, and for each device:
– location
– conﬁguration parameters
– state
The state of a session can be running or it can be temporarily suspended to be
resumed later. Components are applications, services and system tools. Components
and devices are characterized by their location, their conﬁguration parameters and
their state.
A session is expressed by the rule:
user session = state.components.devices (3.1)
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3.1.4 Global Environment of a User
In general, users have more than one session of work, each of which is instantiated
at a user environment. The global environment of a user in a ubiquitous system is a
composite of all the environments that the user currently has in the system. Each
environment corresponds to a session that the user has in the system. There is a
one-to-one relationship between a user and his global environment. The purpose of
coalescing all the activity of a user in a user global environment is to make it more
manageable, consistent and better accessible to the user.
The global environment of a user is organized as a hierarchy because, in general,
the sessions of a user are related physically or logically. For instance, the sessions
of work of a user in a building are physically related. The sessions of work that a
user devotes to the same project are related logically, even though they might not
be physically close to one another. The related sessions of work tend to use common
or related resources. Operations in environments tend to be applied to clusters of
related sessions.
The elements of the global environment of a user are distributed across the spaces
of a ubiquitous system. In general, the global environment of a user forms a direct
acyclic graph (DAG) and is represented in its simplest form as a rooted tree. In a
user’s global environment there is a special element called the root environment, which
is an entry point for a user’s current environment and a user’s proﬁle in the system.
A user’s global environment is accessible from his root environment, which is located
at his home location. The identiﬁcation of the root environment is a concatenation
of the username and the user’s home location. For instance, Jane@Lucent.com,
Carlos@uiuc.edu, Mary@Sony.com.uk are legitimate identiﬁcations for Jane, Carlos
and Mary’s root environments.
A session of work in a space is instantiated at a leaf environment in that space.
Node environments are structure builders of the global environment of a user. The
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point of aggregation of an individual environment depends on the user’s intentions
and on implicit placement performed by the computing spaces traversed by the user.
Structural elements relevant to the global environment are parents, children and sib-
lings environments.
A user environment wraps the user’s preferences and the structural elements re-
quired to maintain its global structure around a user’s session work. The global
activity of a user, that is, the aggregation of the user’s sessions, is accessible by
navigating the sessions of a user’s global environment.
Figure 3.1 depicts the global environment of a user named Carlos. His global
environment is discussed with more detail in chapter 4.
user_profile: Profile
{laptop, terminal}
{PC}}
{PC}}
{Sony Playstation 2, PC}}
user_preferences: ListOfDescs
user_name = Carlos
roles = {Student, Researcher, Teaching_Assistant, Reader, Player}
user_profile.roles = {Student, Teaching_Assistant}
Carlos_Root: Root_Environment 
Leaf1: User_Leaf_Environment
parent_env = Node1
user_session = 
}
home_location={office 2416 DCL, "csHome"} 
current_location={office 2401 DCL}
: UserLocation 
env_location = 
user_session = {
Leaf3: User_Leaf_Environment
parent_env = Node2
Leaf2: User_Leaf_Environment
parent_env = Node1
user_session = { user_session = {
parent_env = Node2
Leaf4: User_Leaf_Environment
Node1: Node_Environment 
children_envs = {Leaf1, Leaf2}
Node2: Node_Environment 
children_envs = {Leaf3, Leaf4}
env_location ={502 West Griggs} 
parent_env = Carlos_Root
env_location = {2416 DCL} 
parent_env = Carlos_Root
{office 3234 DCL} env_location = {Library at 502 West Griggs}
user_profile.roles = {Reader}
env_location = {laboratory 2401 DCL}
user_profile.roles = {Student, Researcher}
env_location = Entertainment_Room at 502 West Griggs}
user_profile.roles = {Player}
components = {Powerpoint, VisualC++},
devices = 
state = {Running}, 
user_location:UserLocation
env_location = {office 2416 DCL}
user_current_environment = Leaf2
children_envs = {Node1, Node2}
state = {Suspended}, 
components = {MS Internet Explorer},
devices = 
components = 
state = {Suspended}, 
{NBA Street},
devices = 
{calendar, pine, text_editor}
{  state = {Suspended}, 
  components =
devices  = 
User_Profile
Figure 3.1: Global Environment of User Carlos
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Carlos, who is a student at the University of Illinois, has currently four sessions
of work in the system: two at school and two at his house. Each session of work is
instantiated at a leaf environment. His sessions of work at school and at his house
are aggregated at node environments Node1 and Node2, respectively. Node1 and
Node2 are children of his root environment, Carlos Root, which is physically placed
at his home location, room 2416 in DCL. The root has his global proﬁle as one of its
attributes. The root has a direct reference to his current environment, which is his
leaf environment in the laboratory 2401 in DCL. His session of work there, Leaf2, is
running. He is working on a PC and has two applications running: a slides editor
and a Visual C++ Developer Studio. He is currently playing the roles of a Student
and of a Researcher. All his other sessions of work are suspended.
A user environment can be distributed. A distributed environment is used to
instantiate a distributed session. A distributed session is logically composed of several
individual sessions communicating and interacting with one another. Each session of
a distributed session is instantiated at a peer environment. A distributed environment
is an association of peer environments. Distributed environments are further discussed
in chapter 5.
3.1.5 Additional Elements of User Environment
To more completely deﬁne a user environment, we address structural elements, secu-
rity elements, and event elements.
Structural Elements These elements are necessary to maintain the composite
structure of a user environment:
• parent(s) environments
• siblings–environments which share at least one parent
• children–the node environments or sub-environments of an environment
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• root environment
• peers–member environments in a distributed environment
Parents, siblings and children yield the hierarchical structure of an environment.
Peers reﬂect the distributed nature of an environment.
Any environment points to its parents, its children and its peers at any given time.
Environment siblings are reachable through its parent. In addition, any environment
of a user points to that user’s environment tree root.
Security Elements In a secure system, in all exchanges between users, the
participants’ identity has to be veriﬁed. In user environments this is done by using
credentials. A credential is a data structure consisting of encryption keys and timed
tickets. I deﬁne peer users as users who interact with each other in an activity.
• User credentials–A user is interested in a number of credentials for diﬀerent
purposes: his own authentication and access control credentials, as well as the
access control credentials of his peer users. In a user environment, all the
credentials relevant to a user are kept in a credentials table.
User Environment State The state of an environment can be running or
suspended depending on whether or not the corresponding session is active. When
the environment is in a suspended state, the environment attributes values are saved
in the global environment structure of that particular user. When the environment
is in a running state, then the environment attributes values are instantiated.
User Environment Location The physical location of an environment, that
is, the identiﬁcation of the active space where the environment is instantiated.
User Environment Events The nature of user activity may require certain
bookkeeping of events. Users not only move from one place to another but also can
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be temporarily unaccessible or can explicitly suspend their activity and resume it
later. To accommodate these requirements, a user environment needs to keep track
of all the events and messages generated by or targeted to environment components.
Events considered in this category are:
• user relevant events–generated by or targeted to a user
• component/device relevant events–generated by or targeted to a component/device
in a session owned by a user
Each user environment has an event table that keeps a log of the state of these events:
processed, delayed, canceled or postponed.
3.1.6 Context of a User
As a user navigates a ubiquitous system, he interacts with its active spaces by the
means of his sessions of work. Once in a space, a user can work on a new session or on
an existing session. A user environment is instantiated in a space, to provide a work-
place for a user and is conﬁgured according to the user’s preferences. This workplace
created for the user can be seen as a user context in a space. The instantiation of
an environment at a particular location drives the context of that location to match
the user preferences and the session requirements. To conclude, a user brings user
context into a space, which in turn may lead to changes in the space state.
3.1.7 Architecture of an Environment Service
The component elements of a user’s global environment are maintained in a ubiquitous
system by global managers called Environment Managers. Environment Managers
collectively form a distributed service that provides the functionality necessary to
continuously pair or associate users with their environments.
Environment managers typically run one per space and provide services which,
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even though required by user environments, are nevertheless more eﬃciently per-
formed by a supervisory entity. Environment managers have three main compo-
nents:
• Factory of Environments–It creates and instantiates user environments in an
active space
• Migrator of Environments–It deploys the necessary state of an environment to
allow continuous pairing of a user with his environment
• Resolver of Requirements of Environments–It matches environment require-
ments with active space resources
One of the goals of my research is to maintain the state of a user environment, and
update it when requested or needed throughout the ubiquitous system. The state of
the global environment of a user is maintained in environment managers throughout
the system whether or not the user is actively interacting with the system. A user
environment is explicitly instantiated when a user requires or causes interaction with
the ubiquitous system.
Creation and Termination of a User Environment A user environment is
created by an environment factory. Creation of an environment requires retrieving
any state associated with it, and instantiating it. An environment migrator deploys
any part of the state of the environment that is currently remote and is required to
be local.
Instantiation of an environment, in general, requires:
• selecting a location, typically an active space
• interpreting the user preferences for the particular setting
• selecting and conﬁguring suitable devices
• instantiating a group of components
• providing a suitable interface between the user and the system.
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Instantiation of a user Environment in a space depends on the state of that space.
An environment resolver negotiates with an active space to assure satisfaction of the
requirements of a user environment. In reality, this is an on-going negotiation as a
user dynamically changes the setting of his environment.
User environments are terminated, or are suspended, by an environment manager.
When suspended, the state of a user environment is saved in an environment manager.
The corresponding session of work can be later resumed from the same or another
location. The state of the global environment of a user reﬂects the state of the global
activity of that user.
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3.2 Formal Deﬁnition of a User Environment
As described in section 3.1, a user environment is a set of objects that globally
characterize the activity of a user in a ubiquitous system. The activity of a user is
organized in sessions of work. At a certain time and location a user typically accesses
a session of his activity.
Operationally, a user environment is a function that continuously spatially and
temporally pairs a user with his activity. Hence, a user environment maintains the
state of the activity of a user, deploys it as the user moves and instantiates the relevant
session of his activity in an actual computing space. One can say that user activity is
a function whose domain is the tuple (user id, location, time), and whose range is the
set of all the sessions in a ubiquitous system. For a given user, with a certain user id,
the range of the function user activity is all the sessions of work of that user.
user activity : user id ∗ location ∗ time− > session (3.2)
A user’s environment in a particular location and at a particular time corresponds
to an instantiation of a session qualiﬁed by the preferences of the user proﬁle in that
location and at that time.
As deﬁned in section 3.1, a user’s environment consists of a user’s proﬁle, location
and activity. As discussed in 3.1.1 and 3.1.3, both the activity and the proﬁle of a
user are organized so that each element is relevant to a particular location of a user’s
work. Similarly, a user environment is organized so that each individual environment
is relevant to a speciﬁc location of a user’s work. Consequently, structurally, the global
environment of a user is a rooted tree, with node environments and leaf environments,
as indicated in rules 3.3 through 3.7.
global user environment = root environment (3.3)
root environment = User Location.User Profile.Current Environment.
(node environment)∗
(3.4)
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The root environment is located at a user’s home location. The User Profile and
Current Environment of a user are directly accessible from the root environment.
The Current Environment of a user is the environment that a user is currently
accessing. The user’s current active role(s), current location(s) and current activity
are reachable from the Current Environment.
Node environments allow the formation of hierarchies of environments.
node environment = Parent Env.(child environment)∗|Nil (3.5)
child environment = leaf environment|(node environment)∗|Nil (3.6)
Leaf environments are terminal environments and instantiation points for the sessions
of work of a user.
leaf environment = User Profile.User Session (3.7)
The global activity of a user is accessible by navigating all the sessions which are
instantiated at the leaves of a user global environment.
3.2.1 UML [1] Class Deﬁnition of a User Environment
A brief overview of the Uniﬁed Language Model (UML) is given in appendix A.
With the additional elements of the deﬁnition of a user environment, introduced in
section 3.1.5, the complete formal deﬁnition of a user environment becomes:
user environment = Env Id.Env State.Env Location.User Profile.User Location.
User Session.Parent Env.Children Envs.Peer Envs.
Root Env.Credentials Table.Events Table
(3.8)
One can conclude from the above, however, that a user environment can be one of
three kinds: root environment, node environment or leaf environment. A user envi-
ronment is thus a generalization of root environment, node environment or leaf environment,
as depicted in ﬁgure 3.2. The attributes Env Id, Env State, Env Location, Peer Envs,
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user_profile: Profile
User_Environment 
Node_Environment Root_Environment 
env_id: String
parent_env: User_Environment
env_state: Environment_State
peer_envs:ListOfUserEnvironments
credentials_table: CredentialsTable
Leaf_Environment
 
children_envs: ListOfUserEnvironments
user_profile: Profile
user_session: Session
events_table: EventTable
env_location: Location
user_location: UserLocation
root_env:UserEnvironment
children_envs: ListOfUserEnvironments
user_current_environment: User_Environment
parent_env: User_Environment
Figure 3.2: UML Class Deﬁnition of User Environment
Root Env, Credentials Table and Events Table are common to all kinds of environ-
ments.
From rule 3.4, the UML class deﬁnition of a root environment is depicted in ﬁg-
ure 3.3. From rule 3.5 follows the UML class deﬁnition of a node environment in
ﬁgure 3.4. The UML class deﬁnition of a leaf environment follows from rule 3.7 and
is depicted in ﬁgure 3.5.
Restating rule 3.1 of section 3.1.3,
user session = state.components.devices (3.9)
the UML class deﬁnition of a session of a user environment is depicted in ﬁgure 3.6.
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user_profile: Profile
user_preferences: ListOfDescs
user_name: Name
roles: ListOfRoles
Location 
current_location: String
home_location:String
Root_Environment 
children_envs: ListOfUserEnvironments
user_location: UserLocation
Profile
user_current_environment: User_Environment Leaf_Environment 
user_profile: Profile
parent_env: User_Environment
children_envs: ListOfUserEnvironments
parent_env: User_Environment
* Node_Environment 
user_session: Session
Figure 3.3: UML Class Deﬁnition of Root of a User Environment
1 parent children*
children_envs: ListOfUserEnvironments
Node_Environment 
parent_env: User_Environment
User_Environment 
env_id: String
env_state: Environment_State
peer_envs:ListOfUserEnvironments
credentials_table: CredentialsTable
 events_table: EventTable
env_location: Location
root_env:User_Environment
Figure 3.4: UML Class Deﬁnition of a Node Environment
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user_name: Name
user_preferences: ListOfDescs
default_devices_specs: ListOfSpecs
default_component_specs: ListOfSpecs
role_preferences: ListOfDescs
roles: ListOfRoles
role_name: Nameparent_env: User_Environment
user_session: Session
1..* Role Leaf_Environment
user_profile: Profile
Profile
state: SessionState
Session 
component_table: ComponentTable
device_table: DeviceTable
Figure 3.5: UML Class Deﬁnition of a Leaf Environment
dev_spec: Spec
comp_spec: Spec
component_access_list: ListOfNames
device_access_list: ListOfNames
component_prerequisites: ListOfSpecs
devices: ListOfDevices
component_table: ComponentTable
state: 
components: ListOfComponents
device_table: DeviceTable
SessionState
Session 
DeviceTable 
Component 
ComponentTable 
1..*
Device 
1..*
Figure 3.6: UML Class Deﬁnition of a Session of a User Environment
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Chapter 4
Basic Elements of a User
Environment
In a ubiquitous system, a user is typically mobile and operates diﬀerent devices.
As he wanders throughout the ubiquitous system he accesses, and possibly updates,
diﬀerent pieces of his personal information: ﬁles, applications or system tools. It can
be very diﬃcult and time consuming for a user to maintain all the pieces of his activity
throughout the spaces of a system. Therefore, I coalesce all the activity of a user in
a user environment to make it consistent, more manageable and better accessible to
the user.
The global environment of a user, as discussed in section 3.1, is a set of distributed
objects that, collectively, completely characterize the activity of the user in a ubiqui-
tous system. The activity of a user in a system is structurally organized in sessions
of work. Each session is instantiated at a leaf environment. The root environment is
the entry point of the global environment of a user in the system. Node environments
are structure builders of the global environment of a user.
Next, I elaborate on each of the elements that compose the structure of a user
environment, revisiting with more detail the global environment of the user named
Carlos introduced in section 3.1.4.
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components={calendar, pine, text_editor}
devices ={laptop, terminal}
state = {Running} 
component_table: ComponentTable
device_table: DeviceTable
: DeviceTable 
: ComponentTable 
session1: Session 
Figure 4.1: Session of Work of User Carlos
4.1 Elements of a Session of a User
Let us suppose that on a certain morning Carlos, who is a student at the University
of Illinois, is working at his oﬃce on the third ﬂoor of the Computer Science building.
He is working at his desk and has three applications running: an e-mail application,
a text editor and a calendar of his appointments. The calendar generates an event for
each approaching scheduled appointment.
As discussed in section 3.1.3, a session is a set of software components that are
treated by a user as a unit by reasons as diverse as convenience, location or component
semantics. So, the applications that Carlos is running are organized in a session of
Carlos’ work at his oﬃce, as depicted in Figure 4.1, where we can see that Carlos
chooses to run pine and text editor on a laptop and calendar on a terminal.
A session consists of a number of components that a user is accessing and the
devices used to run these components, and has the following attributes:
State–The state of a session can be initial, running or suspended. A session is
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suspended when all its components are suspended. Otherwise, a session is
running.
Component Table–A table of references to components currently in the scope of
the session.
Device Table–A table of references to devices currently in the scope of the session.
For example, when user Carlos starts the text editor on the laptop, the text editor and
the laptop are added, respectively, to the component table and to the device table of
Carlos’ session.
4.1.1 Component
A component is a self-contained black-box that provides a well-deﬁned functionality.
Examples of components are applications, services and system tools. A component,
like an object, has data and the associated operations on the data; it can be composed
by or be part of other components, and it can be inherited by other components.
Unlike objects, components have a state, a location, resources used, and conﬁguration
parameters.
Figure 4.2 depicts the UML class deﬁnition of a component, and that of a com-
ponent table described in the next section.
remove_component(comp_ref: Component)
resume(comp_ref: Component)
suspend(comp_ref: Component)
ComponentTable 
components: ListOfComponents
Component 
state:
start(parameters: String)
fini(parameters: String)
resume(parameters: String)
suspend(parameters: String)
 String
location: String 
component_prerequisites:  ListOfSpecs
component_access_list: ListOfNames
add_component(comp_spec: Spec): Component
configuration_parameters: ListOfDescs
comp_spec: Spec
Figure 4.2: UML Class Deﬁnition of Component and Component Table
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mode: ModeType
Desc
reference: Component
value: any
Spec
properties: listofDescs
name: Name
name: Name
enum TagType ={NameType, PropertyType, ReferenceType}
tag : TagType
Figure 4.3: UML Deﬁnition of a Speciﬁcation
comp spec is a property that identiﬁes a component, typically its name but it can
also be a value of one of its attributes. A speciﬁcation, depicted in Figure 4.3, is a
name, or a list of descriptions, or a reference to a component. The value of the tag
determines which ﬁeld of the speciﬁcation is assigned a value. A description is a triple
(name, value,mode). The mode of a description can have one of the values: normal,
read only, ﬁxed normal, ﬁxed readonly, undeﬁned.
The state of a component in a session is Running or Suspended. Location is the
physical space where the component is currently running.
Component prerequisites describe quantitative and qualitative operational needs
of the component. These may include hardware resources (e.g. devices used to run
the component) and software resources (e.g. libraries, system services and ﬁles used
to store the components). A prerequisite is a speciﬁcation; i.e., a name, a list of
properties to be satisﬁed or a reference to a component.
Conﬁguration parameters are the characteristics of the components to ﬁt the com-
putational setting of that particular session. Conﬁguration parameters are expressed
as a list of descriptions.
Component access list is the access control list of the component. Access control
of a component is performed the conventional way by attaching an access control list
(ACL) to the component. An ACL of an object is a set of users, each of which has
some rights to the object [8]. A request is granted to a user if that user has all the
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rights that the request needs. The assumption here is that there is an underlying
security subsystem providing the algorithms for access control. The input of the
algorithm for each request is the ACL and the credentials of the user issuing the
request.
The start() operation speciﬁes the steps to take to set up the component, start
it and use it. A component can be run as a library, on its own thread of control
on the same or on a diﬀerent process from the one that created it. suspend(...)
and resume(...) are called by the component to suspend or to resume itself, respec-
tively. The fini() operation signals that the component is not used anymore. These
operations are used in conjunction with the component table described in the next
section.
4.1.2 Component Table
The components of a session are aggregated in a component table that has operations
to add new components and to remove components, as well as to suspend and to
resume the operation of components. The UML class deﬁnition of a component table
is depicted in Figure 4.2.
The operation add component(...) adds a component to the session given its spec-
iﬁcation, which can be a name or a reference or a list of properties describing the
component. It inserts this component in the component table. Then, depending
on the component speciﬁcation, it creates a thread or a process that will run the
component and initializes it.
The removal of components from the table is done through the operation remove
component(...) that calls the fini(...) operation in the corresponding component. The
operation suspend(...) marks the component as being suspended in the component
table and calls the suspend(...) operation in the appropriate component. A component
can be resumed by calling the resume(...) operation.
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4.1.3 Devices and Device Table
The devices used to run the components of a session are aggregated in a device table,
as depicted in Figure 4.4. dev spec is a property that identiﬁes a device, typically its
name but it can also be a value of one of its attributes. Each device is characterized by
a mode of operation, location and its conﬁguration parameters. Themode of operation
can be a combination of (mobile or stationary) and (shared or dedicated). A shared
device is being used by several users, as opposed to dedicated to an individual user.
Location is the physical space where the device is currently located. Conﬁguration
parameters are the characteristics of the device in the space where it is located.
Similarly to components, device access control is performed by attaching an ACL
to the device, and assuming an underlying security subsystem that performs the
algorithms for access control. Device access list represents the access control list of
the device.
devices: ListOfDevices
DeviceTable 
Device 
operation_mode: String
location : String 
device_access_list: ListOfNames
dev_spec: Spec
configuration_parameters: ListOfDescsadd_device(dev_spec: Spec): Device
remove_device(dev_ref: Device)
Figure 4.4: UML Class Deﬁnition of Device and Device Table
4.2 Elements of a Leaf Environment
A session of a user’s work is instantiated at a leaf environment. In the example
discussed in this chapter, Carlos’ session of work at his oﬃce is instantiated at a leaf
environment of his global environment. As depicted in Figure 4.5 and following the
deﬁnition in 3.2, other relevant attributes of the leaf environment are parent env and
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Roles={Student, Teaching_Assistant}
: Profile 
session1: Session 
user_session: Session
Leaf1: User_Leaf_Environment
state = {Running} 
component_table: ComponentTable
device_table: DeviceTable
: ComponentTable 
: DeviceTable 
devices ={laptop, terminal}
user_profile: Profile
env_location={office 3234 DCL}
components={calendar, pine, text_editor}
Figure 4.5: Environment of Carlos at his oﬃce
user proﬁle.
4.2.1 User Proﬁle
This is the proﬁle for the current session of work of the user. As discussed in sec-
tion 3.1.1, a user’s proﬁle contains the user’s identiﬁcation, his preferences and the
roles that he can play.
A user has a number of roles that are assigned to him when he is ﬁrst introduced
in the system by an administrative entity. The roles of a user determine the allowed
interactions of the user in the system, i.e., what the user is allowed to do in the
system. A user can always assume a default role of guest. Carlos is currently playing
the roles of a Student and a Teaching Assistant.
The preferences of a user indicated how the user would like to interact with the
system. As it is standard in security, roles confer a number of privileges to a user.
So, the roles that a user is playing conditionate the preferences associated to those
roles. Users roles and proﬁles are discussed in chapter 6.
4.2.2 Environment Location
env location is an attribute common to all kinds of environments as discussed in
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Roles={Student, Researcher}
: Profile Leaf2: User_Leaf_Environment
user_session: Session
session2: Session : ComponentTable 
: DeviceTable 
state = {Running} 
component_table: ComponentTable
device_table: DeviceTable
components={Powerpoint, VisualC++}
devices ={PC}
user_profile: Profile
env_location={laboratory 2401 DCL}
Figure 4.6: Environment of Carlos at the Lab 2401
section 3.2 and depicted in Figure 3.2. The location of this leaf environment is oﬃce
3234 in DCL.
4.3 Elements of a Node of Environment
At 10 am, Carlos leaves his oﬃce to go to a laboratory on the second ﬂoor, where
he wants to develop and test an application for gesture recognition. He suspends
his session of work at his oﬃce. When he arrives at the laboratory he starts there
a new session with two applications: a slides editor and a Visual C++ Developer
Studio. These two applications are organized in a session of work that is part of a
leaf environment in Carlos’ global environment, as depicted in ﬁgure 4.6.
In the model I am proposing, Carlos’ activity is aggregated, so that it can be
accessed and navigated from any entry point. The point of aggregation of an individ-
ual session depends on the user’s intentions, and on the circumstances of the physical
environments traversed by the user. Figure 4.7 gives us a view of Carlos’ environment
assuming that his two known environments are aggregated at the same point–Node1.
We note that session1 is suspended, and that both leaf environments have Node1 as
their parent environment. One can think of Node1 as the environment branch of
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device_table = {laptop, terminal}
: Profile 
Roles={Student, Researcher}
state = {Running} 
component_table = {Powerpoint, VisualC++}
device_table = {PC} 
session2: Session 
Leaf2: User_Leaf_Environment
parent_env = Node1
user_profile: Profile
env_location={laboratory 2401 DCL}
user_session: Session
Leaf1: User_Leaf_Environment
parent_env = Node1
user_profile:Profile
env_location={office 3234 DCL}
user_session: Session
: Profile 
Roles={Student, Teaching_Assistant}
session1: Session 
state = {Suspended} 
component_table = {calendar, pine, text_editor}
Node1: Node_Environment 
parent_env: UserEnvironment
children_envs = {Leaf1, Leaf2}
Figure 4.7: Composite Environment of Carlos at the DCL building
Carlos in the DCL oﬃce building. As discussed before, Node environments provide
the glue in the global environment structure. The attribute children environments is
a list of environments allowing a node to root any number of subtrees, each of them
representing one branch of activity.
4.4 Elements of a Root Environment
As described in section 3.2, root of the global environment of a user is a special
environment. It is an entry point of a user in the system, and allows immediate
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user_profile: Profile
{laptop, terminal}
{PC}}
{PC}}
{Sony Playstation 2, PC}}
user_preferences: ListOfDescs
user_name = Carlos
roles = {Student, Researcher, Teaching_Assistant, Reader, Player}
user_profile.roles = {Student, Teaching_Assistant}
Carlos_Root: Root_Environment 
Leaf1: User_Leaf_Environment
parent_env = Node1
user_session = 
}
home_location={office 2416 DCL, "csHome"} 
current_location={office 2401 DCL}
: UserLocation 
env_location = 
user_session = {
Leaf3: User_Leaf_Environment
parent_env = Node2
Leaf2: User_Leaf_Environment
parent_env = Node1
user_session = { user_session = {
parent_env = Node2
Leaf4: User_Leaf_Environment
Node1: Node_Environment 
children_envs = {Leaf1, Leaf2}
Node2: Node_Environment 
children_envs = {Leaf3, Leaf4}
env_location ={502 West Griggs} 
parent_env = Carlos_Root
env_location = {2416 DCL} 
parent_env = Carlos_Root
{office 3234 DCL} env_location = {Library at 502 West Griggs}
user_profile.roles = {Reader}
env_location = {laboratory 2401 DCL}
user_profile.roles = {Student, Researcher}
env_location = Entertainment_Room at 502 West Griggs}
user_profile.roles = {Player}
components = {Powerpoint, VisualC++},
devices = 
state = {Running}, 
user_location:UserLocation
env_location = {office 2416 DCL}
user_current_environment = Leaf2
children_envs = {Node1, Node2}
state = {Suspended}, 
components = {MS Internet Explorer},
devices = 
components = 
state = {Suspended}, 
{NBA Street},
devices = 
{calendar, pine, text_editor}
{  state = {Suspended}, 
  components =
devices  = 
User_Profile
Figure 4.8: Global Environment of User Carlos
access to the current environment and to the global proﬁle of a user in the system.
The way environments are aggregated depends on user decisions, and on implicit
placement by environment managers taking into consideration the circumstances of
the computing space. Each subtree that springs from the root refers to a chain of
user activity. These issues are further discussed in chapter 11.
In the example presented in this chapter, we have seen that so far user Carlos
has two sessions of work at the building DCL. These sessions are aggregated at node
node1. This node is one of the children of the root environment. Let us assume that
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another child of the root is the node environment that represents the aggregation of
Carlos’ house environment. The root, depicted in ﬁgure 4.8, is the direct entry point
for Carlos’ current global environment. It has a direct reference to Carlos’ current
environment which is his leaf environment at the laboratory. The root has Carlos’
global proﬁle as one of his attributes. User proﬁles are discussed in the chapter 6.
Finally, the root has user location as another one of its attributes.
4.4.1 User Location
As discussed previously, the root is physically placed at the home location of a user.
We see that Carlos’ current location is oﬃce 2401 in DCL, whereas his home location
is the oﬃce 2416 DCL, the home of the Computer Science Domain Servers. User
Location has been discussed in section 3.1.2. Home Location is initially set by an
administrative entity when the user is entered in the system. It can be changed, but
not as frequently as the Current Location. Current Location is set as the user moves
from space to space. This topic is further discussed with environment managers in
chapter 8.
4.5 Elements of a General User Environment
A user global environment is a composite structure whose elements fall in one of the
three categories: root, node or leaf environments, as stated in section 3.2. Each of
these environments is a specialization of a general user environment, as has been
depicted in Figure 3.2.
An environment, regardless of its type, always has an identiﬁer, a state and a
location. In addition, it keeps a log of events of environment related components, and
a record of the credentials of the user owner of the environment. If it is a member of
a distributed environment, an environment also keeps record of the other members,
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Environment_State
Type: StateType
StateType={Initial, Running, Suspended, Migrating, Resuming, Finished}
Figure 4.9: State of a User Environment
its peer environments. These are the attributes common to all types of environments.
environment identiﬁer is a unique string that identiﬁes an environment.
4.5.1 State of the Environment
env state represents the state of the environment, and as depicted in Figure 4.9, it can
assume one of the values Initial, Running, Suspended, Migrating, Resuming, Finished:
• Initial–the state of an environment that has just been created.
• Running–the state of an environment that has been instantiated in a space and
is fully active.
• Suspended–the state of an environment that has been suspended. When an
environment is suspended, the values of its attributes are saved into a ﬁle of the
environment repository.
• Migrating–the state of an environment that is in the process of migrating. In
this state the environment is not fully active. However, it has to do some
bookkeeping, such as to save events that will be forwarded to the migrated
environment.
• Resuming–the state of an environment that is in the process of becoming active.
A resuming environment had been suspended or migrating, and will eventually
become a running environment when all its attributes have been instantiated
and activated.
• Finished–the state of an environment that has just been closed.
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We will discuss the role of the state of an environment in chapters 7 through 12
detailing architecture and protocols of user environments.
4.5.2 Security
A user environment has the components that represent the activity of a user. In a
secure system any access to components and devices is controlled. This means that
the identity of the sender of a request has to be veriﬁed before a request is granted.
Environments are in general part of a larger software system. Let us assume that
there is an underlying infrastructure with security services supporting credentials,
authentication and access control. With such an underlying system, the security
functionality at the environment level can be maintained at a minimum.
The credentials of a user are a proof that indeed a user is really who he says he
is. In practice, credentials are timed encryption keys that are assigned to a user by a
Certiﬁcation Authority (CA) when the user is authenticated in the system. When a
user is authenticated, a public/private pair of keys is generated and submitted in a
request for a certiﬁcate to a CA. If the request is approved, the CA signs the certiﬁcate
with the CA’s own public key, inserts it in a database at the CA and returns it to
the authentication server. This signed certiﬁcate is the credential for this user and
is used to validate the user requests. Credentials have a lifetime. So, in reality, a
credential is a data structure consisting of encryption keys paired with timed tickets
that are valid for a limited period of time.
The credentials of a user are used for access control; i.e., the receiver of a message
can use the credentials of the sender to verify that the message was indeed sent by the
sender. A message from a user consists of two parts: the credentials of the user and
the actual contents of the message encrypted with the user key. There are two ways
for a receiver of a message to get the credentials of a sender: push method and pull
method. In the push method, the sender of a message presents its own credentials
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when it sends a message. In the pull method, the receiver of a message looks up the
credentials of the sender in a database of a CA. The credentials of the sender, which
are signed with the CA’s public key, are then decrypted by the receiver. From the
credentials of the sender, the receiver extracts the encryption keys of the sender, and
with the keys decrypts the contents of the message from the sender.
CredentialsPair 
username: String
credentials: ListOfcredentials
CredentialsTable 
env_credentials: ListOfCredentialsPairs
ticket: String
key: String
authenticate(userId:Name): Credential
get_credentials(userId: Name): Credential
set_credentials(userId: Name, credential: Credential)
refresh_credentials()
check_credential(credential: Credential): Boolean
Credential 
Figure 4.10: UML Class Deﬁnition of the Credentials Table of an Environment
Since a user environment represents the activity of a user, it can be beneﬁcial,
for performance reasons, to store the credentials of a user in his environment. So,
an attribute of the environment called credentials table caches the credentials of the
user owner of the environment and the credentials of other users interacting with
this user. The credentials of the user on whose behalf an environment is created are
obtained at the time of creation of the environment. A user environment is created
by an environment manager, for instance, when a user enters a space. In order to do
so, the environment manager locates an authentication server or a CA from which it
gets the credentials of the user. The ﬁrst time an environment gets a message from
another user it veriﬁes the credentials for that user. In future messages from that
user, the credentials can be looked up from the credentials table.
The UML class deﬁnition of the credentials table is presented in Figure 4.10.
The credentials table includes the credentials of a user indexed by username, and an
operation to lookup credentials given a username. Since credentials have a lifetime,
it also includes operations to refresh cached credentials.
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4.5.3 Event Table
Event Table of a user environment, depicted in Figure 4.11, keeps a log of the events
targeted to the components of the environment. Events are discussed in more detail
in chapter 9, which discusses the role of events, and in chapter 12, which discusses
environment behavior.
EventTable 
cancel_event(event_id: Event)
received_events: ListOfEvents
save_event(event_id: Event)
post_event(event_id: Event)
eventListeners: ListOfEventChannelListeners
1
*
EventChannelListener
channel: EventChannel
Figure 4.11: UML Class Diagram of the Environment Event Table
An event table has an event channel listener for each of the event channels relevant
to a user environment. An event channel delivers events from suppliers of events to
consumers of events. An event channel listener is a handle to an event channel. A
listener of a channel gets the events posted to that channel, keeps a log of the state of
those events–processed, delayed, canceled or postponed–and maintains them. It will
be seen that the event table of a user environment interacts with an event manager
of an event service to hold and post events.
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Chapter 5
Distributed Environment
In this chapter, I introduce the notion of a distributed user environment. Sometimes
a user needs to perform a task that involves several diﬀerent physical spaces simul-
taneously. In this situation, this user will have a distributed session. A distributed
session is composed of several sessions of work running simultaneously, each one of
them on a separate physical location. These sessions of work typically communicate
and interact with one another.
A user distributed environment is an environment used to instantiate a distributed
session. Each individual session of a distributed session is instantiated in a user envi-
ronment running in a particular space. This environment is called a peer environment
in the distributed environment. The distributed environment corresponding to a dis-
tributed session is an association of peer environments, each of them instantiating one
session of the distributed session.
Summarizing, a distributed user environment is a user environment with the fol-
lowing characteristics:
• It has sessions running simultaneously in several diﬀerent spaces;
• The several sessions of work belong to the activity of the same user;
• These sessions communicate and synchronize with one another.
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For instance, let us suppose that user Carlos referred to in chapter 4 is going
to measure the performance of a multi-space ubiquitous system. This ubiquitous
system is composed of spaces A, B and C which are physically located in oﬃce 3234,
laboratory 2401 and room 2416 of the DCL oﬃce building, respectively. Carlos is
currently working in space A. He has a user environment with a session in space
A. The experiment consists of running a suite of tests on each of the spaces A, B
and C simultaneously and measuring the performance of the system under these load
conditions. The experiment is as follows, where n is the total number of tests to be
run:
Begin
Reset spaces A, B, C
Synchronize A, B, C
For i=1 to n
Run Test_i in each of the spaces A, B, C
Synchronize Spaces A, B, C
Reset spaces A, B, C
End
As discussed previously, the activity of a user is organized in sessions. The ex-
periment is conﬁgured in one of Carlos’ sessions that the system saves in his global
environment. Let us call this session experiment session. Carlos starts the experiment
by switching from his current session of work to the experiment session. From the
conﬁguration of the experiment session the environment manager determines that it
is a multi-session. So, it creates a distributed environment for Carlos with sessions
in spaces A, B and C. Each of these sessions runs the suite of tests. The sessions
all synchronize at the beginning, and after each Test i they synchronize again to run
the following test simultaneously. Test i is, e.g., in room A to run program1 and
program2, while in room B is to run program10 and program17, and in room C is to
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run program25. In this example, these sessions have to run concurrently because the
goal of the experiment is to measure the overall performance of the system in these
conditions.
This is an example of a distributed environment–an environment of the same user
that has several sessions running in diﬀerent spaces, but are part of the same activ-
ity. A diﬀerent session is started in each space. These sessions coordinate with one
another, if necessary, via an event channel of the distributed environment–an event
channel that they all share.
Distributed environments are used to program separate sessions of the same user
that have to run concurrently as separate threads of activity.
5.1 Speciﬁc Elements of a User Distributed Envi-
ronment
As previously stated, a distributed environment is an association of peer environments,
each of them instantiating a session of a distributed session. A peer environment is a
user environment, as described in chapter 3, that has peers with which it exchanges
results through an event channel, whic is shared by all the peers that are part of a
distributed environment.
The attributes speciﬁc to a peer environment are: mode, peers and peers event
channel.
Mode is an attribute added to the environment structure, as depicted in ﬁgure 5.1,
to better characterize a distributed environment. Mode of an environment has two
values:
• stand-alone is a self-contained environment as discussed in the previous chap-
ters.
• distributed is a peer member of a distributed environment that instantiates a
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user_profile: Profile
User_Environment 
Node_Environment 
parent_env: User_Environment
env_id: String
root_env:UserEnvironment
Root_Environment Leaf_Environment
 
children_envs: ListOfUserEnvironments
user_profile: Profile
user_session: Session
events_table: EventTable
env_location: Location
user_location: UserLocation
env_state: Environment_State
children_envs: ListOfUserEnvironments
user_current_environment: User_Environment
parent_env: User_Environment
credentials_table: CredentialsTable
env_mode: Environment_Mode
peer_envs:ListOfUserEnvironments
Figure 5.1: UML Class Deﬁnition of User Environment Revisited
distributed session. The association of all the peer environments constitutes the
distributed environment.
Mode is necessary to distinguish between a stand-alone environment and a peer
environment member of a distributed environment. Mode is diﬀerent from the pre-
viously discussed state which, as seen before, can have one of the values Initial,
Running, Suspended, Resuming, Migrating, Finished. An environment is by default
created stand-alone with an empty list of peers. It becomes distributed when it is
necessary to associate the sessions of a user in one concurrent distributed activity.
This is normally done by user indication.
Two other elements speciﬁc to the structure of a distributed environment are:
• peer environments–each peer of a distributed environment has an attribute
(peers) that is a tuple of all its peer environments in the distributed environ-
ment.
• peers event channel–an event channel used by the peers of a distributed envi-
ronment to communicate and exchange results among themselves.
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peer2: Environment
env_location=lab2401 
Suppliers = {peer1, peer2, peer3} 
Consumers = {peer1, peer2, peer3} 
peer events
peer events peer events
peers={peer1, peer3}
peer3: Environmentpeer1: Environment
env_location= office3234 
peers={peer1, peer2}peers={peer2, peer3}
peersChannel: EventChannel
env_location=room2416 
Figure 5.2: Topology of a Distributed Environment
A distributed environment can be represented in UML by a plain aggregation of
peer environments.
5.2 Peers Event Channel
I elect to establish the communication among peers of a distributed environment via
event channels. Alternatives for communication between peers are:
• a pipeline of peers–a channel between two consecutive peers
• a ring of peers–a closed pipeline
• a complete connection of peers–a channel between any pair of peers
• a star of peers–one channel for communication between all peers
I opt for the star of peers topology. Pipelines and rings presuppose an ordering of
the peer environments, and in general I do not impose any ordering on the sessions. A
complete connection is an overkill in channels–it goes beyond the necessary channels
required. In the star topology, an event channel–peers event channel–is the center to
which all the peers subscribe as consumers and as suppliers of events, as depicted in
ﬁgure 5.2. There, peer1, peer2 and peer3 are members of a distributed environment
and they are both consumers and suppliers of the peersChannel.
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When an environment changes from stand-alone to distributed a peers event chan-
nel is created. It is irrelevant where this channel is maintained, but in practice it is
maintained in the space of the peer environment that has been ﬁrst created. Each
additional peer environment is given a handle to this channel. All the peers of a
distributed environment listen to this channel.
Kinds of events that are likely to be exchanged among the peer environments
are:
• application results–results of execution or partial results of execution, notiﬁca-
tion of failure or termination;
• environment events–termination, failure, migration, synchronization of environ-
ments.
Any peer environment has a handle to the peers event channel. Peer environments
and their sessions use their handle to the peers event channel to put into this channel
events they generate, and to get from this channel events that are generated by their
peer environments.
Since a peer environment puts events to and gets them from a peers event channel,
care has to be taken so that an environment is not delivered events generated by itself.
A possible solution is to place event ﬁlters at the peers event channel, so that it delivers
events to all its consumers but the supplier of a particular event.
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Chapter 6
User and User Proﬁle
A principal is an entity, a human or a component, that can authenticate itself to the
system, be held responsible for its actions, and be allocated resources for consumption.
Examples of principals are: users, active components such as application or system
components, devices, rooms or spaces. A principal is registered within the system, and
is known by its unique identiﬁcation. Principals can be further specialized through
roles. A role is a facet or aspect of the principal’s expected behavior performed in
particular situations or processes.
Users are a category of principals of interest to the User Environment Architecture.
As in all the categories of principals, users are registered within the system, can
authenticate themselves to the system, and are known by their unique identiﬁcation.
6.1 Requirements
The system requires some way of authenticating principals and some way of asso-
ciating principals with credentials for access control. In addition, a coherent role
classiﬁcation is required. From the point of view of user environments what is rele-
vant is to assign roles unambiguously at any time, and provide the preferences and
traits of those roles. Access control and role enforcement is out of the scope of this dis-
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sertation, albeit we will work closely with the subsystems implementing those features
when they are available.
6.2 Proﬁle and Roles of a User
In a ubiquitous system there is a concern in portraying and identifying the individu-
ality of users. To that end, each user has a proﬁle, potentially variable over the time,
which portrays the desired traits of a user’s interaction with the system. A user’s
proﬁle includes user’s preferences and user’s roles. The UML class diagram depicting
the proﬁle and roles of a user is presented in Figure 6.1.
Profile 
add_role(role_ref: Role): Role
remove_role(role_ref: Role)
roles: ListOfRoles
user_preferences: ListOfDescs
role_name: Name
default_devices_specs: ListOfSpecs
default_component_specs: ListOfSpecs
role_preferences: ListOfDescs
1..*
user_name: Name
Role 
Figure 6.1: Proﬁle and Roles of a User
User preferences are characteristics that the user assumes or features that the user
requires to perform his work in a particular computational setting, i.e., user prefer-
ences indicate how the user wants to interact with the ubiquitous system. Examples
of preferences are components that the user wants to run by default and preferred
devices where to run such components.
A user role is a set of attributes and operations that characterize the interaction
of a population of users in the system. A user role establishes how the user is allowed
to interact with the system.
A user can have several roles. Each role is a specialization of the user’s expected
behavior and therefore it has its own preferences. At the time of the creation of
an environment, user roles are indicated to or inferred by an Environment Manager
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which then instantiates an environment for that user based on the preferences of those
roles. A user can have several roles at a particular point in time.
6.3 Deﬁnition of a User
A user environment at a certain location keeps a session of work of that user in that
location. The global environment of a user, is an aggregation of all the sessions of
work of a user in a ubiquitous system. So, a user is deﬁned in a ubiquitous system by
his identiﬁcation, his global proﬁle and by his global environment. The UML class
deﬁnition of a user is depicted in Figure 6.2.
Profile 
add_role(role_ref: Role): Role
remove_role(role_ref: Role)
roles: ListOfRoles
user_preferences: ListOfDescs
user_profile: Profile
User 
user_environment: User_Environment
user_name: Name
env_location: Location
env_state: Environment_State
events_table: EventTable
credentials_table: CredentialsTable
peer_envs:ListOfUserEnvironments
User_Environment 
env_id: String
root_env: User_Environment
user_name: Name
Figure 6.2: Deﬁnition of a User
Users, their environments and proﬁles are objects maintained in an Environment
Repository that is part of the User Environment Architecture, as will be seen in
section 8.2.
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6.4 Usernames and Role Names
Users are given usernames composed of strings of their ﬁrst names, or any other
criterion determined by the administration of a ubiquitous system. Examples of
usernames are: John, Linda, Carlos and Bruna.
The set of available user roles is typically determined by the administration of
a ubiquitous system. An example of a set of user roles in a University system in-
cludes: Student, Professor, Lecturer, Teaching Assistant, Administrator, Researcher,
Research Assistant, Guest and Visiting Scholar. Based on his roles, a user is assigned
credentials by an authentication service that are used in access control, as discussed
in section 4.5.2.
6.5 Preferences of a User
User preferences are features that a user requires or would like to have in a particular
computational setting, such as an active space or a device. User preferences detail
default components, preferred devices, as well as resource requirements for a user.
User preferences are specialized by role played and by location.
Preferences fall into three categories:
• Device Preferences
– Hardware Preferences
∗ preferred type of device - such as workstation, laptop or palmtop and
printing device type;
∗ device settings - such as screen type and resolution;
∗ network connections and connection settings - such as wireless con-
nections, telnet, SSH with keys;
– System Preferences
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∗ preferred OS type - such as Unix, Linux, Windows XP, Windows NT,
Windows CE, Pocket PC, Mac;
∗ user variables - such as search and library paths, prompt, login shell;
∗ desktop or console layout - such as icon placement, background and
color schemes, fonts, start menu layout (e.g., frequently used items
ﬁrst).
• Application Preferences
– Favored Applications - such as browser (e.g., Internet Explorer), e-mail
processor (e.g., Outlook Express), chat program (e.g., AOL Instant Mes-
senger), ﬁle viewers (e.g., Ghostscript), ﬁle editor (e.g., emacs);
– Application Settings - such as preferred windows size for certain tasks,
layout of buttons, menu items, fonts size and type for editors, browsers;
– Application Data - such as mailbox data, cookies, bookmarks;
– Favored Accessories
∗ Programming Tools - such as compilers;
∗ Entertainment - such as media player (e.g., Windows Media Player or
RealOne Player);
∗ System Tools - such as task manager, disk space compacter;
∗ Language Tools - such as Japanese or Chinese Language settings;
– Preferred Documents or Files - such as music ﬁles, picture ﬁles, address
books, lecture notes or research papers.
• Room Preferences - such as temperature, light intensity, preferred devices in
the room such as workstations and displays.
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value: any
mode: ModeType
Desc
User_Preferences 1..* name: Name
Figure 6.3: UML Class Deﬁnition of Preferences of a User
6.5.1 Speciﬁcation of User Preferences
The preferences of a user, depicted in ﬁgure 6.3, are a list of descriptions. A descrip-
tion is a triple (name, value,mode). The mode of a description can have one of the
values: normal, read only, ﬁxed normal, ﬁxed readonly, undeﬁned.
6.6 Static and Dynamic Components of a Proﬁle
A proﬁle of a user can be seen as having a dynamic component and a static component.
The static component of the proﬁle is explicitly added to the system by a user or
system administrator (a human or a software tool). It is always consistent. It applies
to all cases of user activity. The preferences that are explicitly conﬁgured by a user
fall in this category.
The dynamic component of the proﬁle is dynamically added to the system by
programs that monitor the behavior of a user. It is not necessarily always consistent.
It applies to use cases of user activity. The system learns a user’s dynamic proﬁle
by monitoring the activity of that user. Implementation-wise this monitoring can
be done by programs that run in the background of an environment session. These
programs pick interesting and signiﬁcative traits of user behavior and translate them
into proﬁle attributes called user preferences. Examples of such attributes are:
• more frequently accessed applications,
• type and or location of more frequently accessed devices,
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• type of more frequently accessed services.
The incorporation of the learned information in the current session can be done
continuously, or it can be done discretely at certain checkpoints, or at the end of a
session.
The dynamic component of the proﬁle suﬀers from limited input. It is as good as
the number of times the monitoring programs run in a session. It is potentially always
being updated. The user should be allowed the option of reviewing and accepting the
conclusions of the dynamic learning.
6.6.1 Context-Sensitive Roles
A user can explicitly indicate the roles that he plays in the system. In a context
sensitive system, the roles of a user can be inferred by the system context in which
the user is inserted. Changes of roles are automatically triggered and enforced as the
user context changes. In such a system, the assignment of roles to a user in a space
can be achieved typically through negotiation between a user and the space itself.
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Chapter 7
Architecture of The Environment
Framework
It is a fact that at times it is cumbersome for a user to move his activity from
one location to another. It requires some skills of administration, conﬁguration and
adjustment on the part of a user who many times lacks them or cannot aﬀord to deal
with them. In the current state of the art of computing systems, a user is tied to a
computing environment that, in turn, is tied to a piece of hardware, as is depicted in
Figure 7.1. If the user moves to another platform, explicit conﬁgurations, deployment
User User User User
Computing
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Computing
Hardware
OS
Environment
Computing
Hardware
OS
Computing
Environment1
Hardware2
2 3 Environment 4
Hardware 1
OS1 OS1
1
2
2
2
Figure 7.1: Current Computing Environments
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and adjustment have to be made by the user.
I address the problems in the mobility of a user by introducing the concept of
a user environment, a distributed set of objects that coalesces all the activity of a
user. I am proposing a software architecture depicted in Figure 7.2, in which a user
brings his own environment to the system. One wants to convey to a user a view of a
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USER 
ENVIRONMENT
Ubiquitous System
Figure 7.2: Proposed User Environment
ubiquitous system as a continuum of platforms, and make him slightly aware of, but
not limited by, the existence of these platforms. A user now only depends on his own
environment. A user environment is seamlessly accessible to the user in the whole
system.
A user environment is made present everywhere by a software infrastructure called
Environment Management that is described in this chapter. Environment Manage-
ment has servers for storage, migration, conﬁguration and adjustment of a user en-
vironment in each computing space that a user visits. Environment Management,
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Figure 7.3: Environment Management Layer in a Ubiquitous System
designed to be transparent to the user, can be seen as a middleware layer between
a user environment and an operating system of a ubiquitous system, as depicted in
ﬁgure 7.3.
The driving principles of the design of this architecture are:
• a user depends only on his environment, and is decoupled from speciﬁc hardware
platforms;
• a user environment is a ﬁrst-class class object: it is named, it can be saved
and retrieved, it can be migrated and it can be tuned to user preferences and
physical space conﬁgurations;
• a physical space has an environment manager that attends to users interacting
with that space;
• environment management is a distributed software system, with one manager
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Figure 7.4: Architecture for User Environments in a Space
per space. Environment managers in each space cooperate with one another to
support mobility of a user environment.
A direct result of the above principles is the architecture depicted in Figure 7.4.
The relevant protocols among the components of this architecture, drawn in bold
lines, are between:
• User Environment and
– User
– User Proﬁle
– Environment Manager
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– Computing Space
– Applications and Services
– Devices
• Environment Manager and Computing Space
The structure of a user environment is discussed in chapters 3 and 4. User and
user proﬁle are discussed in chapter 6. Environment manager and the organization
of a distributed environment management service are discussed in chapter 8.
Computing space environment is discussed in section 7.1 of this chapter and in
chapter 13, only as a system infrastructure to a user environment and to environment
management. Further discussion of the computing space is beyond the scope of this
work.
Applications and services and devices are discussed only in terms of their interac-
tion with a user environment. The structure of applications and devices is introduced
in chapter 3. Applications and devices fall in two categories:
• they are part of a computing space, or
• they are carried by a user and may not belong to any computing space. They
can be registered in a computing space by a user who visits that computing
space.
Interactions between the elements of the environment architecture are discussed
in chapters 12 and 13, more speciﬁcally, environment behavior and implementation
of the environment architecture.
It is a design decision to allocate one environment manager per space and make
it attend to all the users visiting that space. A user environment may have none of
its elements active at a particular time. What is always active in each space is an
environment manager, that attends to all users who visit that space. Upon notiﬁca-
tion of user arrival to a space, the environment manager starts a user environment
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Figure 7.5: Environment Managers in a Multispace System
for that user in that space. In doing so, an environment manager may ask for the
collaboration of other environment manager(s). Consequently, in a multispace, an
environment manager has a protocol for interaction with other environment man-
agers as indicated in Figure 7.5, in addition to the protocols already mentioned in
this chapter.
A diﬀerent design approach would be to place one user environment per user in
each space, and upgrade the functionality of a user environment with migration and
tuning. My design decision is based on two reasons:
separation of concerns–A user environment deals with user preferences, and user
activity on a per user basis. Environment management, in contrast, deals with
administration, mobility, tuning for all user environments.
scalability–Having one user environment per user always running in every space
is less scalable than one manager per space for all users. This is particularly
true under the assumption that the number of users is at least one order of
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magnitude greater than the number of spaces in a ubiquitous system.
7.1 Environment Architecture Infrastructure
The infrastructure required to support an environment management architecture,
is part of what constitutes a Computing Space. The requirements imposed on a
computing space to support user environments are:
1. Presence Detection–This should be automatically provided by the infrastruc-
ture. Otherwise, detection of users has to be done explicitly by log-in, for
instance.
2. Security –This is required for authentication and access control for users. If the
infrastructure does not provide them, the environment architecture still works
but is not secure.
3. Event Service–This is required for deliverance and notiﬁcation of events. If an
event service is not present then the environment architecture needs to imple-
ment one.
4. Network and Communication Facilities–This is required so that the requests
and replies between software processes are understood by servers and clients,
independently of their location, language of implementation or underlying op-
erating system.
5. File Management Facilities–This is required so that the elements of an environ-
ment architecture are adequately stored.
6. Access to Space Facilities–A computing space has to export its functionality to
mobile users, namely, the computing and communication resources, the services
available and their capabilities. Component and Device Repositories are two
services in a space, that when available, allow access to components and devices
in a space.
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Figure 7.6: The Gaia Architecture
The completeness of a user environment service depends on the extent that its
requirements are provided by the underlying infrastructure.
7.1.1 Use Case–Computing Space in Gaia
In Gaia [9], a computing infrastructure used as a testbed for the environment ar-
chitecture, a ubiquitous system is organized as a set of spaces each of them oﬀering
services such as presence detection, event management, ﬁle system, space repository
and others. Figure 7.6 depicts the Gaia architecture. The integration of the En-
vironment service in Gaia is shaded. Environment managers are part of the Gaia
kernel, whereas a user environment runs on top of the kernel and interacts with the
application framework. The implementation of the user environment architecture is
discussed in detail in Chapter 13.
7.1.2 Development in CORBA
Object Management Group (OMG) Common Object Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA) [10] is an architecture for development of distributed, platform-independent
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systems. The principle in CORBA is that clients and servers communicate via an
Object Request Broker (ORB). The ORB ensures that the requests and replies are
adequately transformed so that they are understood by the servers and clients, in-
dependently of their location, language of implementation or underlying operating
system. These are some of the reasons why the environment architecture, and the
Gaia infrastructure in general, use an implementation of CORBA for communication.
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Chapter 8
Inside an Environment Manager
I consider that a ubiquitous system is an aggregation of spaces, each space being
a group of hosts and devices located in a physical area, and providing services to
users. While navigating a ubiquitous system, users bring along their own environment
- their work and their preferences. A ubiquitous system has to pair a user with
his environment, or at least the relevant part of his environment at a certain time
and place. To this end and as depicted in Figure 8.1, an environment manager is
conceived as a service running in each space of a ubiquitous system and providing the
functionalities of:
relocate_env(...)
Migrator
Environment Manager
Resolver
Environments
Repository
Factory
close_env(...)
create_env(...)
map_env(...)
Figure 8.1: Environment Manager
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environments: ListOfUserEnvironments
Environment_Manager 
Environment_Migrator
relocate_env(...)
1
create_env(...)
1
Environment_Factory
close_env(...)
1
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env_id: String
User_Environment 
env_location: Location
1
root_env: User_Environment
env_state: Environment_State
Environment_Resolver
map_env(...)
Environment_Repository
get_env(...)
set_env(...)
peer_envs:ListOfUserEnvironments
events_table: EventTable
1 1 1
credentials_table: CredentialsTable
env_mode: Environment_Mode
repository_environments: Environment_Repository
resolver: Environment_Resolver
migrator: Environment_Migrator
factory: Environment_Factory
0..*
Figure 8.2: UML Class Deﬁnition of an Environment Manager
• Factory of environments–it creates and removes user environments.
• Migrator of environments–it relocates user environments from one space to
another. The migrator saves the state of an environment, ships the state to a
new location, and does bookkeeping of the environment state in the transient
phase.
• Resolver of environments–it adjusts user environments to the characteristics
of a space. The resolver inspects a user environment description and matches it
with the characteristics of a space. A user environment description contains user
preferences and session attributes that include descriptions and pre-requisites
of components and devices. Resolution of the attributes of an environment may
require negotiation with a space, as will be seen in chapter 11.
• Repository of environments–it stores user environments and proﬁles, and
allows searches and updates of user environments and proﬁles.
The UML class deﬁnition of an Environment Manager is depicted in Figure 8.2.
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beckmanInstitute : Environment_Manager
roomB650 : Environment_Managerlaboratory 2401 : Environment_Manager classLabs: Environment_Manager
1245: Environment_Manager
computerScienceDepartment : Environment_Manager
1235: Environment_Manager
office3234 : Environment_Manager
RoomB650B : Environment_Manager
universityOfIllinois : Environment_Manager
Figure 8.3: Hierarchical Geographical Organization of Environment Managers
8.1 Organization of Environment Managers
The Environment Management Service is a distributed service that maintains the
current environments of users in the system. The environment of a particular user
is a composite structure that is potentially distributed in the ubiquitous system.
A function of the Environment Management Service is to make a user environment
accessible where it is required in the scope of the system. Therefore, the Environment
Management Service is required to be highly available in the ubiquitous system.
Environment Managers typically run one per space. The environment managers
of all the spaces collectively form a distributed service that continually pairs a user
with his environments throughout a ubiquitous system. In this section I discuss the
organization of this distributed environment service.
A natural way of organizing the environment managers is to follow the physical
organization of the underlying computing spaces. The physical spaces are normally
hierarchically organized. Therefore, the environment managers will be hierarchically
organized. To accomplish this, it is required that when an environment manager is
installed in a new space, its parent in the hierarchy of environment managers be set.
An example of this hierarchy of environment managers is shown in Figure 8.3.
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Figure 8.4: UML Class Deﬁnition of Environment Manager Revisited
As a consequence of this organization an environment manager includes in its def-
inition two additional structural attributes parent managers and children managers,
as depicted in ﬁgure 8.4.
Alternatives to this geographical-hierarchical organization include:
• a direct acyclic graph;
• a fat balanced tree, so that the traﬃc in each branch is the same, and the links
are increasingly thicker towards the root;
• architectures less hierarchical and more robust to partition, such as a mesh or
a hypercube.
For now, we elect to use a geographical hierarchical topology. It might be interesting
to evaluate the impact of diﬀerent topologies on the performance of the system,
that is, on how fast and how well the system adapts to changes in the location and
preferences of a user.
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8.1.1 Distributed Environment Managers Protocol
Managers cooperate to make the global environment of a user continuously available
in the ubiquitous system. To accomplish that, the environment managers in the
spaces involved may have to interact to perform operations such as:
• migration of an environment through the migrator,
• instantiation of a peer environment in a distributed environment through the
factory,
• search for a particular environment,
• query environments given a certain predicate through the repositories.
The inter-manager protocol is in fact a suite of protocols consisting of the manager-
manager protocol and peer-to-peer protocols of its components–factory, migrator,
resolver, repository. The manager-manager protocol is used to locate a peer envi-
ronment manager in a remote space. The other protocols are used to accomplish
operations such as migration, remote instantiation, search and query.
An operation is typically originated by the user, or by the user environment and
a request is made to one of the manager components–factory, migrator, resolver or
repository. The environment manager in that space then locates its peer manager,
given any attribute that identiﬁes it, such as a name, a location of space, or a cer-
tain predicate. Given the hierarchical organization of environment managers, this
operation of search follows algorithms for tree traversal in the structure of environ-
ment managers. Once the peer environment manager is located, inter-component
protocols are followed to complete the operation. For instance, the migration of an
environment is initiated by a user that arrives at a space, but has left his session of
work in another space. The migrator in the current space is called to interact with
the migrator in the remote space to get the user environment. The migrator in turn
resorts to the local manager to locate the manager of the remote space using the
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manager-manager protocol. After that, the migrators in the two spaces complete the
migration operation.
Environment managers that belong to non-connected spaces can ﬁnd each other
via multicast queries using the network infrastructure in place in computing spaces.
For instance, they can query the Domain Name Servers to discover potential environ-
ment managers. Then they establish logical links with the newly found managers and
cache the newly discovered hierarchical information so that it can be used by other
managers in their discovery process.
8.2 Repository of Users, User Environments and
Proﬁles
initialize_repository()
query_users(predicate: String): ListOfUsers
add_role(role_ref: Role): Role
remove_role(role_ref: Role)
user_preferences: ListOfDescs
roles: ListOfRoles
user_name: Name
Profile 
Environment_Repository 
users: ListOfUsers
get_profile(username: Name): Profile
get_environment(username: Name): User_Environment
get_user(username: Name): User
user_profile: Profile
user_name: Name
user_environment: User_Environment
list_environments()
list_profiles()
list_users()
profiles: ListOfProfiles
query_environments(predicate: String): ListOfUserEnvironments
environments: ListOfUserEnvironments
User create_user(parameters: Parameters)
User_environment create_environment(parameters: Parameters)
User 
remove_profile(profile:Profile)
query_profiles(predicate:String): ListOfProfiles
Profile create_profile(parameters: Parameters)
set_user(user:User, parameters: Parameters)
set_environment(environment:User_Environment, parameters: Parameters)
set_profile(profile:Profile, parameters: Parameters)
remove_user(user:User)
remove_environment(environment:User_Environment)
env_id: String
User_Environment 
env_state: Environment_State
root_env: User_Environment
peer_envs:ListOfUserEnvironments
env_mode: Environment_Mode
credentials_table: CredentialsTable
events_table: EventTable
env_location: Location
Figure 8.5: Environment Repository
In the user environment architecture, an environment manager exists in every
space of a ubiquitous system. An environment manager has an environment repository
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that stores users, their environments and their proﬁles. Typically, the environment
repository in a particular space keeps environments and proﬁles of users that are
active, or have been suspended in that space.
Figure 8.5 depicts the UML class deﬁnition of an environment repository. Envi-
ronments and proﬁles of users are stored and can be accessed independently. A proﬁle
of a user can be kept in an environment repository of a space even though the user
may not have any sessions of work in that space.
A user can have any number of environments in the system, each of them corre-
sponding to a session of work in a particular space. All these environments are tied
together in the composite global environment of a user. The global environment of a
user is maintained in the following way:
• the root environment of a user is stored at the environment repository of the
space that is the home location of the user;
• any other environment of a user is stored at the environment repository of the
space where it is created, or where it has been more recently accessed.
Home location of a user is the physical location of the space where the root
of his global environment sits. The home location of a user is ﬁrst set when the
user is inserted in the system by a system administrator, human or automated. For
the purpose of this research, let us assume that a home location is determined by
an administrative entity. What is relevant to this research is that the environment
repository at the home location of a user stores the root environment and possibly
caches any subset of the global environment of a user.
As discussed before, the state of any session of work of a user is reachable from the
root environment of his global environment. Conversely, the root can be accessed from
any local environment of a user. A particular environment of a user is initially stored
at the environment repository of the space where it is ﬁrst created. An environment
can be migrated to another location as result of user mobility, and moved to the
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environment repository at that location
Next, we show snapshots of the user environment architecture of a ubiquitous
system with two users–user Carlos and user Bruna. We emphasize the state of the
environment managers, speciﬁcally the environment repository where each user envi-
ronment is stored.
The ubiquitous system in this example involves a school–University of Illinois–
and a house–Carlos’ residence. As depicted in Figure 8.6 the ubiquitous system is
organized in spaces and there is an environment manager running in each space.
beckmanInstitute : Environment_Manager
roomB650 : Environment_Managerlaboratory 2401 : Environment_Manager classLabs: Environment_Manager
1245: Environment_Manager
computerScienceDepartment : Environment_Manager
1235: Environment_Manager
universityOfIllinois : Environment_Manager
office3234 : Environment_Manager
RoomB650B : Environment_Manager
CarlosHouse : Environment_Manager
...
...
...
...
Figure 8.6: Organization of the Environment Managers
At the University there are spaces named University of Illinois, Computer Science
Department and Beckman Institute among others. At home there is one space named
Carlos House.
User Carlos’ global environment, depicted in Figure 8.7, has been introduced in
chapter 4. Carlos has currently four sessions of work in the system: two at school and
two at his house. Carlos’ sessions of work at school are Carlos oﬃce and Carlos lab,
and the sessions of work at his house Carlos library and Carlos er. Each session of
work is instantiated at a leaf environment. His sessions of work at school and at his
house are aggregated at node environments Carlos dcl and Carlos house, respectively.
Carlos dcl and Carlos house are children of his root environment, Carlos Root.
Carlos is currently working at the laboratory 2401 DCL. His session of work there,
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Carlos lab, is running. He is working on a PC and has two applications running:
PowerPoint and Visual C++ Developer Studio. He is currently playing the roles of a
Student and of a Researcher. All his other sessions of work are suspended.
{PC}}
{PC}}
user_name = Carlos
{Sony Playstation 2, PC}}
{laptop, terminal}
user_profile: Profile
env_location: {room 2416 DCL}
user_preferences: ListOfDescs
roles = {Student, Researcher, Teaching_Assistant, Reader, Player}
Carlos_Root: Root_Environment 
user_session = {state = {Suspended}, 
parent_env = Carlos_Root parent_env = Carlos_Root
user_session = {
components = 
devices = 
,
{MS Internet Explorer},
components = 
devices = 
,
user_session = {
components = 
devices = 
,
{NBA Street},
User_Profile
state = {Running} 
Carlos_dcl: Node_Environment 
Carlos_office: User_Leaf_Environment
Carlos_er: User_Leaf_Environment
Carlos_library: User_Leaf_Environment
Carlos_lab: User_Leaf_Environment
children_envs = {Carlos_office, Carlos_lab} children_envs = {Carlos_library, Carlos_er}
parent_env = Carlos_dcl
parent_env = Carlos_dcl
user_profile.roles = {Student, Teaching_Assistant} user_profile.roles = {Reader}
user_profile.roles = {Student, Researcher} user_profile.roles = {Player}
Carlos_house: Node_Environment 
parent_env = Carlos_house
parent_env = Carlos_house
  components =
devices = 
user_session = {
}
state = {Suspended}, 
state = {Suspended}, 
user_current_environment = Carlos_lab
children_envs = {Carlos_dcl, Carlos_house}
{Powerpoint, VisualC++},
{calendar, pine, text_editor}
env_location = 
env_location
{office 3234 DCL}
={laboratory 2401 DCL} env_location = Entertainment_Room at 502 west Griggs}
env_location ={Library at 502 west Griggs}
Figure 8.7: Global Environment of User Carlos
Figure 8.8 depicts the state of the several environment managers in the ubiqui-
tous system that store in their repository Carlos’ global environment. Carlos Root is
physically placed at repository of the environment manager at Carlos’ home location,
the Computer Science Department space. Carlos dcl, a node environment, is also
stored there. Carlos oﬃce and Carlos lab are stored, respectively, at the repositories
of the environment managers running at spaces in the laboratory 2401 and in the
oﬃce 3234. The space Carlos House has one environment manager that stores all
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Carlos’ environments at his house. User proﬁles, although not shown in the picture,
are stored with their corresponding environments.
{PC}}
{Sony Playstation 2, PC}}
user_profile: Profile
{laptop, terminal}
{PC}}
env_location: {room 2416 DCL}
children_envs = {Carlos_office, Carlos_lab}
parent_env = Carlos_Root
children_managers={computerScienceDepartment,
beckmanInstitute}
children_managers={}
...
_lab} repository_environments{Carlos_office}
Carlos_dcl: Node_Environment 
repository_environments = {Carlos_root, Carlos_dcl}
laboratory 2401 : Environment_Manager office3234 : Environment_Manager
universityOfIllinois : Environment_Manager
computerScienceDepartment : Environment_Manager
user_session = {
components = 
devices = 
,
{MS Internet Explorer},
Carlos_library: User_Leaf_Environment
user_session = {
devices = 
,
state = {Suspended} 
{NBA Street},
Carlos_er: User_Leaf_Environment
user_session = {
components = 
devices = 
{Powerpoint, VisualC++},
,
Carlos_lab: User_Leaf_Environment
user_session = {state = {Suspended}, 
Carlos_office: User_Leaf_Environment
user_profile.roles = 
Carlos_house : Environment_Manager
Carlos_house: Node_Environment 
  components =
devices = 
Carlos_er}
Carlos_Root: Root_Environment 
}
parent_env = Carlos_house
state = {Suspended} 
user_profile.roles = {Student, Researcher}
parent_env = Carlos_dcl
state = {Running} 
parent_env = Carlos_dcl
{Student, Teaching_Assistant}
user_profile.roles = {Player}
user_profile.roles = {Reader}
components = 
parent_env = Carlos_house
children_envs = {Carlos_library, Carlos_er}
parent_env = Carlos_Root
repository_environments{Carlos
user_current_environment = Carlos_lab
children_envs = {Carlos_dcl, Carlos_house}
...
env_location ={Library at 502 west Griggs}
env_location = {Entertainment_Room at 502 west Griggs}
children_managers = {laboratory2401, office3234}
env_location = 
{calendar, pine, text_editor}
{office 3234 DCL}env_location ={laboratory 2401 DCL}
repository_environments={Carlos_house, Carlos_library,
...
Figure 8.8: Management of the Global Environment of User Carlos
When user Bruna–another student–is added to the system, the state of the envi-
ronment managers is shown in Figure 8.9. User Bruna has her own global environment
which is depicted in bold in the ﬁgure–a root environment stored at the computer
science department and one session at laboratory 2401 represented by an environment
called Bruna seminar which is currently suspended.
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{PC}}
{PC}}
env_location = {room 2416 DCL}env_location: {room 2416 DCL}
user_profile: Profile
{PC}}
{laptop, terminal}
user_profile: Profile
{Sony Playstation 2, PC}}
children_envs = {Carlos_library, Carlos_er}
parent_env = Carlos_Root
beckmanInstitute}
children_managers={}
laboratory 2401 : Environment_Manager
computerScienceDepartment : Environment_Manager
repository_environments{Carlos
user_session = {
components = 
devices = 
Carlos_home: Node_Environment 
,
{Powerpoint},
children_managers = {laboratory2401, office3234}
Bruna_Root: Root_Environment 
...
...
         Bruna_seminar}
repository_environments = {Carlos_root, Carlos_dcl,  Bruna_root}
components = 
devices = 
,
{MS Internet Explorer},
Carlos_library: User_Leaf_Environment
user_session = {
components = 
devices = 
,
{NBA Street},
Carlos_er: User_Leaf_Environment
user_session = {
components = 
devices = 
{Powerpoint, VisualC++},
,
Carlos_lab: User_Leaf_Environment
user_session = {state = {Suspended}, 
}
Carlos_office: User_Leaf_Environment
user_profile.roles = 
Carlos_Root: Root_Environment 
...
Carlos_house : Environment_Manager
  components =
devices = 
parent_env = Carlos_dcl
user_profile.roles = {Student, Researcher}
state = {Running} 
parent_env = Bruna_dcl
user_profile.roles = {Student}
state = {Suspended} 
children_managers={computerScienceDepartment,
user_current_environment = Carlos_lab
children_envs = {Carlos_dcl, Carlos_house}
Carlos_dcl: Node_Environment 
parent_env = Carlos_Root
children_envs = {Carlos_office, Carlos_lab}
_lab
user_current_environment = {}
children_envs = {Bruna_seminar}
parent_env = Carlos_house
user_session = {
user_profile.roles = {Reader}
state = {Suspended} 
parent_env = Carlos_house
user_profile.roles = {Player}
state = {Suspended} 
parent_env = Carlos_dcl
{Student, Teaching_Assistant}
Bruna_seminar: User_Leaf_Environment
env_location ={laboratory 2401 DCL}
env_location ={laboratory 2401 DCL}
{calendar, pine, text_editor}
env_location = {office 3234 DCL}
env_location = Entertainment_Room at 502 west Griggs}
env_location={Library at 502 west Griggs}
universityOfIllinois : Environment_Manager
_office}
office3234 : Environment_Manager
repository_environments = {Carlos
 Carlos_er}repository_environments ={Carlos_house, Carlos_library,
Figure 8.9: Addition of Global Environment of User Bruna
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8.2.1 Policies for Optimizing a User Environment Architec-
ture
The location of the repository where a particular user environment is stored can
inﬂuence the performance of the architecture. We discuss here policies for how to set
the home location, and where to place a migrated user environment.
Home Location
A user has a home location, deﬁned as the physical location of the space where
the root of his global environment sits. The home location of a user may change.
The user or an administrative entity may explicitly move it to another space.
Implicitly, monitoring algorithms can determine the frequency of accesses of a
user environment on a per location basis and set the home location as the most
frequently accessed location, or use any other criteria for improvement.
Migration
To accommodate user mobility, an environment can be migrated from one lo-
cation to another. A possible optimization is to keep a replica of the migrated
environment at the original space for a certain period of time. The duration of
this period is a parameter to be tuned in system evaluations. The reason for
leaving a replica of the environment in the original location is that if the user
returns there he will most likely work on an environment very similar to the
one he left behind. Then, to update the state of the user environment it will
suﬃce to migrate the diﬀerential state of the environment.
These and other policies can be addressed as part of the optimization and tuning of
the environment architecture.
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Environment_Factory
close_env(...)
create_env(...)
Figure 8.10: UML Class Deﬁnition of an Environment Factory
8.3 Environment Factory
The environment factory is the module of the environment manager responsible for
creation and closing of user environments in active spaces. The UML class deﬁnition
of an Environment Factory is depicted in Figure 8.10.
The type of creation operation, start or resume, determines whether to create an
environment anew or to resume a suspended one. The type of the closing operation
determines whether to suspend the session and save the state of the environment to
be resumed later, or to terminate the environment and dispose of its components.
8.3.1 Interaction with other Components
An environment factory in a space interacts with the environment manager, migrator,
and resolver in that space, to create environments. An environment factory also
interacts with the repository of environments in a space to retrieve a user environment,
or to save one.
In addition, the environment factory in a space may have to communicate with the
factories in other spaces for the creation or closing of a distributed user environment.
A factory, as part of an environment manager, takes advantage of the environment
manager structural information, and the inter-manager protocol to access factories in
other spaces.
The operations of an environment factory are described in detail in chapter 12
that discusses environment behavior.
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Chapter 9
The Role of Events in Environment
Behavior
User environments interact with other components of the environment architecture,
as well with other components of the computing space in which they are running, as
depicted in Figure 7.4 of Chapter 7 that discusses the architecture of the environment
framework. I discuss in this chapter the role that events play in the interaction of
environments with other components of a ubiquitous system.
9.1 Event Models
A distributed system is a collection of distinct processes spatially separated, which
communicate with one another by exchanging messages. An event is the occurrence
of something noteworthy in a distributed system. There are two kinds of processes
relevant to an event:
• Suppliers–a supplier of an event is the process that determines that the event
occurs, i.e., a supplier is the process that generates the event. An event normally
has one supplier.
• Consumers–a consumer of an event is a process that has to be notiﬁed of the
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Event ChannelSupplier Process Consumer Process 2
Consumer Process 3
Consumer Process 1
Figure 9.1: Delivery of Events via an Event Channel
occurrence of the event. An event can have more than one consumer.
In robust distributed systems, events are delivered from suppliers to consumers
asynchronously. In other words, a supplier of an event generates an event and does
not have to be responsible for its delivery to the consumers. The consumers of an
event do not have to be necessarily connected to the suppliers of events. In this
way, changes in the organization of event suppliers are not reﬂected in every event
consumer, and vice-versa.
To accomplish this ﬂexibility, in such systems many times events are delivered
from suppliers to consumers by an event channel, as depicted in Figure 9.1. An event
channel functions basically as a broker of events for suppliers and consumers. Supplier
and consumers register themselves as such with an event channel–suppliers publish
events to a channel and consumers indicate which events are of interest to them. The
event channel is responsible for forwarding events from the appropriate supplier to
the appropriate consumers.
There are two ways of delivering an event from a supplier to a consumer:
1. Push operation–the supplier pushes the event to the consumer, as depicted in
Figure 9.2(a). When events are generated, a push supplier may push events in
its own thread of control, or it may require a separate servant to push events.
A push consumer has to implement a servant that listens to events.
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2. Pull operation–the consumer pulls the event from the supplier, as depicted in
Figure 9.2(b). The result of the pull maybe empty. A pull consumer can pull
events in its thread of control, with no need of a separate servant to do it. A
pull supplier requires a servant to gather the events and have them ready to be
pulled by the consumer.
Supplier Consumer
(a) Push Operation
Supplier Consumer
(b) Pull Operation
Figure 9.2: Modes of Event Delivery
When an event channel is used between a supplier of an event and a consumer of
that event, the event channel functions as a consumer for the supplier of the event,
and a supplier for the consumer of the event, as depicted in Figure 9.3. In this
case, a supplier of an event interacts with a consumer at the event channel, called
proxy consumer. A consumer of an event, on the other side of the event channel,
interacts with a proxy supplier. With an event channel as a broker, the delivery of an
Proxy
Supplier
Supplier Process
Consumer
Proxy
EventChannel Consumer Process 2
Consumer Process 1
Consumer Process 3
Figure 9.3: Consumers and Suppliers in the Delivery of Events via an Event
Channel
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event is done in two steps. The ﬁrst is between the supplier of the event and a proxy
consumer in the event channel, and the second step is between a proxy supplier in the
event channel and the consumer of the event. Event channels allow more ﬂexibility
and scalability of delivery between suppliers and consumers. A consumer does not
depend on the way a supplier delivers events, and a supplier does not have to keep
track of all of its consumers.
The usage of an event channel leads to four possible models for event delivery,
depending on the way it is done on each of the two steps of event delivery:
• canonical push
• push/pull
• pull/push
• canonical pull
Push suppliers and pull consumers do not require separate servants to send and
receive events, respectively. They can send or get an event as part of their thread
of control. Pull suppliers and push consumers require servants to send and receive
events, respectively.
9.2 Event Models in the User Environment Archi-
tecture
Events are delivered among the several elements of the user environment architecture
using event channels. What happens more commonly among the elements of the user
environment architecture is that suppliers of events push events to an event channel,
and the event channel pushes the events to consumers of those events. Therefore,
in general, the elements of the user environment architecture use the canonical push
model for event delivery. These elements, particularly user environments and envi-
ronment managers, register themselves with event channels as push suppliers or push
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consumers of events, depending on whether they are generating or being notiﬁed of
events. The suppliers of events do not require separate servants to publish events.
The consumers, however, require separate servants that are called by event channels
whenever there are events to deliver to a consumer.
There are cases, however, in which it is more convenient that a user environment
implements a pull consumer, i.e., a user environment is not handed events by an event
channel; rather, it polls the event channel for events. Here, the user environment
registers itself as a pull consumer with the event channel. No separate servant is
required for the pull consumer at the environment side, but one is required for the
proxy pull supplier at the channel side.
There are some rare cases in which a user environment should function as a pull
supplier of events. A pull supplier environment implements a servant that gathers
events that are generated by the environment. These events are then pulled by an
event channel and forwarded to a consumer. The last two situations can lead to
push/pull, pull/push or canonical pull event delivery among the several elements of
the user environment architecture, in addition to the more frequently used canonical
push.
9.3 Event Service
The user environment architecture uses event channels for delivery of events. Services
required by event channels include:
• creation and destruction of event channels,
• management of resources for servants that are associated with the channels,
• support for typed events.
It is desirable that in a ubiquitous system these services be implemented by an
Event Service. This Event Service would have an Event Manager in each space of the
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create_event_type (in string: name);
delete_event_type (in string: name);
event_types: ListOfEventTypes
EventManager 
event_channels: ListOfEventChannels
create_event_channel(in string: type, in string: name): EventChannel;
delete_event_channel(in string: name); 
in string: type, in string: name): EventChannel;get_event_channel(
set_event_channel(in EventChannel: channel, in string: parameters);
get_event_channel_list(in string: type): EventChannelList;
get_event_type_list(): ListOfEventTypes;
EventChannel
channel_id:String
channel_type: String
channel_manager:String
Figure 9.4: Event Manager of an Event Service
ubiquitous system. An Event Manager in a space would perform operations related
to the lifecycle of the event channels in that space. A possible UML deﬁnition of such
an Event Manager is depicted in Figure 9.4.
The global Event Service in a ubiquitous system could be a federation of the Event
Managers that run one per space. Gaia, the computing infrastructure that was used
as testbed for the user environment architecture has an Event Service with basic
requirements of creation of channels and delivery of events.
The user environment architecture requires from an event manager services more
specialized than the described above, such as:
• to keep a log of channels relevant to user environments,
• to advertise relevant channels to (newly created) user environments,
• to provide support for migration, suspension and distribution of user environ-
ments.
For this reason, it may be necessary to implement an event manager speciﬁc to the
environment architecture, or to extend the basic event service to include this func-
tionality.
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9.4 Events and Environment Managers
Environment managers run one per space and are responsible for the creation, storage
and migration of user environments. An environment manager depends on an event
manager, when available in a space, for event related functionality. There are certain
events that occur in a space that have to be notiﬁed to an environment manager such
as, for instance, user arrival and user authentication.
Therefore, an environment manager is a consumer of event channels such as secu-
rity, presence, and other channels for environment speciﬁc events that are maintained
in a space by an event manager. More speciﬁcally, an environment manager registers
itself as a push consumer with each of those event channels. A push consumer requires
a separate servant to get and handle events from an event channel.
In an environment manager push consumer servants are implemented by event-
Consumers, a new attribute of its UML class deﬁnition, as depicted in Figure 9.5. An
environment manager can have several event consumers, each one of them handling
the events of a particular channel. An eventConsumer is called by an event channel
when it wants to deliver events to an environment manager.
9.5 Events and User Environments
A user environment is a consumer of certain event channels and a supplier of other
event channels in a space. Events relevant to user environments are events generated
by:
1. User
• user arrival or departure
• GUI events such as start, suspend, migrate or remove applications or ses-
sions, distribute sessions, and select devices
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Environment_Manager 
EventManager 
event_channels: ListOfEventChannels
create_event_channel(...):EventChannel;
delete_event_channel(...);
get_event_channel(...):EventChannel;
factory: Environment_Factory
migrator: Environment_Migrator
resolver: Environment_Resolver
repository_environments: Environment_Repository
eventConsumers: ListOfEventChannelConsumer
...
Figure 9.5: Environment Manager and Event Manager
2. Applications in a user environment
3. Space in which a user environment is running
• security events such as change of user roles
• events by services or applications in a space such as ticker-tape news,
weather news, calendar events and e-mail events
• advertisement of new services, devices or spaces
• unavailability of services, devices or spaces
An environment is normally a push supplier of events, and a push consumer of
events. This design decision is supported by the fact that the push/push model of
event delivery is better suited for migration and suspension of environments. When
migration or suspension of an environment occur, certain events have to be saved or
forwarded to an environment in a diﬀerent location.
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A push supplier pushes events into an event channel as soon as those events are
generated. An environment designed as a push supplier of events is lighter than one
designed as a pull supplier of events. The latter would require an additional servant
that would be called by an event channel.
A push consumer is better suited for environment migration and suspension.
When a user environment is migrated, there is a transient period when it is be-
ing shipped from one space to another. During this period the environment is in a
migrating state. When an environment is migrating to another space, some events
sent to the environment and to its applications have to be saved to be forwarded
once the migration is concluded. Similarly, when an environment is suspended, some
events pertaining to the environment or to its applications have to be saved and later
notiﬁed to the environment when it is restarted. In both cases, elements external to
the environment architecture generate events targeted to environments. These exter-
nal elements are not expected to know how to deal with events in case of migration
and suspension of environments. By designing an environment as a push consumer,
we are relegating this bookkeeping of events to the environment itself. An external
entity pushes events into an environment always in the same way, independently of
the fact that the environment is running, migrating or suspended.
9.5.1 Environment Event Table
To support events related functionality, a user environment has an event table de-
picted in Figure 9.6. An event table keeps a registry of the channels for which an
environment is a supplier or a consumer. A channel has its own identiﬁcation, and the
identiﬁcation of the event manager that maintains it. The latter is useful in migration
of environments, as will be seen in section 10.4.
When an environment is a consumer of a channel, it is normally a push consumer.
A push consumer requires the implementation of a separate servant for handling of
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events_to_send: ListOfEvents
received_events: ListOfEvents
save_event(event_id: Event)
post_event(event_id: Event)
cancel_event(event_id: Event)
EventTable 
EventChannelGatherer
channel: EventChannel
EventChannelListener
channel: EventChannel
User_Environment 
1
1
env_id: String
events_table: EventTable
credentials_table: CredentialsTable
peer_envs:ListOfUserEnvironments
env_location: Location
eventGatherers: ListOfEventChannelGatherers
eventListeners: ListOfEventChannelListeners
channels:ListOfEventChannels
EventChannel
channel_id:String
channel_type: String
channel_manager:String
env_state: Environment_State
root_env:User_Environment
Figure 9.6: Event Table of a User Environment–UML Class Deﬁnition
events. This servant is implemented in environments by eventListeners of the event
tables. An event table has one event listener for each channel of which the environment
is a push consumer. An event listener implements a handler for events of a channel
and, in certain states of an environment, buﬀers the events pertaining to that channel.
The handling of events is customizable, i.e., an environment can indicate how speciﬁc
events are to be handled.
Each event listener has the identiﬁcation of the channel to which it pertains, and
a list of received events. An event listener keeps a log of the state of each event
received: processed, delayed, postponed or canceled. In addition, an event listener has
operations for saving events that cannot yet be delivered, for posting postponed or
delayed events, and for canceling events that no longer need to be kept or that have
timed-out.
When an environment is in a state of suspended or migrating the events sent to
the environment and to its applications are saved in a corresponding event listener in
the environment event table. In the case of suspension, the event table of the newly
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restarted environment only has to process the events that have been saved by each
event listener. In the case of migration, after the environment is migrated then each
event listener of the original environment gets the identiﬁcation of the corresponding
event listener in the newly migrated environment. The saved events are then for-
warded to the corresponding event listener in the newly migrated environment. Since
the handling of events is customizable, the environment may indicate, for instance,
that only high priority events are to be saved or forwarded.
When an environment is a supplier of a channel, it is normally a push supplier.
A push supplier does not require the implementation of a separate servant for events.
In the rare cases when an environment may function as a pull supplier of events, it
requires the implementation of a separate servant for treatment of events. This servant
is implemented in environments by eventGatherers of the event tables. An event table
has one event gatherer for each channel of which an environment is a pull supplier.
eventGatherers are servants that collect events generated by the environment in a list
of events that will be pulled by an event channel.
9.5.2 Environment-Speciﬁc Events
In a ubiquitous system, speciﬁc types of events are required to support user environ-
ments, such as:
• Relocation events sent to or by environments to indicate change of location.
• Synchronization events used by mobile and distributed environments when a
user environment is brought in a space.
• Notiﬁcation events such as termination, suspension, resumption, and other
changes.
• Kill event sent by an environment to kill another or to kill applications.
• Failure events such as crashes, authentication failures and illegal actions.
• User-deﬁned events.
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These speciﬁc types of events are created by an event service, described in sec-
tion 9.3, by request of the environment manager that runs in a space. The handling
of these speciﬁc types of events is done by the event listeners at the event table of
the user environment.
9.5.3 Events Targeted to the Applications Running in an En-
vironment
When an environment state changes to migrating or suspended, the events sent to the
environment and to the applications that are running in a session of the environment
are lost if not saved and later forwarded to and/or processed in the environment and
applications when they are migrated to the new space and/or restarted.
In the case of environment speciﬁc channels, for which there are event listeners
in the event table, the relevant events are saved in the event table. The applications
either handle events themselves during their suspension and/or migration or do not
have this capability.
If the environment has to save and forward applications events as well, the envi-
ronment has to know about the application speciﬁc channels, and have a reference to
them in its event table. In addition, at some point before the migration or suspension,
an environment has to register itself as a consumer of the channels of its applications.
The environment creates, then, an event listener for each application event channel,
eﬀectively saving the events targeted to the applications to be later forwarded to the
applications in the newly migrated or restarted environment.
The notiﬁcation of an application speciﬁc event channels to the environment can
be done in one of two ways:
1. By the application itself, with the implication that this behavior is part of the
semantics of the application:
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• when an application is about be suspended or to be migrated, or
• when an application ﬁrst registers as a consumer of a channel. In this case,
an environment can save application events in case of application failure,
as well.
2. By the environment, if the application does not support the functionality de-
scribed above:
• by intercepting an application requests and identifying the operation of
registration as a consumer to an event channel, or
• by inquiring an event service about all the channels of which an application
is a consumer, assuming that the event service supports this operation.
9.6 Summary
Events play an important role in the interaction between a user environment and the
computing spaces of a ubiquitous system. A user environment has an event table that
handles events that are targeted to the environment. In particular, it handles events
while an environment is suspended or migrating to a new space. In addition, an event
table can provide applications running in an environment with the same support for
handling events, if they do so require.
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Chapter 10
Deployment of User Environments
10.1 Introduction
In a ubiquitous system, a user typically moves across spaces with his own computing
devices, such as a PDA or a laptop, or without devices, when he desires to take
advantage of the resources of the spaces he is going to visit.
While technological advances currently allow mobility of hardware devices, the
same cannot be said with respect to software. A user can take a laptop or even a
palmtop from his oﬃce and expect compatibility of connectivity across the world, as
long as the resources are available. Physically, he can plug in any physical network
as long as bandwidth is available. This has been granted to us by the hardware and
network standards that have been developed over the years.
However, mobility of software is not yet readily available. Moreover, mobility of
a user work environment is not seamlessly done. As discussed in previous chapters,
a user environment is an abstraction that subsumes the activity that the user has
currently in a ubiquitous system. What I am proposing here is mobility of a user
environment with the user. When a user moves, the relevant parts of his environment
move with him and are available as needed.
For the purpose of the discussion in this chapter, the term message applies both
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to the requests that are made to an object, and to the replies that an object issues in
response to a request. Requests and replies are normally exchanged between a sender
and a receiver. Requests are made by a sender and normally require a reply; although
there are cases of requests designated one way requests, which do not require a reply.
A request can be blocking or non-blocking, depending on whether or not the process
that issued the request blocks or does not block while waiting for an answer. A reply
to a request can be empty or non-empty and it can be synchronous or asynchronous
with respect to the request.
The term event, as deﬁned in chapter 9, applies to the occurrence of something
noteworthy in a system. An event is generated by a process called a supplier, and is
notiﬁed to the consumer processes of that event. An event does not require a reply
to the supplier of the event. To the contrary, in a robust system, a supplier does not
even have to know who are the consumers of the events that it generates. In such
systems, the delivery of events is done via event channels that function as brokers
between suppliers and consumers.
This chapter describes the main issues related to the mobility of a user environ-
ment. I discuss the general problems of the migration of state and of forwarding of
messages and events. If a user environment is to follow a user’s movements then
its state has to be automatically migrated from one space to another. This requires
saving the state of a user environment and reactivating it later at another location.
Moreover, as a user moves, all the messages directed to him should reach him. Simi-
larly, he should be notiﬁed of all the events of interest to him. This problem is solved
by active forwarding of both messages and events’ notiﬁcations. Active forwarding
requires that if a user moves, is disconnected, or actively suspends a session of work,
the messages and events’ notiﬁcations relative to his environment are redirected or
postponed.
Solving these problems in current systems may require expertise and investment
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Environment_Migrator
relocate_env(new_location){
} resume_env(...);
   suspend_env(...);
transfer_env(new_location);
Figure 10.1: Environment Migrator
in time and resources that the mobile user may not aﬀord. In this chapter I discuss
the migrator, an element of the environment manager that deals with deployment of
environments. I discuss the problems of migration of the state and of forwarding of
events and messages, and I present my choice of solutions to these problems.
10.2 Environment Migrator
The migrator is the module of the environment manager responsible for the deploy-
ment of user environments. The UML class deﬁnition of a migrator is depicted in
Figure 10.1. While deploying an environment a migrator has to:
1. transfer the state of an environment to a new location,
2. forward events and messages to the environment in the new location.
These two problems are discussed in the next two sections.
10.3 Transferring the State an Environment
I have to decide whether the user environment system should support code and state
migration or simply state migration. Platforms that use languages such as Java or
Phyton with built-in object serialization and byte portability are appropriate to im-
plement automatic code migration. The user environment system does not support
code migration. It rather focuses on the lifecycle of an environment. In the user en-
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vironment architecture, it should be possible to restart an environment in a diﬀerent
space, possibly using a diﬀerent platform or language. The only restriction for envi-
ronment migration is that there must be a valid implementation of the environment
in the destination space. While migrating an environment, a migrator has to
• obtain the state of an environment,
• possibly suspend an environment if it is running,
• transfer the state of a suspended environment to a new location,
• resume the environment in the destination with the previously obtained state.
The attribute env state of an environment indicates whether the environment is
currently in one the active states such as Running, Migrating or Resuming, or it is
in one of the inactive states such as Suspended or Finished. If the environment is
active, the value of its state is obtained from a running servant. If the environment
is inactive, the value of its state is obtained from a ﬁle where it has previously been
saved.
Obtaining the state of an Environment State of an object is the value of
the object. State of an object is deﬁned as the value of the members of the object
and the state of the objects referred to by the members of the object.
The state of a running object can be obtained in two ways:
• A snapshot is taken of the object. An example of this approach is Java’s seri-
alization. A limitation of this approach is that it prevents objects from moving
to diﬀerent implementations.
• The object obtains its own state. Operations in the object get its state when it
is migrated, and operations in the newly created object reset its state according
to the saved state.
Environment migration is done following the second approach which allows a more
general interpretation of the state of an object. Hence, the updated deﬁnition of a
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User_Environment 
env_id: String
events_table: EventTable
credentials_table: CredentialsTable
peer_envs:ListOfUserEnvironments
env_mode: Environment_Mode
env_location: Location
restore_state()
save_state()
env_state: Environment_State
root_env: User_Environment
Figure 10.2: UML Class Deﬁnition of a User Environment Revisited
user environment in Figure 10.2, with operations to save and restore the state of an
environment.
In general there is an environment repository as part of the Environment Man-
ager in a space, as discussed in chapter 8 and depicted in Figure 10.3. An environ-
ment repository keeps for each user an entry with the following attributes: username,
user environment, and user proﬁle.
The way of obtaining the state of a user environment depends on whether the user
User 
user_environment: User_Environment
user_name: Name
user_profile: Profile
environments: ListOfUserEnvironments
profiles: ListOfProfiles
users: ListOfUsers
Environment_Repository Environment_Manager 
relocate_env(new_location){
} resume_env(...);
transfer_env(new_location)
   suspend_env(...);
repository_environments: Environment_Repository
resolver: Environment_Resolver
migrator: Environment_Migrator
factory: Environment_Factory
Environment_Migrator
1
1 0..*
Figure 10.3: Repository of User Environments and Migration
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profiles: ListOfProfiles
users: ListOfUsers
Environment_Repository 
environments: ListOfUserEnvironmentHandles
env_id: String
User_Environment 
env_location: Location
events_table: EventTable
credentials_table: CredentialsTable
peer_envs:ListOfUserEnvironments
env_state: Environment_State
root_env: User_Environment
env_mode: Environment_Mode
env_id: String
User_Environment_Handle 
env_reference: User_Environment
env_files: Pathname
state: Environment_State
Figure 10.4: UML Class Deﬁnition of a User Revisited
environment is in one of the active states, such as running, or in one of the inactive
states, such as suspended. A running environment is a servant. The state of a running
environment is obtained by getting from the environment the value of its attributes
and by recursively obtaining the state of its composite attributes, as in the case of a
session. The result is an aggregation of attributes that is designated an environment
state description. A suspended environment has no associated servant running. A
user environment before being suspended saves its environment state description in a
ﬁle in the environment repository. The state of a suspended environment is obtained
from the environment repository running in a space.
Depending on whether a user environment is running or suspended in a space, the
environment repository keeps a reference to a running environment or a pathname
to where the state ﬁles of a suspended environment are saved. Hence, the updated
deﬁnition of an environment repository in Figure 10.4, with an environment handle
that is either a reference to an environment or a pathname to a ﬁle:
• env reference–a reference to a running environment servant and is relevant if an
environment is in any of the active states, such as, initial, running, migrating,
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resuming.
• env ﬁles–a pathname to a directory where the ﬁles of an environment are stored,
and is relevant if an environment is in any of the inactive states suspended,
ﬁnished.
Therefore, the state of a user environment, environment state description, is obtained
directly from the environment if it is running, or from the environment state ﬁles if
the user environment is suspended.
Suspending an Environment and Saving its State The operation of sus-
pension of an environment occurs either when an environment is being migrated, or
when a user explicitly issues a command for suspension. A running environment is a
servant. Suspending an environment requires saving the state of the environment, and
then destroying the running environment. The state of a running environment, des-
ignated environment state description is obtained from the environment as discussed
above.
The location where the state of a user environment is stored is a preference of
that user called user storage pathname, and indicates a pathname in a host in a space
where a user prefers to store his environment. By default, the storage pathname is set
by the environment repository. A possible organization of the storage directory for
a particular user located at the user storage pathname is env id/session/application,
where env-id/ is reserved for the state of an environment, session/ is reserved for
the state of a session. For each application in the session a directory application/ is
reserved for the values of the attributes of the application, including scripts to start
the application and the location of the application implementation.
A point of concern is the state of the active applications currently running in the
environment. The semantics of the application determines whether or not its state
is saved. There is a class of applications being developed for ubiquitous spaces that
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save their own state. For instance in Gaia, our testbed, applications that have been
developed using the Gaia application framework [11] are able to save their state. In
general, one can establish that one of the attributes of a component is its persistence
level. A persistent component is a component that is able to save itself. A non-
persistent component either is not saved or it has to be explicitly changed to be
saved.
Transferring a Suspended Environment to a new Location In addition to
saving the state of an environment, an operation of migration requires transferring it
to a diﬀerent location.
Transferring an object requires:
• getting the state of the object in the new location,
• getting the implementation of the object in the new location.
The state of the environment and its components is obtained as described above,
directly from a running environment or from its stored ﬁles, and it is written in a
local variable of the migrator. So, transferring it to another location requires sending
it in a message from one migrator to another.
The implementation of an environment is available in a space as long as an En-
vironment Manager is installed there. The fact that migration occurs means that an
Environment Manager is installed at the destination space, and therefore there is an
implementation of an environment servant at that space. Regarding the applications
of the session, it is determined from their state and conﬁguration scripts if and where
to obtain an implementation for a speciﬁc application.
Resuming an Environment in a new Location Resuming an environment is
reactivating it, in the case of migration in a new location. The state of an environment
is passed to the migrator in the destination space. This migrator then calls the
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environment factory in that space, which then instantiates an environment there
with that state.
The environment is reinstated to the values of its saved attributes, the applications
are resumed, and all pending events are delivered to the environment, as described
in the next section. The instantiation of the environment may require matching the
attributes of its state with the resources available in the new space, as is discussed
in the chapter 11, Resolver of Requirements of User Environments. The protocol for
migration of an environment is depicted in Figure 12.13 of chapter 12.
10.4 Forwarding Events and Messages to a Mi-
grated Environment
When an object is migrated there are two issues that can be looked at independently
or not:
• The object has to get events and messages that may be very important to it,
• The clients of the object have to be made aware of the new object.
Events and messages are diﬀerent in their semantics. In general, events do not
presuppose any tight connection between generation and notiﬁcation. The generator
of an event posts it to a channel, assuming that the event will eventually be delivered
to the consumers. The generator of that event does not have to know whether or not
the event was delivered.
A message is a request or a reply of some kind, and presupposes a sender and
a receiver. If a message is not properly exchanged between a sender and a receiver,
either one or both are able to detect failure, and treat it adequately by raising an
exception, for instance.
When an environment is migrated, its state is transferred to another space where
the environment will be instantiated. The environment no longer exists in the original
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space as an active servant. Senders of messages to the environment may become aware
of the environment unavailability, but generators of events will not become aware of
that. As a consequence, in this design I give priority to forwarding events when an
environment is migrated. I will next discuss the forwarding of events and messages
separately.
10.4.1 Forwarding Events to a Migrated Environment
There are two problems with forwarding events:
1. To save the events during the transient phase of the migration, and to deliver
them to the migrated environment when it is ready.
2. To re-register the migrated environment with relevant channels in the space
where it was originally located.
In this dissertation, event management is assumed to be stateless, i.e., at a certain
instant, an event service delivers events from a supplier to the consumers that are
available without any concern for the consumers that may be temporarily unavailable.
Forwarding Events In chapter 9, more speciﬁcally in section 9.5, I discuss
the role of events in user environments, and introduce the mechanisms for event
forwarding in the case of the migration of an environment. There, it was said that
an event table at the environment buﬀers events and forwards them to a migrated
environment. Basically, an event table has a listener for each channel of which an
environment is a consumer. In the transient phase of the migration, each listener
buﬀers the events received. Upon notiﬁcation by the migrated environment, each
listener forwards the saved events to the migrated environment.
Registration of Channels A migrated environment is no longer running in
its original location. A user environment is a consumer of event channels and sup-
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plier of other event channels. Some channels are space-speciﬁc, while others are not.
So, depending on the type of channel, a migrated environment can take one of two
actions:
• it registers with an equivalent channel in the destination space, e.g., the presence
channel or the security channel.
• it re-registers with the original channel at the space of origin, e.g., an application-
speciﬁc channel.
It is shown in Figure 9.6 of chapter 9 that the state of the event table provides the
identity of all the channels relevant to an environment, as well as the identity of the
event manager that maintains each channel. Therefore, a migrated environment can
register with channels in the space of origin if those channels are still relevant to it.
In this way the length of the chain of events is kept constant in the case of successive
migrations. At each migration and for each channel, a migrated environment either
registers with a local event manager, or it registers with the original event manager
indicated in the migrated event table.
The protocol for forwarding events during the migration of an environment is
depicted in Figure 12.14 of chapter 12 that discusses the behavior of environments,
and can be summarized as follows:
1. The environment at the origin is moved to a state of migrating in which it saves
events in its event table. These saved events will later be forwarded to the
environment at the destination.
2. The environment at the destination is instantiated and kept in a state of re-
suming. The environment at the destination registers with channels in the
destination space and with the relevant channels in the original space. The
state of the event table includes for each channel its identiﬁcation and its event
manager.
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3. The environment at the destination notiﬁes its identiﬁcation to the environment
at the origin.
4. The environment at the origin unregisters itself from all channels, freeing re-
sources at the event manager.
5. The environment at the origin forwards the saved events to environment at the
destination, as stated in point 1.
6. The environment at the origin is moved to a suspended state.
7. The environment at the destination is moved to a running state.
10.4.2 Forwarding Messages to a Migrated Environment
Forwarding messages is not a priority in our system because, as discussed before, the
failure of a request/reply to/from an object that no longer exists or has been migrated
causes an exception that can be treated adequately.
There are two possible approaches for forwarding of messages:
1. To redirect messages made to the original object to the newly activated object.
2. To make the reference of the newly activated object known to its clients.
I present a possible solution for the second approach. I assume that a CORBA
based infrastructure is used for development, and that the CORBA implementa-
tion has a feature called LOCATION FORWARD reply status. This is the case of
Gaia [12], the computing infrastructure used as the testbed of the user environment
architecture.
Base Location A base location of an object is a server that always knows the
actual reference of the object. The base location of a user environment is the instance
of Environment Migrator that always knows about the actual reference of the user
environment. The base location is assigned at the user environment creation time
and it becomes the Environment Migrator of the space where the environment is
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initially created. As the environment migrates from space to space, it keeps updating
its actual reference with the base location.
Swizzling Pointers and CORBA FORWARD A swizzled reference is a
reference of a reference. A swizzled reference can be seen as an alias that is always
valid, and that is used to determine the actual value of a reference. The base location
of an object keeps an entry in its registry of objects with a mapping between the
swizzled reference and the actual reference of an object.
CORBA [13] has a feature called the LOCATION FORWARD reply status that
is indicated in the reply of the request from a client to a server whose location has
changed. When a server has moved, the body of its reply to a client has the Inter-
operable Object Reference (IOR) of the server that the client can use to retry the
request.
There are two situations of unknown location. In the ﬁrst case, a client sends
a request to a server that is no longer there. The client reply times out, and an
exception, SYSTEM EXCEPTION or USER EXCEPTION, is generated. Then, in
the handling of this exception the client can send a request to the base location of the
server and then get a reply with the LOCATION FORWARD status. In the second
case of unknown location, a server sends a reply to a client that moved or does not
exist. The reply does not reach the client and the client, if running, generates an
exception by the same mechanism as above.
A client of a server is given the swizzled reference of the server when the client gets
a reference (IOR) of the server. This can happen when the client resolves the server
name with a naming system or in the ﬁrst access of the client to the server. The client
continues to make calls using the server IOR. When the server moves, a request to the
server will cause an exception in the client. The client then falls back to the swizzled
reference of that server, which is a reference in the base location of the server. Then,
the client makes a call using the swizzled reference and the base location returns the
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new reference of the server. The server after having moved, simply updates its new
reference with its base location. The internal state of the base location includes for
each object a mapping between its swizzled reference and its actual reference.
Forwarding Messages in User Environments The base location of a user
environment is the environment migrator in the space where the environment is ﬁrst
created. After the creation of a user environment by an environment factory, the
environment migrator swizzles a user environment reference returned by the factory
into a reference pointed to itself (the migrator). The swizzled reference is associated
with the current actual IOR of the user environment. An environment migrator
has a mapping between the swizzled reference and the actual reference of each user
environment for which the migrator is a base location.
So, each user environment has a swizzled unique reference that is determined by
its base location. A request made to a user environment that has moved will cause an
exception in the issuer of the request. The issuer of the request then makes a call using
the swizzled reference of that environment. The base location of the environment
returns, then, the new reference of the environment. After having moved, a user
environment only has to update his new reference with its base location.
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Chapter 11
Resolver of Requirements in User
Environments
Resolver of Requirements
Space Context
Concrete Environment 
Environment Description
Figure 11.1: Architecture for a Resolver of Requirements System
The last element of the environment management is the resolver of requirements.
The resolver is the module of the environment manager responsible for matching a user
environment description and requirements with the available resources in the space
where the environment is going to be instantiated. The resolver is also responsible
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for doing any possible adjustments to conform the user environment requirements to
the space.
The architecture of a resolver of requirements system is depicted in Figure 11.1.
A description of an environment is given to a resolver of requirements. The resolver
tries to map the requirements to what is available in a space, and produces a concrete
environment in which the speciﬁcations of services and devices have been replaced by
references to actual services and devices in the space.
The UML class deﬁnition of a resolver is depicted in Figure 11.2. An environment
Environment_Resolver
policy_enforcer: Policy_Enforcer
parser: Parser;
Figure 11.2: UML Class Deﬁnition of a Resolver
description is given to a parser that feeds it to a policy enforcer. The policy enforcer
tries to ﬁnd a match for each of the descriptions.
We will discuss two main problems regarding resolution of requirements:
1. speciﬁcation of environment requirements,
2. policies or algorithms to match requirements to actual resources.
11.1 Speciﬁcation of Environment Requirements
The resolver inspects a user environment description and matches it with the char-
acteristics of a space. The attributes of a user environment have been introduced in
Figure 3.2 of section 3.2, and were discussed in chapter 4.
The resolver of requirements is invoked during the instantiation of an environ-
ment. Two diﬀerent situations may occur: either a new environment is created, or
a previously saved environment is instantiated. If a new environment is created, the
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corresponding session attributes are determined by the preferences of the proﬁle of
the user in that space. In this case, the resolver is given the preferences of the pro-
ﬁle of the user in that space. If a previously saved environment is resumed, then
the environment description and the preferences of the user proﬁle are given to the
resolver.
An environment description consists of the values of the attributes of the envi-
ronment, and is saved in ﬁles stored in the environment repository. As discussed
in section 10.3 and depicted in Figure 10.4, the environment repository in a space
keeps, for each user in a space, an entry with the following attributes: username,
user environment handle and user proﬁle. Depending on the state of the user envi-
ronment, the environment handle points to an active environment, or to a pathname
of the ﬁle where the environment description is saved.
From the point of view of the resolver, an environment description consists of user
preferences and a session description. These are the elements that have to be matched
to what is available in a space. In chapter 4, I deﬁned the basic elements of a user
environment. A concrete example of a leaf environment also discussed in chapter 4 is
the session of work of user Carlos at his oﬃce, depicted in Figure 11.3.
A session description consists of descriptions of components and devices. A com-
ponent description consists of a component speciﬁcation, component pre-requisites
and conﬁguration parameters. A device description consists of a speciﬁcation of the
device which is typically its name, and device conﬁguration parameters.
As seen in Figure 11.3, the speciﬁcation of user preferences and of session at-
tributes is accomplished using generic properties. A generic property has a name, a
value and a mode. I choose to use a markup language, such as Extensive Markup
Language (XML) [14], to specify user preferences and session attributes as generic
properties. For now, I have both session descriptions and user preferences speciﬁed
as a list of descriptions. For future work, I suggest a more general description of a
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role_name: Name
role_preferences: ListOfDescs
default_component_specs: ListOfSpecs
default_devices_specs: ListOfSpecs
Desc
value: any
mode: ModeType
properties: listofDescs
reference: Component
Spec
user_preferences: ListOfDescs
user_name: Name
Device 
operation_mode: String
location : String 
device_access_list: ListOfNames
dev_spec: Spec
configuration_parameters: ListOfDescs
Component 
state: String
location: String 
component_prerequisites:  ListOfSpecs
component_access_list: ListOfNames
configuration_parameters: ListOfDescs
comp_spec: Spec
Role 
name: Name
name: Name
tag : TagType
Leaf_Environment Profile
parent_env: User_Environment
user_session: Session
env_location={office 3224 DCL}
user_profile: Profile roles={Student, Teaching_Assistant}
session1: Session 
state = {Running} 
component_table.
device_table. devices ={laptop, terminal}
components={calendar, pine}
Figure 11.3: Environment of User Carlos at his Oﬃce
session as an ontology of services, and a more general description of a user proﬁle as
an ontology of preferences.
This speciﬁcation of a user environment is given to a parsing engine which feeds it
to a policy enforcer which then selects the best set of services and devices available,
as depicted in Figure 11.4 that revisits the architecture of the resolver. In this way,
a user does not have to be aware of the exact description of the elements of an active
space. The environment resolver interprets what the user requires and ﬁnds suitable
matches in an active space.
11.2 Policies to Map Requirements to Actual Re-
sources
Given that the environment of a user has been adequately speciﬁed, we need a method
to match the environment speciﬁcation to what is available in a space. A resolver
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Figure 11.4: Architecture for a Resolver of Requirements
decides how to do the mapping using algorithms or policies. In general, we can assume
that a resolver has a base of algorithms or policies, a subset of which are active at a
certain point in time.
The resolver conﬁgures the environment of a user based on its speciﬁcation and
on the characteristics of the space. In Figure 11.4 we see that the resolver is given as
input the speciﬁcation of the user environment when present, and the speciﬁcation
of the preferences of the user. The policy enforcer inspects the speciﬁcations, and
for each attribute tries to ﬁnd a match in the space. For that, it searches the space
context for a suitable match. The UML class deﬁnition of a policy enforcer is depicted
in Figure 11.5.
The resolution of the attributes of an environment may require negotiation with a
user and with a space if the space has enough intelligence for that. A query processor
may be used by the resolver to interactively reﬁne with the user the description of
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Figure 11.5: UML Class Deﬁnition of a Policy Enforcer
the environment and the user preferences. Very important work in this area has been
done at the Monet group by the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, [15]
and [16].
The resolver also controls the location of the services required by the environments,
as well as the location of the various components of the environments. If services are
not available locally, a resolver can query other resolvers in other spaces and allocate
resources remotely.
Next we discuss the algorithms in the policy base. The algorithms to map a
user environment speciﬁcation to the characteristics of a space have in general two
goals:
• accuracy of satisfaction of user requirements. i.e., how much can be provided,
and how much and how well it can be adjusted;
• level of interference with the user, i.e., how much active participation of the
user can be avoided, and how much is required.
The algorithms available are set by the environment manager. It is possible to
devise a hierarchy of algorithms that the resolver tries successively to satisfy in order
to resolve an environment. The policies of a space at a certain moment are determined
by the permutation of the algorithms used. Possible algorithms are:
Best Match for a Space Given a group of users in a space, the best result for the
group is achieved if an individual independently chooses its best response to the
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others’ best strategies. In this way the most is gained by each individual as well
as by the group. Although this algorithm is optimal for the space, it is hard to
implement in terms of performance and convenience. Therefore, we will use it
as a benchmark for other algorithms used.
Best Match for an Environment Speciﬁcation This is a greedy approach, that
tries to ﬁnd an exact match for a speciﬁcation, not having anything else into
consideration.
Least Used Resources The resources that match the speciﬁcation of the environ-
ment, and with the least load, are selected.
Most Recently Resources Used by a particular User The compatible resources
that were last assigned to this particular user are selected. A reason for this is
that the last user session may be cached in those resources.
It will useful to assess how the algorithms perform in terms of accuracy, level of
satisfaction and time. I intend to introduce policies to ﬁne-tune the way allocation
of resources is performed when the conditions in the computing space change.
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Chapter 12
Environment Behavior
A user environment can be characterized in two ways: one is structural and allows the
analysis of the class properties while the other is operational and allows the analysis
of the behavior of the parts involved.
In previous chapters we analyzed the structural characteristics of the user envi-
ronment architecture. In this chapter we will analyze the operational characteristics
of the user environment architecture through the behavior of its main players and
the various protocols among its main players. Changing and querying the state of
the main components is the thrust of behavior of any architecture. So, throughout
the explanation of the behavior and protocols, we will be often visiting the concept
of state of user environments and related components.
12.1 Representation of Behavior
Behavior is important so that objects do not remain static. Structure only gives us
the type of an object and the relationships among types.
The elements of behavior are:
• operations–are processes that can be requested as units, and that carry out
state changes;
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• events–deﬁne state changes that result from operations and invoke other state
changes through triggers;
• control conditions–assure that a certain state exists before an operation can be
triggered.
Behavior tends to be speciﬁed in two basic ways: state-related and nonstate-
related. State-related approaches tend to represent behavior in terms of states and
state changes. The primary forms of state-related approaches are ﬁnite-state state ma-
chines and scenario-based speciﬁcations. Nonstate-related speciﬁcation concentrates
more on operation speciﬁcation than on the state of an object. Two primary forms
of nonstate-state based speciﬁcations are decision-based speciﬁcation and language-
based speciﬁcation. In this dissertation we will use mostly state-related speciﬁcation.
12.1.1 State Machines versus Scenario-Based Speciﬁcation
Normally problems best described with a state-transition diagram use Finite-State
Machines (FSMs). Problems best described with a script like structure use scenarios.
FSMs are good for:
• objects of complex behavior,
• objects in one state at a given time,
• objects that are event driven or single-threaded,
• small number of interacting objects.
FSMs are not good for:
• objects that are in many states at any given time,
• object behavior that is not single-threaded but rather asynchronous and con-
current,
• many kinds of interacting objects.
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Figure 12.1: Ways of Representing Behavior
In UML [1], diﬀerent kinds of diagrams are used to represent dynamic behav-
ior: interaction diagrams (sequence and collaboration diagrams), activity diagrams
(workﬂow diagrams), statechart diagrams, and use case diagrams.
The diﬀerent ways of representing behavior are illustrated in Figure 12.1. Scenario-
based speciﬁcations use mostly sequence diagrams or work-ﬂow activity diagrams.
Finite-state machines are made using state-charts, work-ﬂow activity diagrams, or
collaboration diagrams. Next, we discuss brieﬂy each of these forms of speciﬁcation.
12.2 Finite-State Machines
A ﬁnite-state machine (FSM) is a hypothetical machine that describes the sequences
of states in which an object can be during its lifetime in response to events, as well
as the responses of the object to those events. A state machine can be used to model
the behavior of an object.
A ﬁnite-state machine can be visualized in two ways: activity diagrams or state-
chart diagrams. Activity diagrams show the ﬂow of control from activity to activity,
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whereas statecharts show the ﬂow of control from state to state. Interaction between
several FSMs is represented by collaboration diagrams.
State machines can be used to visualize the behavior of instances of classes, use
cases or entire systems. A state machine can only exist in one of a ﬁnite number
of states at a given time. Each FSM responds to a set of events, stimuli that can
trigger a change of the state of the FSM. As a response to an event, a state transition
takes place along with the generation of zero or more responses. State transitions are
internal to the FSM and responses are external to the FSM.
In a state machine we model the behavior of one object. The behavior of groups
of objects is modeled in interaction diagrams that are described in section 12.3.1.
The behavior of complex objects can be represented by several FSMs each of them
representing subsets of the state of such objects. The interaction between the several
FSMs is represented by collaboration diagrams, where only the types of the FSMs are
represented along with interactions between FSMs. Collaboration diagrams, discussed
in 12.3.1, are interaction diagrams that emphasize structural relationships among
objects.
12.2.1 Events
Events are things that happen. An event is a speciﬁcation of a signiﬁcant occur-
rence that has a time and location. Events may be synchronous or asynchronous.
Signals, passing of time or a change in state are examples of asynchronous events.
Calls are synchronous events representing the invocation of an operation. In state
machines, events are used to model the occurrence of a stimulus that may trigger a
state transition.
Signals are named objects that are thrown asynchronously by an object and re-
ceived by another. Examples of signals are exceptions. In UML, signals are repre-
sented as stereotyped classes. Signals have attributes, operations, and instances, and
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can be involved in generalizations. A signal can be sent as the action of a state tran-
sition in a state machine, or as the sending of a message in an interaction. A signal
can be sent by the execution of an operation. Part of the speciﬁcation of the behavior
of an element represented by a class includes specifying the signals that its operations
can send. The relationship between an operation and the events that it can send is
modeled in UML by a dependency relationship, stereotyped as send. Exceptions, as
particular cases of signals, are modeled this way.
Calls are synchronous events that represent the dispatch of an operation. A call
is made on an operation of another object, control is passed to the receiver where a
transition is triggered, the operation is completed, the receiver transitions to a new
state, and control returns to the sender. Passing of time is represented by the keyword
after followed by an expression that evaluates to a period of time. State change events
are represented by the keyword when followed by a Boolean expression.
When modeling events, a suitable state machine may have to be speciﬁed for each
element that may receive an event. In UML call events are modeled as operations in
the class of an object, and named signals that an object can receive are represented
in an extra compartment of the class. Hierarchies of related signals can be modeled
explicitly, since signals are classes that can be involved in generalizations.
12.2.2 State of an Object
The state of an object is a situation in the lifetime of the object characterized by a
collection of attributes and relationships that the object has with other objects [17].
An object in a particular state satisﬁes some condition, performs some activity or
waits for some event. An activity is an ongoing nonatomic execution within a state
machine. The result of an activity is some action that causes a change in the state
of a system or the return of a value. Within each state machine, an object is only
allowed to be at a single state at any point in time. An object is exposed to several
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events during its lifetime. As a response to an event, an object may perform an action
that results in a change of state or the return of value.
A state has a name, can have internal transitions and substates, entry and exit
actions that are executed respectively on entering or exiting the state, and possibly
deferred events that are handled by the object in another state. Initial and ﬁnal states
are special states of a state machine that only have a name. The ﬂow of control starts
at an initial state and eventually ends at a ﬁnal state.
12.2.3 Transitions, Activities and Actions
An object state change is a change in the object relationship(s) or attribute(s). Tran-
sitions represent the ﬂow of control from one state–source state–to another–target
state. Transitions are normally triggered by events, but there are also triggerless
transitions which are implicitly triggered when their source state completes its activ-
ity. When an event triggered transition occurs, an object in a source state is prompted
to perform some actions, and transition to a target state once the guarded condition
of the transition, if any, is satisﬁed. Transitions are represented by an arrow, from
source to target state. Transitions can have multiple source and ﬁnal states.
An activity is an ongoing nonatomic execution within a state machine. The result
of an activity is some action that causes a change in the state of a system or the
return of a value. Graphically an activity is a set of arcs and vertices.
An action is an executable atomic computation such as calling an operation on
an object, creating or destroying an object, sending a signal to an object, or some
pure computation such as evaluating an expression. Action states are states in the
system corresponding to the execution of actions. Graphically, actions are represented
by lozenges. Action states are non-decomposable, atomic, non-interruptible even by
events, and take insigniﬁcant execution time.
Activity states, on the contrary, can be further decomposed, are non-atomic,
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meaning that they can be interrupted, and take some execution time. An action
state is an atomic activity state. In notation, there is no diﬀerence between action
states and activity states, except that activity states can have entry and exit points
and submachine speciﬁcations. Activity states are important because they help break
complex computations into parts. Activity and action states are special states of a
state machine.
States can be simple or composite. Composite states may have sequential or
concurrent substates. A substate is a state that is nested inside another state. In
UML composite states are rendered as simple states with an optional nested state
machine. Sequential substates allow the collapsing of a complex sequential ﬂow in
one composite state. Concurrent substates allow the speciﬁcation of two or more
state machines in parallel in a composite state. Upon transition to such a composite
state, control forks in as many concurrent ﬂows as there are concurrent states. Upon
transition from a concurrent state control joins back to one ﬂow. A history state
allows a composite state to remember the last substate that was active prior to the
transition from the composite state.
12.2.4 Modeling a State Machine
The following steps have been suggested [1] in modeling the lifetime of an object:
1. Decide upon the scope of the state machine, whether it is a class, a use case, or
an entire system. If it is a class or a use case, consider the neighboring classes,
including parents, or other classes reachable by dependencies or associations. If
it is an entire system, consider narrowing the focus to one behavior.
2. Set initial and ﬁnal states for the object, as well as pre- and post-conditions of
the initial and ﬁnal states.
3. Decide on the events relevant to the object. Get them from the object inter-
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face, if already speciﬁed, or determine which objects interact with the object in
question, and what events they may dispatch.
4. Lay out the states in which the object may be, and connect them with transi-
tions from the initial to the ﬁnal states.
5. Identify entry and exit actions, and expand states to substates, as necessary.
6. Check if all the events and actions mentioned in the state machine are matched
by events expected by the interface of the object, and by relationships and
operations of the object, respectively.
7. Check the state machine against the expected sequences of events and their
responses.
12.2.5 StateCharts
In modeling the behavior of certain objects, it is sometimes useful to show the ﬂow
of control from state to state, instead of from activity to activity. A statechart
diagram shows a state machine that emphasizes the ﬂow of control from state to state.
Interaction diagrams model the behavior of groups of objects, whereas statecharts
model the behavior of a single object. Activity diagrams model the ﬂow of control
from activity to activity while statecharts model the ﬂow of control from event to
event.
A statechart diagram renders the stable states of an object, the events that trigger
a change of state, and the actions that occur in each change of state. Statecharts
contain simple and composite states, transitions, events and actions.
Statecharts are used to model the behavior of reactive objects, objects whose
behavior is best characterized by their response to events dispatched from outside
their context. Modeling the behavior of reactive objects includes modeling the lifetime
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of an object, starting with the creation of the object, until its destruction, passing by
all the stable states in which the object may be found. A stable state is a state in
which an object may exist for some period of time. When an event occurs, an object
may transition from state to state. An object may react to an event or state change
by dispatching an action.
The actions taken by a reactive object can be speciﬁed by tying them to a tran-
sition, or to a state. This leads to two diﬀerent representations of state machines. In
the Mealy representation all actions of a state machine are attached to transitions.
In the Moore representation all actions of a state machine are attached to states. In
practice, a combination of both representations is used.
A statechart for a reactive object is modeled in the same way as a state machine,
with these additional issues:
• Decide on the stable states of the reactive object;
• Decide on a meaningful partial ordering of the stables states over the lifetime
of the object;
• Consider the events that cause transition of states as triggers to transitions;
• Attach actions to these transitions (in a Mealy machine) or to these states (in
a Moore machine);
• Possibly simplify the machine using substates, branches of alternate paths, forks
and joins of concurrent paths, and history states.
12.2.6 Activity Diagrams
An activity diagram is a ﬂowchart showing ﬂow of control from activity to activity.
The focus of activity diagrams are the activities taking place among objects. Activity
diagrams contain activity states and action states, transitions and objects. An activity
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diagram is a special case of a state machine, in which all or most the states are activity
states, and all or most the transitions are triggered by the completion of operations.
Branching in a ﬂowchart allows speciﬁcation of alternate paths. Branching is
represented as a diamond with an incoming transition and two or more outgoing
transitions. The guards in the outgoing transitions are non-overlapping and cover all
possibilities. Iteration can be achieved with an action state setting the value of an
iterator, another incrementing it, and a branch evaluating if the iteration is ﬁnished.
In UML, a synchronization bar is used to specify the forking and joining of con-
current ﬂows of control. A synchronization bar is a thick vertical or horizontal bar.
A fork may have one incoming transition, and two or more outgoing transitions, each
representing an independent ﬂow of control. A join may have several incoming and
one outgoing ﬂow of control. At the join the incoming ﬂows synchronize, each of them
waiting until all of them reach the join point from where only one ﬂow continues.
Activity diagrams for several groups of entities can be put together using swim-
lanes, with the diagram for each entity in a lane. In a swimlane the diagrams for the
entities are separated by vertical bars. Every activity belongs exactly to a lane, and
transitions may eventually cross lanes.
The participation of objects in activity diagrams can be shown by connecting
by a dependency these objects to the activity or transition that creates, destroys or
changes them. This use of dependency relationships and objects is called an object
ﬂow. In activity diagrams, the state, attributes, and roles of an object can be shown
besides its ﬂow.
Two main uses of activity diagrams are to model workﬂows and to model opera-
tions.
Workﬂows represent the ﬂow of work and objects through a system. Workﬂows are
used to specify, develop and document systems, and are very suitable to give a view
of the system to the entities that collaborate with the system. To model a workﬂow,
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ﬁrst a focus should be selected for the workﬂow. Then, a swimlane should be created
for each important object in the workﬂow. Then, the preconditions of the initial
state and postconditions of the ﬁnal state should be identiﬁed. For each activity and
action taking place over time an activity and action state should be included in the
diagram, including initial and ﬁnal state. Complicated actions can be collapsed into
activity states, which can be expanded in a separate activity diagram. Transitions
connecting activity and action states should be included, starting with sequential
ﬂow transitions, then adding branching, and forking and joining for concurrent ﬂow.
Important objects should be included in the diagram, as well as their object ﬂow
indicating changes in their state.
An activity diagram can be attached to any modeling element, such as a class, an
interface, a component or a collaboration, to represent its behavior. When attached to
operations, an activity diagram is simply a ﬂowchart for the actions of the operations,
with emphasis on branching, forking and joining states. To model an operation with
complex behavior, the main abstractions of the operation should be identiﬁed such
as parameters, return type, attributes of the enclosing class, and neighboring classes.
Then, the preconditions of the initial state and the postconditions of the ﬁnal state
should be identiﬁed. The invariants of the enclosing class during the execution of
the operation should be determined. Then activity and actions should be rendered
as activity and action states in the diagrams. Iteration and conditional paths can be
speciﬁed using branching. If the operation is owned by an active class then parallel
ﬂows of control can be speciﬁed by forks and joins.
Not a single activity diagram can capture the dynamics of a workﬂow or operation.
A well structured activity diagram focuses in one aspect of a system’s dynamics. It
only contains those elements essential to understanding that aspect.
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12.3 Scenario Based Speciﬁcation
A scenario expresses a process as a sequence of events and operations. Scenarios can
be speciﬁc when describing interaction with individual objects, or they can be general
when describing interaction in terms of types of objects. Scenario based speciﬁcation
can be expressed by sequence diagrams or by work-ﬂow activity diagrams. The UML
sequence diagram, a type of interaction diagram, is described in the next section.
Workﬂow activity diagrams have been described in section 12.2.6.
Scenarios are a good way to validate the analysis of a system, can act as a basis
for test cases, and aid in integration testing.
12.3.1 Interaction Diagrams
An interaction diagram shows an interaction, and consists of a set of objects and
the relationships among them, including the messages they exchange. An interaction
diagram shows the ﬂow of control from object to object, as opposed to an activity
diagram that shows the ﬂow of control from activity to activity.
Interaction diagrams are of two semantically equivalent types: sequence diagrams
or collaboration diagrams. Sequence diagrams emphasize the time ordering of the
messages. A sequence diagram represents in vertical bars the types(in general sce-
narios) or objects(in speciﬁc scenarios) participating in the interaction. The sequence
of operations is represented by arrows between the bars. Time advances to the left
and downward. Collaboration diagrams emphasize the structural organization among
objects. Graphically, a collaboration diagram is a set of vertices and arcs.
Sequence diagrams have two features that distinguish them from collaboration
diagrams:
• Lifeline of an object–represents the existence of the object during the interac-
tion. Normally, it lasts for the duration of the interaction. For objects created
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during the interaction it starts with the message for creation, and it ends with
the message for destruction for objects destroyed during the interaction.
• Focus of control of an object–represents the period of time during which an
object is performing an action, directly or through a subordinate process. It
can be nested.
In collaboration diagrams the focus of control can be shown by message sequence
numbers, and the lifeline is not explicitly shown. Instead, collaboration diagrams
have two other features:
• Path–a path stereotype is attached to the far-end of a link to indicate how an
object is linked to another. Examples are local, global, parameter, self and
association.
• Sequence numbers–indicate the time order of a message in monotonically in-
creasing order. Nesting is indicated using the Dewey notation (1, 1.1, 1.2,
...) [18]. Multiple message numbers can exist along the same link. An iteration
is represented by the preﬁx * or *[i := 1..n] to the message number. A condition
is represented by the preﬁx [condition] to the sequence number of a message.
Each alternate path of a branch will have the same sequence number preﬁxed by
a nonoverlapping condition. Pseudo-code can be used for the expression inside
brackets for iteration and condition.
Even though we can show branching and iteration in sequence diagrams, only
simple branching can be practically shown in sequence diagrams.
Each of these types of diagrams is best suited to describe diﬀerent kinds of prob-
lems. Sequence diagrams emphasize the exchange of messages in the interaction.
Sequence diagrams are well suited to visualize dynamic behavior in a use case sce-
nario, since they model the ﬂow of control by time ordering the messages exchanged.
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Sequence diagrams are good for simple iteration and branching. Collaboration dia-
grams emphasize the structural relationships among the instances of the interaction.
Collaboration diagrams are good for complex iteration and branching, and for mul-
tiple concurrent ﬂows. Branching should be used sparingly in interaction diagrams
because it is far better illustrated with activity diagrams.
12.4 Introduction to Environment Behavior
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Figure 12.2: Protocols of the User Environment Architecture
There are three main players in the environment architecture: users, environments
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and environment managers. A fourth player is the computing space of a ubiquitous
system. Figure 12.2 depicts the protocols among the main players of the environment
architecture. The relevant protocols among the components of this architecture are:
• Environment Manager / User Environment–the manager includes the factory,
the migrator, the resolver and the repository of environments;
• Environment Manager / Computing Space–the computing space includes the
space repository, and the ﬁle system, the name system, the event system and
the security system;
• User Environment / User;
• User Environment / Computing Space;
• User Environment / Applications;
• User Environment / Proﬁle.
In this chapter we will discuss these protocols in detail. User activity is what drives
any ﬂow in these protocols. As it can be seen in Figure 12.3, there are actions that
imply interaction between a user and a space, while others cause interaction between a
user and his environment in that space. User action also indirectly causes interaction
between an environment and the computing space. An Environment Manager in a
space is a service that is continually running. As depicted in Figure 12.3, the arrival of
a user to a space is an event that is notiﬁed to the Environment Manager which then
activates an environment for the user, where a session of his work will run. Upon
departure of a user or reception of relocation requests, an Environment Manager
closes a user environment or migrates the state of a user environment, respectively.
12.5 Creation of a User
From the point of view of the environment architecture creating a new user amounts
to creating and initializing a user environment and the associated proﬁle for that user.
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Figure 12.3: User Environment Operations
The initial user environment and proﬁle are, respectively, the root environment and
the global proﬁle of a user, and are created by the environment manager at the home
location of that user. The home location is set by the environment architecture to a
default space or to one indicated by the user.
A new user is typically introduced into a ubiquitous system by the administration
of the ubiquitous system. A ubiquitous system that facilitates mobility of users re-
quires some form of detection of presence and recognition of users. A secure ubiquitous
system requires, in addition, authentication of users. Usually a system administrator
registers a user into the system along with data that uniquely identiﬁes the user, such
as a name, a password and possibly anthropometric signs such as a photo, a ﬁnger-
print scan or a retina scan. Besides, if the system is secure, the administrator assigns
an authentication method and a set of roles to the user. A legal user in the system
can be recognized and authenticated by the system, and can work in the system based
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on the credentials of his roles.
A new user is added to the environment architecture either when he is ﬁrst intro-
duced to the ubiquitous system, or at the time of his ﬁrst access to one of its spaces.
An environment manager creates a new user when it is notiﬁed of one of two events:
• event of creation of a user–the environment architecture is notiﬁed of the cre-
ation of a new user by a system administrator. Practically, upon creation of a
new user, the ubiquitous infrastructure generates an event, possibly with the
format user created(username, set of user roles), and pushes it into a channel,
such as security or presence detection channel. An environment manager is a
consumer of these channels in the space where it is running. So, the environ-
ment manager at the home location of the user is notiﬁed and inserts the new
user, his global proﬁle and root environment into the environment repository.
• event of user entering a space–a user has been recognized and possibly authen-
ticated by the space infrastructure, but has yet to be initialized by the envi-
ronment system. There is no local or root environment for this user anywhere
in the ubiquitous system. So, the environment manager in the space creates a
global proﬁle, a root environment, as well as a default session of work for new
user. The global proﬁle and root environment are eventually stored at the home
location of the user.
In either way, a root environment and a global proﬁle of a new user are added to
the environment repository.
12.6 Detection of a User Arrival
When a user enters a space he is recognized or authenticated by the space infrastruc-
ture which notiﬁes the environment manager running in that space of the arrival of
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Figure 12.4: Detection of a User’s Arrival to a Space
the user. The steps followed by an environment manager upon arrival of a user to a
space are depicted in Figure 12.4.
In steps 1 and 2, the environment manager is notiﬁed of the event of arrival of
the user. The assumption here is that the space infrastructure has an event system,
and a recognition system. The recognition system recognizes the user and pushes an
event user arrival into a presence detection channel. The environment manager has
subscribed beforehand as a consumer of the presence detection channel.
In step 3, the environment manager requests the credentials of the user to the
security manager which will be cached in the user environment. The assumption here
is that the space infrastructure has a security system that authenticates the user and
generates the user credentials. If no such systems exist, the user explicitly logs in at
any access point (workstation, terminal, PDA) in the space.
In step 4 the environment manager recruits the services of the environment factory
to activate the user environment, as is further described in the next section 12.7.
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Figure 12.5: Activation of a User Environment–Collaboration Diagram
12.7 Activation of a User Environment
Events that can lead to the creation of a user environment are the arrival of user to
a space, or an explicit request of a user to create an environment in a space.
The operation of creation can be :
• to start a brand new environment, or
• to resume an environment corresponding to a preexisting session.
In any case, the environment factory gets a request to activate a user environment
as depicted in the collaboration and sequence diagrams of Figures 12.5 and 12.6,
respectively. The steps in the diagram of Figure 12.5 are:
• Get the user environment for that space in step 2.
• Find the environment in step 2.1. If the environment already exists it is stored
either in the local repository of environments, or remotely in the global envi-
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user_env: Environment
er: EnvironRepositoryema: EnvironManager emi: EnvironMigratorefa: EnvironFactory ere: EnvironResolver
ok()
ok
activate_env(user_name, ...)
get_environment(user_name)
ok
ok(user_env_state)
instantiate_env(user_env_state)
deploy_env(...)
find_env(user_name)
ok(user_env)
add_environment(user_env)
ok(user_env)
resolve_env(...)
Figure 12.6: Activation of a User Environment–Sequence Diagram
ronment repository.
• If the environment resides remotely then the Environment Migrator is called to
deploy it, in step 2.2.
• If the environment does not exist then the root environment is returned instead.
• Get the proﬁle speciﬁcation from the environment. From the proﬁle get the
user preferences. From the user preferences determine which user session to
activate:
– the current session in the environment,
– a new or a preexisting default session for the space, or
– a new or a preexisting session determined by the user preferences, or by
user explicit selection.
• Then instantiate the Environment in step 3. If a new environment is created,
then it is a start operation. If it is the instantiation of a preexisting environment
then the state of the environment is reactivated and it is a resume operation.
• In step 3.1, the Environment Resolver is called to match the speciﬁcations of
the user environment to the characteristics of the local space.
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• The instantiation of the environment is discussed next in section 12.7.1.
• The actions of the migrator are discussed in section 12.10.
12.7.1 Instantiation of an Environment
A user environment is a composite object as discussed in chapter 3. The instantiation
of an environment requires the creation and initialization of each of its composing
elements. I discuss the sequence in which each of the environment parts is created
and initialized when an environment is activated with a concrete example, the leaf
environment depicted in Figure 12.7. As depicted, a leaf environment is derived from
a user environment, and contains a session of work of a user.
At instantiation time, the Environment Factory passes the state of the user en-
vironment, as depicted in ﬁgures 12.5 and 12.6. Initially, a user environment sets
its security and structural elements. In step 1 of the diagram of Figure 12.8, a user
environment sets the value of the credentials of the user of the environment, and the
value of its attributes root, parent and peer environments. As part of this step, a
user environment requests to be added as a child of its parent environment (step 1.1),
and as a peer of any of its peer environments (step 1.2). The credentials are initially
obtained by the Environment Manager from the Security Manager upon detection of
user arrival to a space, as indicated in Figure 12.4.
Then in step 2, a user environment gets the preferences of the roles that the user
is playing. These preferences are resolved by the Environment Resolver in step 2.1.
In step 3, a session of work is created. First in step 3.1, the attributes of the session
are resolved for that space. Then in 3.2 and 3.3 respectively, the resolved devices and
components are added to the session. In step 3.3.1 components are associated to the
devices where they are supposed to run. In step 3.4 a session becomes ready to run.
An environment then handles eventual pending events that it may have in its event
table, in step 4. This can happen in the case of a previously suspended environment.
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role_name: Name
role_preferences: ListOfDescs
default_component_specs: ListOfSpecs
default_devices_specs: ListOfSpecs
user_preferences: ListOfDescs
user_name: Name
roles: ListOfRoles
component_prerequisites: ListOfSpecs
component_access_list: ListOfNames
comp_spec: Spec
device_access_list: ListOfNames
dev_spec: Spec
type: StateType
EventTable 
env_credentials: ListOfCredentialsPairs
device_table: DeviceTable
component_table: ComponentTable
state: 
devices: ListOfDevices
components: ListOfComponents
cancel_event(event_id: Event)
received_events: ListOfEvents
save_event(event_id: Event)
post_event(event_id: Event)
1..* Role Profile
1..*
Component 
Device 
User_Environment 
CredentialsTable 
Environment_State
User_Leaf_Environment
eventListeners: ListOfEventChannelListeners
1
*
peer_envs:ListOfUserEnvironments
credentials_table: CredentialsTable
events_table: EventTable
env_location: Location
env_id: String
env_mode:Environment_Mode
user_session: Session
user_profile: Profile
parent_env: User_Environment
SessionState
Session 
DeviceTable 
ComponentTable 
1..*
env_state: Environment_State
root_env: User_Environment EventChannelListener
channel: EventChannel
Figure 12.7: UML Class Deﬁnition of a Leaf Environment, its Superclass and Parts
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Finally, the environment moves to a state of Running, in step 5.
12.7.2 State of the User Global Environment
During the operation of activation of a user environment, the state of the global
environment of a user is updated in the relevant spaces of a ubiquitous system. And
so is the state of the environment managers which store the user global environment.
I illustrate this change of state by revisiting the scenario introduced in section 4.3.
The Computer Science Department at University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign has
a ubiquitous system with various spaces, including one at the oﬃce 3234 and another
at the laboratory 2401. In a certain morning user Carlos, a student and Teaching
assistant, is working in the Computer Science Department at oﬃce 3234. There he
has an environment and a corresponding session of work which are part of his global
environment. Figure 12.9 shows that the root of Carlos’ environment is stored at the
Environment Manager in the space computerScienceDepartment. The session of work
that Carlos has at his oﬃce, Carlos oﬃce, is stored at the Environment Manager in
the space oﬃce3234.
Then, Carlos leaves his oﬃce to go a laboratory on the second ﬂoor of the Com-
puter Science building. The Environment Manager in the space laboratory2401 creates
a new environment for user Carlos, Carlos lab, where he will develop his new session
of work, while his session of work in the space oﬃce3234 is suspended, as depicted in
Figure 12.10.
The state of the global environment of a user varies to reﬂect his activity in the
various spaces of the ubiquitous system.
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:UserEnvironment
:UserEnvironment
:Device
:Component
:Session
state = Running
:Session
state = Initial
*  3.2. addDevice
*  3.3   addComponent
* 3.3.1 setDevice()
3.4  <<become>>
state = Running
:UserEnvironment
:UserEnvironment
state = Initial
1.2  addPeer()
1.1  addChild()
1 set(credentials, root, parent, peers)
4 handlePendingEvents()
2.1  resolvePreferences()
3.1  resolveSessionAttributes() :EnvironmentResolver
5  <<become>>
 3  createSession()
2 getPreferences()
Figure 12.8: Instantiation of a User Environment
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Carlos_Root: Root_Environment 
user_profile: Profile
user_current_environment = Carlos_office
children_envs = {Carlos_office}
parent_env = Carlos_Root
user_location = 
user_roles = 
  component_table =
{laptop, terminal} }
{office 3234 DCL}
{Student, Teaching_Assistant}
user_session = { state = {Running},
{calendar, pine, text_editor},
device_table = 
Carlos_office: User_Leaf_Environment
repository_environments = {Carlos_root, ...}
repository_environments = {Carlos_office}
children_managers = {laboratory2401, office3234}
laboratory2401 : Environment_Manager
office3234 : Environment_Manager
computerScienceDepartment : Environment_Manager
repository_environments = {}
Figure 12.9: Carlos’ Global Environment State before his Departure from Oﬃce
3234
Carlos_Root: Root_Environment 
user_profile: Profile
user_current_environment = Carlos_office
children_envs = {Carlos_office, Carlos_lab}
parent_env = Carlos_Root
user_location = 
user_roles = 
{laptop, terminal} }
{office 3234 DCL}
{Student, Teaching_Assistant}
{calendar, pine, text_editor},
device_table = 
Carlos_office: User_Leaf_Environment
user_session = { state = {Suspended},
  component_table =
parent_env = Carlos_Root
user_location
user_session = {
={laboratory 2401 DCL}
user_roles = {Student, Researcher}
components = 
devices = 
{Powerpoint, VisualC++},
state = {Running}, 
{PC} }
Carlos_lab: User_Leaf_Environment
repository_environments = {Carlos_office}
children_managers = {laboratory2401, office3234}
laboratory2401 : Environment_Manager
office3234 : Environment_Manager
computerScienceDepartment : Environment_Manager
repository_environments = {Carlos_Root, ...}
repository_environments = {Carlos_lab}
Figure 12.10: Carlos’ Global Environment State after his Arrival to Lab 2401
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12.8 Sessions as First Class Entities of User Ac-
tivity
A session of a user, as mentioned in the section 4.1, is a collection of applications that
are run together by the user to accomplish a task on devices speciﬁed in the session
description.
A user session is a ﬁrst class entity of user activity–it has an identiﬁcation, it can
be created, deleted or switched. The main operations on sessions are:
• New Session–creation of a new session. The applications of a session are started
on the devices speciﬁed by the session description, and the new session is added
to the list of sessions of that user.
• Delete Session–all the applications of a session are killed, the devices where the
applications were running are freed, and the session is deleted from the list of
sessions of that user.
• Switch Sessions–the current session is suspended and another session selected
by the user is resumed. To suspend a session requires saving the state of the
session and the state of each of its applications.
• Resolve Requirements of a Session–is implicitly performed when creating or
resuming a session in a space. The descriptions of the applications and devices
of the session are mapped to the resources available in the space.
• Migrate Session–occurs implicitly when a user wants to restart a session on
a space diﬀerent from that where the session last ran and was suspended. It
requires migration of the state of the session and resolution of the session re-
quirements in the current space.
A user can change a session which is in the state of running by:
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• adding an application–by starting a new application in the current session;
• removing an application–by killing or exiting an application that is running in
the current session;
• changing a running application–by changing the composition, i.e., the parts of
the application or by changing the conﬁguration of the application, i.e., the
devices where the diﬀerent parts of the application are running.
12.9 Closing an Environment
The operation of closing an environment presupposes that one is running. The events
that lead to the closing of an environment are generated by the user and are notiﬁed
to the environment. Therefore, the operation of closing a user environment is part of
the protocol between a user and his environment.
Events that lead to the termination of a user environment are:
• departure of a user from a space, or
• explicit request of a user to close an environment in a space.
The operation of closing can be:
• terminate an environment–causes deletion of the environment from the envi-
ronment repository;
• suspend an environment to be resumed later–causes saving the environment
in the repository and marking it as in a suspended state.
A user environment subscribes itself upon creation to a user presence channel of an
event service of a space. Upon notiﬁcation of departure of a user, a user environment
determines from the proﬁle of the user in that environment whether to terminate or
suspend itself. Alternatively, a user explicitly requests to terminate or suspend an
environment via the environment interface.
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1.1
user_departure
notify_user_departure(user_name, ...)
:UserEnvironment
:EnvironmentManager
:EnvironmentRepository
:Event Manager
Room 2401
Terminate_environment()
Terminate_environment(env_id)
1
2
delete_environment(env_id)
4
3
Figure 12.11: Termination of an Environment
The two operations termination and suspension are discussed next.
12.9.1 Termination of an Environment
In steps 1 and 1.1 of Figure 12.11, as a user leaves a space it is derived from his
proﬁle that his environment should be terminated. Alternatively, a user environment
is terminated by user explicit indication, as in step 2.
In step 3, the user environment requests the Environment Manager in that space
to be terminated. The Environment Manager in step 4, proceeds to delete the envi-
ronment from the repository.
12.9.2 Suspension of an Environment
In steps 1 and 1.1 of Figure 12.12, as a user leaves a space it is derived from his
proﬁle that his environment should be suspended. Alternatively, a user environment
is suspended by user explicit indication, as in step 2.
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notify_user_departure(user_name, ...)
1.1
user_departure
:UserEnvironment
:Environment:EnvironmentRepository
:Event Manager
Room 2401
1
2
Suspend_environment()
Suspend_environment(env_id)
save_environment(env_id)
4
3
Manager
Figure 12.12: Suspension of an Environment
In step 3, the user environment requests the Environment Manager in that space
to be suspended. The Environment Manager in step 4, proceeds to save the state
of the environment in the repository. An active user environment is an object that
has processes, gets events and performs operations. When an environment is saved,
its state is copied into an object that does not require processing, only the ability of
holding the data.
The operation of saving an environment is as follows:
• In the global environment of the user the state of the environment is marked as
suspended;
• The values of the attributes of the environment are copied to an object for saved
state such as a ﬁle;
• The object representing the active environment is deleted from the repository.
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12.10 Migration of Environments
Migrating an environment involves transferring the state of the environment and
forwarding events from the environment in the original location to the environment
in the new location.
A request for relocation can be made to a migrator in space X by one of the
following:
• a user environment in space X–when a user in space X explicitly instructs an
environment to migrate from space X to space Y.
• an environment manager in space X–when a user in space Y requires the relo-
cation of a session of work from space X to space Y.
• a migrator in space Z–when relocating a distributed environment a migrator
in space Z, the originator of the relocation, requests a migrator in space X to
relocate an environment to space Y.
Figure 12.13 depicts the workﬂow activity diagram for the operation Relocate
environment A from space X to space Y when environment A is in the state of running.
The relocation request is made to the migrator in space X. This protocol follows the
discussion about migration of an environment in section 10.3 and can be summarized
as follows:
1. When the request for relocation arrives, the migrator in space X gets the state
of the environment of A.
2. Since environment A is running, it saves its state into a ﬁle, and it moves to a
migrating state in which it saves events in its event table to be later forwarded
to the migrated environment in space Y.
3. The migrator in space X transfers the state of the environment A to the migrator
in space Y.
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4. The migrator in space Y instructs the factory in space Y to instantiate envi-
ronment A and restore its state.
5. Environment A in space Y moves to a state of resuming and it notiﬁes space X.
6. Environment A in space X begins to be suspended. It forwards to environment
A in space Y the events that it has saved, as stated in step 2.
7. Environment A in space X moves to the state of suspended and saves its ﬁnal
state in the repository.
8. Environment A in space Y posts the events that it has received from space X.
9. Environment A in space Y moves to the state of running.
10. The migration is completed.
The migration of an environment that has already been suspended, requires only
getting the state of the environment, transferring it to the destination, and instan-
tiating the environment at the destination. The activities related to the forwarding
of events only take place if the environment had been running in the original space.
These activities, discussed in section 10.4, are in bold in Figure 12.14 and can be
summarized as follows:
1. When the environment at the origin is moved to a state of migrating it begins to
save events in its event table. These events will be forwarded to the environment
at the destination when it becomes ready to process events.
2. When the environment at the destination is instantiated and in a state of re-
suming, it registers itself with channels in the destination space and with the
relevant channels in the original space. The event table maintains for each
channel its identiﬁcation and its event manager.
3. The environment at the destination notiﬁes its identiﬁcation to the environment
at the origin which can now suspend itself and stop saving events.
4. The environment at the origin unregisters itself from all channels, freeing re-
sources at the event manager.
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Migrator
Space X Space Y
FactoryMigratorFactoryUser Env.Repository
env A)obtain_state(
[state=migrating]
envA :user_env
continue
work
User Env. Repository
transfer_state
Astate: envState
Astate
restore_state
envA :user_env
[state=resuming]
Astate
Resume_env
Instantiate_env
Astate
Astate
add envA 
to repository
suspend_env
suspend_env
env A
continue work
envA
forward events
env A
envA :user_env
[state=running]envA :user_env
[env_file=pathA]
end relocate
continue work
post_events
continue work
save_state
in file
save_final_state
store final state
env_A
[state=suspended]
space Y)relocate(env A,
:envState
write state
Figure 12.13: Migration of an Environment from Space X to Space Y
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5. The environment at the origin forwards the saved events to environment at the
destination.
6. The environment at the origin is moved to the state of suspended.
7. The environment at the destination is moved to the state of running.
12.11 Browsing and Updating Proﬁles and Envi-
ronments of Users
The user environment architecture maintains user environments and the correspond-
ing proﬁles in the environment repository. Once a user sets the conﬁguration of a
session of work and the preferences of his proﬁle, optimally he will not have to do
this again as he moves from one space to another. The user environment architecture
does it seamlessly for the user.
When the root environment and global proﬁle are created, a default set of prefer-
ences is given to a user who can then explicitly change them. When an environment
is created at a particular location, a proﬁle and a session of work are created based
on the user roles and on the location. When an environment is suspended, it is saved
in the environment repository. So any changes made during that session of work are
saved. If, during a session of work, a user changes any preferences of his proﬁle such as
application or device settings, at the end of that session those changes are optionally
incorporated in the proﬁle of the user.
The environment architecture allows a user the option of explicitly changing his
environment or proﬁle. Implementation-wise, programs with a suitable graphical in-
terface allow users to navigate their environments and proﬁles and change them. An
environment explorer will allow users to browse and change their environments, pos-
sibly changing sessions of work, or reconﬁguring their global composite environment.
A proﬁle explorer will allow users to browse and explicitly change any preferences of
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Figure 12.14: Forwarding of Events in the Migration of an Environment
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their proﬁle such as application or device settings, and commit the changes to the
Environment Repository.
As part of the future work we suggest that the proﬁle explorer monitors conﬁg-
urations of devices, applications and services in a space, and from those infers any
changes that could optionally be incorporated in the proﬁle of a user in that space.
12.12 Operations on Distributed User Environments
A distributed user environment is composed of several member environments, pos-
sibly instantiated in diﬀerent spaces. Each member of a distributed environment is
called peer environment. A distributed environment is represented by a tuple of pairs
(spacei, peeri), meaning that peer environment peeri is instantiated in space spacei.
Operations to open or close distributed environments are synchronous. The factory
that originates the request for a distributed operation of opening or closing a dis-
tributed environment, sends the partial requests to every other factory involved, and
waits for the completion of each partial operation.
The semantics of a distributed operation involves
• the spaces and the peer environments,
• the order of the individual request operations,
• the order of completion of the diﬀerent operations.
We assume that unless explicitly indicated, the order of the operations is irrelevant.
Unless stated otherwise, an operation is completed when all the partial operations are
completed. We assume that the underlying communication network delivers reliable
messages, i.e., at-most once messages with acknowledgments.
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:EnvironmentRepository
3 ok ((space _1,  peer_1) , ... ,  (space_n,  peer_n))
Factory:Environment
search_environment(user_name, ...)2
Space i
:UserEnvironment
4.2
4.1
6.1
6.2
location = space_i
:EnvironmentFactory
:EnvironmentResolver
location = space _i
location = space_i
activate_environment(peer_i)
activate_environment(peer_i)
Manager:Environment
:UserEnvironment
Resolver:Environment
location = space_k
location = space_k
location = space_k
Space k
location = space _k
5  instantiate_environment(peer_k)
5.1 resolve_environment(peer_k)
resolve_environment(peer_i)
*[i:=1..k−1] 4
*[i:=k+1..n] 6
activate_environment(user_name, ...)1
instantiate_environment(peer_i)
Figure 12.15: Creation of a Distributed User Environment
12.12.1 Creation of a Distributed Environment
A distributed environment may be instantiated in diﬀerent spaces. In Figure 12.15,
the environment manager in space spacek has already detected the user presence,
and instructs the environment factory in that space to activate a user environment.
Upon request to the environment repository, the environment factory is given a tuple
of pairs (spacei, peeri). For each pair (spacei, peeri), the peer environment peeri is
eventually migrated to the space spacei where it is supposed to be instantiated.
The factory in space spacek then invokes the factory of the relevant spaces to
instantiate the respective peer of the distributed environment. All of the peers are
aggregated in a distributed user environment.
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12.12.2 Closing a Distributed Environment
If a distributed environment is to be suspended or terminated then each of its compos-
ing parts has to be saved or deleted, respectively. In each spacei, the peer environment
peeri requests the environment manager in that space to be saved or terminated.
12.12.3 Migration of a Distributed Environment
The operation of migrating a distributed environment is synchronous. The migrator
that initiates the operation of migration of a distributed environment sends the par-
tial requests to every other migrator involved, and waits for the completion of each
partial operation. A partial request includes the new location of the respective peer
environment. The migration of a distributed environment is completed when all the
partial requests have been completed.
12.13 Operations on Environments of Multiple Users
In the user environment architecture, several users can be working in the same space
simultaneously. I consider that it is very important to promote collaboration of work
of multiple users. So, I suggest as part of the future work operations for sharing and
merging of environments of multiple users:
• Sharing Environments–two or more users share the same environment, i.e., they
work on the same session of work, and are notiﬁed of the same events;
• Merging Environments–two or more users coalesce their environments into a
unique environment, i.e., the activities in their environments are uniﬁed in
one activity. After the merging operation, the resulting environment might
be shared by a subset of the users of the original environments.
Sharing and merging environments will require sharing and merging of the corre-
sponding sessions of work, respectively.
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In the operations of sharing and merging special attention has to be paid in man-
aging the access to the resources in the user environment by its several users to avoid
contention. For instance, if a shared environment is deleted by one of its users, the
other users of the shared environment should be notiﬁed of that fact, and the shared
environment should only be closed when all its users decide so. This behavior can be
achieved by giving a shared environment an attribute that is a counter of users sharing
the environment. A deletion starts by decreasing this counter and the environment
is deleted when the counter reaches zero.
.
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Chapter 13
Implementation of the User
Environment Architecture
The thrust of my research is to create user environments that represent the activity
of users in ubiquitous systems. These user environments are mobile with the users,
and try to adapt themselves to the computing spaces traversed by the users.
In the previous chapters of this dissertation I focused on:
1. The deﬁnition of the concept of a user environment,
2. The creation of a programming model for mobile users in a ubiquitous system,
and of a system API for this programming model,
3. The design of a software architecture that realizes this API.
The central idea behind a user environment is that it accompanies a user as the
user moves in the system, and it mimics as closely as possible the user’s intentions
and preferences in each space traversed. Therefore, I implemented a system that
continuously maps a user environment with a mobile user. When mapping a user
environment with a mobile user, the system makes decisions that fall into two main
categories:
• deployment of the components of user environment
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• conﬁgurability of the user environment in diﬀerent spaces
In this chapter, I discuss implementation issues of the software architecture for user
environments in ubiquitous systems.
13.1 User Environment Architecture
I implemented the architecture of user environments described in Chapter 7 and
depicted in Figure 7.4. The main elements of the architecture are:
• Environment Manager discussed in Chapter 8.
• User Environment discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, as well as in Chapters 9, 10
and 11.
• User Session discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
• User Proﬁle discussed in Chapter 6.
The main operations in the system were implemented according to the discussion
of environment behavior in Chapter 12.
13.2 Languages and Platforms of Development
13.2.1 Gaia
I implemented the user environment architecture in Gaia. Gaia [9] is an infrastruc-
ture for ubiquitous computing that has been implemented by the Systems Research
Group of the Department of Computer Science at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. Figure 13.1 depicts the Gaia architecture.
In Gaia, a ubiquitous system is organized as a set of spaces, each of them oﬀering
services to the space users. The main subsystems of Gaia that interact with the
environment subsystem are:
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Figure 13.1: The Gaia Architecture
1. Presence Service [19] tracks the entrance and exit of all the entities–hardware,
software components and people–of an active space and generates the corre-
sponding events, which will be notiﬁed to other services in Gaia.
2. Security Service [20] is provided by a ubiquitous security mechanism that inte-
grates context-aware security policies and multilevel user authentication.
3. Event Service [21] is provided by an event manager that uses the underlying im-
plementation of the Orbacus Event Service to perform delivery and notiﬁcation
of events.
4. Context File System is a context ﬁle system implemented by typed containers
of data objects [22].
5. Space Repository [23] provides a storage mechanism and a lookup service for
all the entities in an active space. It is implemented as a database of services,
applications, and devices in an active space.
6. Application Framework [11] allows the implementation of applications in Gaia.
The Gaia Application Framework adapts the traditional Model-View-Controller
application model to the computing model deﬁned by Active Spaces [24]. Ap-
plications are described in a generic way, using abstract descriptions of their
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required components. A Gaia application has four main components: a model
of the application, input sensors for input, presentations for output, and a co-
ordinator which controls all the parts of the application.
The integration of the Environment service in Gaia is indicated in shaded areas
of Figure 13.1. An environment manager is part of the Gaia kernel that runs in each
space. For each user in the space, there is a user environment that runs on top of the
Gaia kernel and interacts with the application framework.
13.2.2 C++
The language of implementation of the user environment architecture is C++ [25],
a general purpose object-oriented programming language. It is suitable for systems
programming because it is a language that allows data abstraction and object-oriented
programming in general. C++ has tools for the creation of libraries for user deﬁned
types that are convenient, safe and eﬃcient to use. I developed the code using the
Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 of the Microsoft Developer Studio [26].
13.2.3 CORBA
The environment architecture, and the Gaia infrastructure in general, use an im-
plementation of OMG Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) for
communication. OMG CORBA [10] is an architecture for development of distributed,
platform-independent systems. In CORBA clients and servers communicate via an
Object Request Broker (ORB) which ensures that they are understood independently
of their location, language or operating system of implementation. There are currently
several implementations of ORBs available in diﬀerent languages including C++, as
discussed in [13] and [27], for instance.
The ORB used in this implementation is Orbacus [28]. Orbacus is an implemen-
tation of CORBA in C++, compliant with the CORBA speciﬁcation as described
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in [29], the C++ Language Mapping [30], the Java/IDL Language Mapping [31] and
Portable/Interceptors [32]. The terms in CORBA mostly used throughout this dis-
cussion are:
CORBA object is a virtual entity that can be located by an ORB and that can attend
requests made by clients.
Server is an entity in which one or more CORBA objects exist which are able to
attend to requests.
Client is an entity that invokes a request on a CORBA object. The terms client and
server are only meaningful within the context of a particular request because
the application that is the client for one request may be the server for another
request.
Request is an invocation of an operation on a CORBA object. Requests ﬂow from a
client to an object in the server, the target object.
Object reference is a handle used to identify and address a particular object. The
CORBA object model is a single-dispatching model in which the target object
of a request is determined solely by the object reference used in the request.
CORBA servant is a concrete entity that implements one or more CORBA objects
in a programming language. Servants provide implementations for objects. In
C++ servants are object instances of a particular class.
13.2.4 Gaia Components
The component management core [33] of the Gaia infrastructure provides the mech-
anisms for the implementation of Gaia components.
A Gaia component is a CORBA servant that:
• has a description, which is an XML ﬁle describing its main properties,
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• registers itself with the space repository using the XML description ﬁle,
• periodically sends heartbeats to the space repository to indicate that it is still
alive.
All the objects in the environment architecture are implemented as Gaia components.
13.2.5 Hardware
The hardware platform of development is a Sony VAIO [34] PCG-VX89 Notebook
with a Mobile Intel 900 MHz Pentium III processor, 256 SDRAM and a 30.0 GB
hard drive. The operating system running in this computer is Microsoft Windows
XP Home Edition Version 2002 [35].
13.3 Environment Manager
The implementation of the Environment Manager in Gaia follows closely the dis-
cussion in Chapter 8 that introduces the Environment Manager and in sections 12.5
through 12.9 in Chapter 12 that discuss the behavior of the environment architecture
components.
Here, I summarize the relevant details of the implementation in Gaia. One envi-
ronment manager is intended to run per active space. When a space is bootstrapped,
an environment manager is a servant that is started as one of the kernel services of
an active space.
When an environment manager starts, it creates a local repository for environments
in the active space. An environment manager also keeps a reference of the Master
Environment Repository in the environment architecture.
An environment manager has event listeners that listen to and handle events that
are generated by users, applications and services of an active space. For instance,
it has a user Discovery Listener which is notiﬁed of events of users’ arrival to and
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departure from an active space. Upon notiﬁcation of a user’s arrival, an environment
creates or resumes a user environment for that user. A user environment is a servant
that subsumes a user’s activity. Upon a user’s departure, a manager suspends or
destroys the user environment servant of that user.
13.4 Repository of Environments
The implementation of the Repository of Environments in Gaia follows closely the
discussions in section 8.2 that describes the Environment Repository, and in sec-
tions 12.5 through 12.11 in Chapter 12 that discuss the behavior of the components
of the environment architecture. In this section, I discuss implementation details of
the Repository of Environments in Gaia.
The repository of environments is implemented as a persistent service because
the state of saved user environments have to be kept long after a user has left a
ubiquitous space or even long after a ubiquitous space has shut down. Therefore, the
environment repository is organized as a master repository service accessible to the
federation of active spaces and a local repository in each space.
The Master Environment Repository is a service that runs continually in a ubiq-
uitous system. In each active space, an Environment Manager creates a Local En-
vironment Repository in that space and keeps a reference to the Master Repository.
The Master Repository keeps the state of a user’s global environment, i.e., the spec-
iﬁcation of all the user’s sessions of work. The Local Repositories cache the state of
the user environments that are currently running in a space, including the state of
the user’s local sessions. Local Repositories also cache the state sessions, that have
recently run in a space, to be reused in the case of resumption of those sessions.
When searching for the state of a user environment in an active space, the Envi-
ronment Manager queries the Local Repository ﬁrst, and then the Master Repository
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if a valid state is not found locally.
13.4.1 Active Environments and Saved Environments
The state of the saved user environments is maintained at the Master Environment
Repository, and possibly cached at the Local Environment Repository of the space
where the user environment was last active. The user environment state includes the
state of a user session.
When a user environment enters a space, the Environment Manager running in
that space gets the user environment state from the Environment Repository–Local
or Master. For performance reasons, the environment manager of a space keeps a
reference to the user environments that have been created and are active in that
space.
While working in a space, a user can switch sessions, i.e., he can stop working in
a session and resume working in another session. When switching sessions, the state
of the current session is saved in the local and global repositories. The state of the
next session is obtained either from the local repository, if available locally, or from
the global repository, if not available locally.
When a user exits an active space, the state of his environment is saved locally
and globally.
13.5 User Environment
The implementation of a User Environment in Gaia follows closely the discussion
in Chapters 3 and 4 that deﬁne the elements of a user environment, as well as the
discussion in chapter 12 that describes the behavior of a user environment and its
relation with the other components of the environment architecture. In this section,
I discuss relevant implementation details of a User Environment in Gaia.
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Closely following the deﬁnition in sections 3.1 and 3.2, a user environment is
speciﬁed in Gaia as an object that has a state, a user’s proﬁle, a user’s location
and a user’s activity. The user’s proﬁle has the user’s identiﬁcation and the user’s
preferences. The user’s activity is a set of all the sessions that the user currently has
in the system.
True to the discussion in sections 12.5 through 12.10, when instantiated in a space,
a user environment is a servant that facilitates the work of a user in that space. The
main operations of environments are:
• Creation of an Environment
• Closing an Environment
• Operations on Sessions
• Resolution of Requirements of an Environment
• Migration of an Environment
13.5.1 Creation of an Environment
The creation of a user environment in a space is triggered by the detection of the
user’s arrival to that space as described in section 12.6. In Gaia, a user’s arrival to a
space is detected by ﬁngerprint authentication or by badge detection. In both cases,
the Environment Manager running in that space creates a user environment for that
user according to the discussion in section 12.7. In Gaia, the state of the global user
environment is saved in the Master Environment Repository, and the state of a user
environment running in a space is also cached at the Local Environment Repository
of that space.
According to the discussion in section 12.7.1, upon its creation in a space, a user
environment resolves the user’s preferences and the speciﬁcation of the user’s session
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of work to match the characteristics and availability of resources in the space.
13.5.2 Operations on Sessions
A user’s session, as mentioned in the section 4.1, is a collection of applications that
are put together by the user to accomplish a task. In Gaia, a user session is a ﬁrst
class entity. The main operations on sessions are creation of a new session, deletion of
an existing session, and switch from one running session to another. These operations
are implemented in Gaia closely following the discussion in section 12.8. As part of
his environment, a user is given a Graphical User Interface, depicted in Figure 13.2,
with which he can easily perform operations on his sessions.
Figure 13.2: Session Viewer
If necessary, the resolution of requirements or the migration of a session are im-
plicitly performed when starting or resuming a session in a space.
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13.5.3 Closing an Environment
The operation of closing a user environment is implemented in Gaia closely following
the discussion in 12.9. When a user leaves a space, the presence service generates a
user exit event. The user exit event is notiﬁed to the user environment which is then,
by default, suspended. Otherwise, a user can specify in his proﬁle any other action
to be taken when he leaves a space. The suspension of an environment involves:
1. Saving the session of work–a description of the session is saved, including the
description, requirements and state of each application running in the session.
2. Saving the environment–a description of the environment is saved, including a
description of the user’s proﬁle, a list of the user’s sessions in the environment
and a reference to the current session, if any.
The environment remains suspended until the user reenters the current space or enters
another space.
13.6 Resolution of Requirements in User Environ-
ments
The implementation of the resolution of user environment requirements follows closely
the discussion in Chapter 11 and in section 12.7 in Chapter 12. Here, I highlight some
implementation details in Gaia.
It has to be possible to restart an environment in a space diﬀerent from the
space where it was initially created. The conﬁgurations of the diﬀerent spaces in
a ubiquitous system potentially diﬀer across spaces. The matching of the session
attributes and of the user preferences to a space’s applications, devices and services
varies from space to space. To allow user environment mobility, the speciﬁcation of
user preferences and of session attributes is performed by using generic properties.
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These properties are designated the requirements of a user’s preferences and of a user’s
session. The resources of a space–devices and services–also have properties designated
capabilities. The capabilities are also expressed by generic properties.
A generic property has a name and a value, as deﬁned in Figure 4.3 of section 4.1.1.
The speciﬁcation of components, devices and user preferences is expressed in XML,
according to their deﬁnitions in sections 4.1 and 6.5, respectively. In those speciﬁca-
tions, the requirements and the capabilities are expressed as generic properties.
The function of the environment resolver is to parse a user’s requirements and
match them with the capabilities of the resources in a space. The matching of re-
quirements to capabilities requires algorithms, as discussed in Chapter 11.
In Gaia to satisfy a request, the environment resolver queries the Gaia space
repository which gives a set of possible answers to the resolver. The resolver then
selects an appropriate answer by applying these algorithms in the following order
until the ﬁrst matching success occurs:
1. Exact Match for Environment Speciﬁcation
2. Least Currently Used Resources
This leads to a policy that promotes user satisfaction and load balancing.
13.7 Migration of User Environments
Migration of Environments has been discussed in Chapters 9 and 10, and in sec-
tion 12.10. In the current implementation, an abstract speciﬁcation of the state of
the environment, of the sessions and of the sessions’ components is saved in the en-
vironment repository. When an environment is migrated, the speciﬁcation of the
environment is transferred to the new space and resolved there, taking into consider-
ation the features of the new space.
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Component Lines of Code Visual C++ Library (KB)
Environment Manager 194 832
Master Environment Repository 583 776
User Environment 2663 1430
Session Viewer 494 156
Table 13.1: Code Statistics
13.8 Code Statistics of the Visual C++ Implemen-
tation of the User Environment Architecture
Table 13.1 shows that an implementation of the Environment Manager, User Envi-
ronment and Master Environment Repository can be accomplished with a relatively
small number of lines of code and a small resulting Visual C++ library.
The environment manager and master environment repository servants are part
of the kernel of an active space and should run on machines assigned to run the
kernel. The user environment and session viewer servants can run on any machine
of an active space. The only component that needs to run on a resource challenged
small device that a mobile user may carry is the session viewer servant which allows
the user to manage his sessions. The session viewer code size is 156 KB which can
easily ﬁt in today’s small devices such as cellphones or PDAs.
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Chapter 14
Experimental Validation of the
Thesis
I have discussed, in the previous chapters of this dissertation, the deﬁnition of a
user environment and the design and implementation of a software architecture that
realizes the concept of a user environment.
The software architecture for user environments has three main capabilities:
• a mechanism to represent the activity of a user,
• a set of protocols to deploy a user environment with the user,
• a set of policies to adapt a user environment to the underlying computing spaces.
In this chapter I, discuss the evaluation of the software architecture in terms of
its performance and usability. The term performance of a system is reserved for
aspects of the system’s eﬃciency, its speed in processing a task or a number of tasks,
and its promptness in responding to external stimuli. Performance refers to aspects
of a system which can be quantiﬁed and therefore evaluated objectively. The term
usability is reserved for more subjective aspects of a system which are not always
easy to quantify such as: correctness, ease of use, understandability and reliability.
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Figure 14.1: Snapshot of the Active Space SC3501
14.1 Experimental Setup
For this experimental validation, I used two Gaia active spaces–active space SC3501
and active space laptop dulcineia. In each active space, the Gaia [9] computing in-
frastructure was installed with all its services, including the user environment service.
All of the required Gaia applications were available through icons on the desktops
of the machines in each space. All the commands required for the execution of the
experiments were available through the SessionViewer interface.
14.1.1 Active Space SC3501
The active space SC3501 is a laboratory of the Systems Research Group of the Com-
puter Science Department at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. A
snapshot of the active space SC3501 is shown in Figure 14.1, and its conﬁguration is
detailed in Table 14.1. SC3501 is a multi-node Gaia active space that consists of a
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Category Description  Details
Computers Dell Precision 330 PCs 10 Windows XP Profess. 2002
Dell Dimension PC 1 Windows 2000
XPS D300
Fujitsu Tablet PCs 2 Windows XP Tablet PC Ed.
Stylistic ST Series infrared mouse and keyboard
HP iPAQ Pocket PCs 4 Windows Pocket PC 2003
BlueTooth and Wi-Fi card
Displays Dell Trinitron Monitors 2
NEC Displays 4 touchscreens
PlasmaSync 61MP1
Networking Ethernet Switches 2 8-Port, 4-Port
NetGear Gigabit
Broadband Router 1 wireless AP
Linksys BEFW11S4
Presence Air ID LT RF ID badges 10
Detection Air ID LT base stations 2
Authentication Fingerprint ID units 2
Sony FIU-710
Table 14.1: Conﬁguration of the Active Space SC3501
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collection of devices including 1.5 GHz Pentium 4 PCs, PDAs, and plasma displays
connected to a 1.5 GHz Pentium 4 server through a 1 Gb/s Ethernet. All the PCs
have 1 GB of RAM; the clients run Microsoft Windows XP Professional 2002, and the
server runs Microsoft Windows 2000. A multi-node version of Gaia is distributedly
installed in the machines of SC3501; the Gaia core is installed in all the machines,
whereas the Gaia kernel services, the Gaia application framework and the environ-
ment service are distributed across the collection of machines in the active space
SC3501. All the computers and displays are available to run user environments. The
ﬁngerprint units are part of the Gaia authentication service, and the badge stations
and badges are part of the Gaia presence service.
14.1.2 Active Space laptop dulcineia
Figure 14.2: Active Space laptop dulcineia
The active space laptop dulcineia is a Windows XP notebook–a Sony VAIO [34]
PCG-VX89 Notebook with a Mobile Intel 900 MHz Pentium III processor, 256
SDRAM, a 30.0 GB hard drive and running Microsoft Windows XP Home Edition
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Version 2002 [35]–in which the Gaia infrastructure has been installed with the user
environment service. Laptop dulcineia is a one-node Gaia space, in which the kernel,
services and applications run in a unique machine. A snapshot of the active space
laptop dulcineia is shown in Figure 14.2.
14.1.3 Sessions of Work
A session of work is a set of applications running in devices selected by a user to
accomplish a task. A user can select the sessions he wants to run in a space using the
SessionViewer interface. While working in a session, a user can add an application
to that session simply by starting the application, and he can remove an application
from that session simply by exiting the application. When a user exits a space, his
last session, if any, is saved, including the state of each application in that session. I
considered two sessions of work as input of the various experiments that I performed–
the Entertainment Session and the Teaching Session. A snapshot of a user using the
SessionViewer to switch sessions in the active space SC3501 is shown in Figure 14.3.
Figure 14.3: Switching Sessions in Active Space SC3501
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Entertainment Session In the Entertainment Session a user watches a multime-
dia show. This session consists of two applications: a Music Player–GaiaMP3Player–
and a slide Viewer–GaiaPresentation.
The GaiaMP3Player application has two components of interest to the user: a
controller (MP3PlayList), which is a selector that allows a user to choose from a list
of available songs, and a presentation (MP3Player), which is a driver to an actual
audio player in the space. These two application components have requirements: the
controller MP3PlayList requires a display with Touch Screen capabilities, and the
presentation MP3Player requires a host that has access to a Music Playing device.
The state of the GaiaMP3Player application consists of the music title selected to
play and the segment that is currently playing.
The GaiaPresentation application has two components of interest to the user: a
controller (GaiaIS), which allows a user to select a slide show as well as to move
back and forth in the slide slow, and a presentation (GaiaPPT), which shows the
slides in the displays of the space. These two GaiaPresentation components have
requirements: the controller GaiaIS requires a display with Touch Screen capabilities,
and the presentation GaiaPPT requires a host with a Public Screen where the slide
show can be shown. The state of the GaiaPresentation application consists of the
title of the slide show selected to play and the number of the slide that is currently
being displayed.
The state of the Entertainment Session consists of the state of each application, as
well as the devices where each of the application components are running. A snapshot
of a user running the Entertainment Session on the active space SC3501 is shown in
Figure 14.4.
Teaching Session In the Teaching Session, a user teaches a class showing
slides on three large screens and using a speech engine. This session consists of two
applications: a slide Viewer–GaiaPresentation–and a speech engine–GaiaSpeech.
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Figure 14.4: Entertainment Session in Active Space SC3501
The GaiaPresentation application, in this case, has two controllers (GaiaIS)–
placed at diﬀerent displays–that require a Touch Screen display , and three pre-
sentations (GaiaPPT)–placed at diﬀerent screens–that require a host with a Public
Screen. The state of the GaiaPresentation application consists of the title of the slide
show selected to play and the number of the slide that is currently being displayed.
The GaiaSpeech application has one presentation (GaiaSpeechPresentation) and
three controllers (GaiaSpeechViseme, GaiaSpeechVisemeH, GaiaSpeechInputSensor)
with no requirements. The GaiaSpeech application has no state warranting saving.
The state of the Teaching Session consists of the state of each application, as well
as the devices where each of the application components is running.
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14.2 Performance Evaluation of the User Environ-
ment Architecture in Gaia
14.2.1 Metrics
In this section, I evaluate the eﬃciency of the user environment architecture in terms
of execution time. I describe two sets of experiments performed when using the user
environment system in the ubiquitous computing infrastructure Gaia.
In the ﬁrst set of experiments, I compare the time that certain operations take in
a ubiquitous system that has the user environment functionality with the time that
the same operations take in a system without the user environment functionality.
In the second set of experiments, I observe how a user environment system scales
within a space in terms of number of sessions and in terms of session size.
In both sets of experiments, I instrumented the code of the user environment soft-
ware system to measure how long it took to complete the operations being evaluated.
14.2.2 Scenario I–Automatic versus Manual Switching of User
Sessions
A user has several sessions of work saved in the system. The state of a session is
saved by the user environment system and includes the state of each application in
that session.
Switch Sessions is the operation in which a user who is currently working on a
session, decides to stop to work on that session and starts working on another session.
The steps of the operation Switch from the fromSession to the toSession are shown
below:
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Switch (fromSession, toSession)
save the state of the fromSession
terminate the fromSession
start the toSession
Next, I describe the experiment performed to compare the execution time of the
automatic switch to that of the manual switch of sessions.
• Automatic Switch
1. A user enters the Gaia Active Space SC3501.
2. The user environment system restarts the last session on which the user
worked, the Entertainment Session. This session consists of two applica-
tions, Music Player and Slide Viewer.
3. The user switches to another session, the Teaching Session. This session
has two applications, Slide Viewer and Gaia Speech Engine.
• Manual Switch
An experienced user, who knows the system very well does the same operations
in the same space without the support of the user environment system. This
is the best scenario for a manual setting, because users do not always know all
the spaces they visit well.
• Measurements
I measured the execution time for each of the steps of the switch operation–save
current session, terminate current session and start another session– in both
situations.
In both sets of experiments, I determined precisely when the initiation and
termination of each step occurred. In the automatic switch experiment, I in-
strumented the code of the user environment system by inserting checkpoints
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to read and store the value of the time given by the system-clock at the point
of initiation and at the point of termination of each step to be measured. The
diﬀerence between these two values of time is the duration of the step. In the
manual switch experiment, I used a stopwatch which I started at the point
of initiation and stopped at the point of termination of each operation to be
measured. The stopwatch reading is the duration of the step.
• Interpretation of Results
Because the result of a measurement can be aﬀected by many factors, such as
system load and inaccurate clock readings, I performed a number of independent
runs of each experiment and processed the measurements appropriately in all
cases.
In the automatic switch experiment, I performed n = 10 runs of the experiment,
measured the execution time of each step in each run, and computed the mean
of these execution times as the ﬁnal value of the execution time for each step of
the switch operation. Therefore, the execution times of the automatic switch
operation (total time) and of each of its steps (save, terminate and start) are
computed as follows:
t =
1
n
×
n∑
i=1
ti
In the manual switch experiment, I performed n = 10 runs of the experiment,
measured the execution time of each step in each run, and selected the best of
these execution times, i.e., the minimum, as the ﬁnal value of the execution time
for each step of the switch operation. This is the best scenario for a manual
switch, because I did not only consider an experienced user but also his best
time. Therefore, I computed the execution times of each step of the manual
switch operation (save, terminate, start and total time) as follows:
t =
n
min
i=1
ti
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Step
Setting Save Terminate Start Total
Automatic 0.541 4.969 21.362 26.872
Manual 51.20 95.61 119.33 266.14
Table 14.2: Switch Operation Execution Times in Seconds
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Figure 14.5: Automatic versus Manual Switch Operation Execution Times
Both table 14.2 and ﬁgures 14.5 and 14.6 contrast the execution times of the
steps to execute the operation of switching from the Entertainment session to
the Teaching session when performed automatically by the user environment
system and manually by an experienced user. From the results it can be con-
cluded that the user environment architecture saves a noticeable amount of time
to a mobile user’s work in a ubiquitous system; the total time to complete this
switch operation decreases by, approximately, a factor of ten.
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Figure 14.6: Automatic versus Manual Switch Operation Logarithmic Execution
Times
14.2.3 Scenario II–User Environment Scalability
Here, I discuss issues of scalability of a user environment within a space in terms of
number of user environment sessions, and in terms of the size of a session.
Scalability in terms of Number of Sessions
A user normally works on a session of work, or a set of sessions of work. Once the
relevant session is selected, the user environment system only performs operations in
that session. Therefore, the scalability of the system in terms of number of sessions
depends on the eﬃciency of the algorithm used for searching sessions. In the design
of the user environment system, I suggest that a user organizes his sessions of work
in a DAG, which can be searched eﬃciently by using algorithms well known in the
literature [36]. In the worst possible case, the search is O(n), where n is the total
number of sessions of a user. In the design of the user environment system, the
sessions of a user are clustered by context, e.g., the sessions that a user has at school
are aggregated in the environment at school, and the sessions that the user has at
home are aggregated in his environment at home. Therefore, in reality, the search
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algorithms normally iterate on a small fraction of the total number of sessions of a
user, i.e., the complexity of the search algorithm is less than O(n).
Scalability in terms of Session Size
The size of a session is the number of applications in the session. In order to see
how the system behaves in terms of session size, I measured the execution time of the
switch operation when performed in sessions of variable size:
• a session of size 1 is switched to a session of size 2,
• a session of size 2 is switched to a session of size 4,
• a session of size 4 is switched to a session of size 8.
The applications in the sessions were diﬀerent GaiaPresentation shows.
• Measurements
The experiments were run in both Gaia Active Spaces–SC3501 and laptop dul-
cineia. In each case, I measured the execution time for each of the steps–save
current session, terminate current session and start another session–in each of
the three switch operations described above. I inserted checkpoints in the code
of the user environment system to read and store the value of the time given
by the system-clock at the point of initiation and at the point of termination
of each step. The diﬀerence between these two values of time is the duration of
the step.
• Interpretation of Results
For each switch operation–1 to 2, 2 to 4, 4 to 8–I performed n = 10 runs of
the experiment, measured the execution time of each step in each run, and
computed the mean of these execution times as the ﬁnal value of the execution
time of that step of that switch operation, as indicated by the formula:
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Step
Session Size Save Terminate Start Total
1 to 2 0.321 1.001 21.272 22.594
2 to 4 0.55 1.983 42.463 44.996
4 to 8 1.022 3.595 85.726 90.343
Table 14.3: Execution Times in Seconds of the Switch of Sessions of Variable Size
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Figure 14.7: Logarithmic Execution Times of the Switch of Sessions of Variable
Size
t =
1
n
×
n∑
i=1
ti
The results of the experiments in both Gaia Active Spaces, SC3501 and laptop
dulcineia, led to similar conclusions. The system suﬀers degradation propor-
tional to the size of the sessions, i.e., the execution times vary almost linearly
with the size of the sessions.
Table 14.3 and Figures 14.7 and 14.8 depict the results of the experiment in
the Gaia Active Space SC3501. The times in the Gaia Active Space laptop
dulcineia, while higher, followed the same pattern.
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Figure 14.8: Execution Times of the Switch of Sessions of Variable Size
14.2.4 Conclusions and Recommendations
The user environment system not only facilitates the mobility of users in a ubiquitous
system but also makes it faster, even in the case of experienced users of the system.
In addition, it can be said that the system scales in terms of number of sessions and
session size. I recommend more exhaustive experiments in diﬀerent space settings
and with diﬀerent session conﬁgurations.
14.2.5 Future Experiments
For future work, I suggest a set of experiments to evaluate the advantage brought by
caching the user environment state in the local repositories of the spaces traversed.
Another set of experiments, related to multi-user scalability, is to observe how well
multi-user environments scale within a space and across multiple spaces in terms of
number of users, in addition to environment and session size.
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14.3 Evaluation of the Usability of the Concept of
a User Environment
In this section, I discuss a preliminary usability study of the user environment system
in Gaia, a real ubiquitous computing infrastructure.
14.3.1 Metrics
There are many important characteristics according to which the usability of a sys-
tem can be evaluated. I concentrate on correctness, readability, easy of use and
understandability.
From a designer’s point of view, I evaluate aspects of the software architecture,
such as:
• how well the system implements the API,
• how easily the programming model allows mobile users to maintain their envi-
ronments in a ubiquitous system,
• how much beneﬁt a user derives from maintaining his activity in a user envi-
ronment.
From a user’s point of view, the usability of the user environment concept is
measured in terms of degrees of user satisfaction with respect to:
• promptness of deployment of a user environment measured in time;
• accuracy of satisfaction of user requirements, i.e., how much can be provided
and how much and how well it can be adjusted;
• level of interference with the user, i.e., how much active participation of the
user can be avoided and how much is required.
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14.3.2 Description of the Experiment
A goal of a usability study is to determine how well a system performs a desired task
and, when appropriate, to generate recommendations for the betterment of such a
system.
To evaluate the usability of the user environment system, I designed a task to be
executed by a sample of users. The participants were asked after the execution of the
task to answer a questionnaire about the system and how it performed the task.
Task Description
A session of work is a set of applications put together by a user to perform a
certain task. Examples of sessions of work are:
Teaching Session–with the applications Slide Viewer and Speech Engine
Entertainment Session–with the applications Music Player and Slide Viewer.
The user environment system allows a user to start a session of work in a space,
such as his laptop and restart it in a new space such as Gaia space SC3501. The user
environment system automatically suspends the applications at the point they were
running and restarts them in the new space. In the process, the user environment
system selects the appropriate devices needed to run each of the applications.
The following task is to be executed by a user:
1. Enter the Gaia laptop space.
2. Start an entertainment session of work:
(a) Play Music
i. Start the Gaia MP3 Player application.
ii. Use the Song Selector controller to select the music you want to
listen to.
(b) See Slide Show
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i. Start the Gaia Presentation application.
ii. Use the EV controller to select the slide show you want to see.
iii. Use the VCR controller to move the slides forward and backward.
3. Exit the Gaia laptop space. Notice the current slide in the show and the
segment of the music being played.
4. Enter the Gaia SC3501 space.
5. Verify that the system restarts the session of work at the point where it ended in
the Gaia laptop space. In particular, note that the Gaia MP3 Player application
continues to play the music that you left playing on your laptop, and that the
Gaia Presentation application shows the last slide that you saw on the laptop.
14.3.3 The Participants
The participants were selected from the pool of people who participated in the demon-
strations of the user environment system. A heterogeneous sample of 8 people was
selected and was composed of 62% male participants, 75% graduate students, and
50% computer science majors.
The degree of their familiarity with computer systems varied: all had some fa-
miliarity with Windows but only 62% had some familiarity with UNIX, 75% were
familiar with multi-machine computing environments, and 50% had some familiarity
with smart rooms.
The task described above was performed, and the participants were asked quali-
tative questions about the execution of the task in the user environment system. The
validity of the results presented is qualiﬁed by the small sample size of participants.
14.3.4 The Questionnaires and Results
The questionnaires used, shown in appendix B, provide mostly a qualitative evalua-
tion of the system. They include a background questionnaire of the participants, a
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task questionnaire with questions pertinent to the execution of the task in the sys-
tem, and a post-evaluation questionnaire that allows a comparison of the system with
existing systems concerning the execution of the task.
The Task Questionnaire and Results
The task questionnaire is presented in appendix B under the title Task Question-
naire and it has three parts, each one on a separate page. The task questionnaire
evaluates the suitability of the user environment system to perform the task.
The ﬁrst set of questions was designed following the NASA-TLX (Task Load
Index) [37], that has been used in a number of Human Computer Interaction (HCI)
studies. It is a subjective assessment of the workload required during the execution
of the task, i.e., it evaluates how hard the overall execution of the task is. In it, each
participant is asked to rank the user environment system according to the following
parameters in a continuous scale from Low to High:
• Mental Demand–eﬀort exerted in thinking, deciding, remembering;
• Temporal Demand–how long it took to execute the task;
• Physical Demand–physical exertion, activity;
• Satisfaction–how the system performed the task, how well the system took
advantage of the facilities.
The averages of the participants’ answers are shown in the table 14.4. From the
participants’ answers, it can be inferred that in average it was not hard to execute
the task in the system, and that the system performed the task well.
The second set of questions evaluates the appropriateness of the system to execute
the task in question. It was designed following the Likert Scaling method [38]. A
Likert scale is used to measure attitudes, preferences, and subjective reactions. In
the Likert technique a set of attitude statements are developed. Participants are
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Parameter Average Rating
Mental Demand Low
Temporal Demand Low
Physical Demand Low
Satisfaction High
Table 14.4: Subjective Workload Assessment of the Task
Average Score:
Statement 1(Strongly Disagree),
7(Strongly Agree)
The system was appropriate for performing the tasks 7
The interface was appropriate for performing the tasks 6.25
I could learn how to use the system 5.5
The tasks were easy to perform using the system 6.5
Table 14.5: Appropriateness of the System To Execute the Task
asked to rate the level at which they agree or disagree with a given statement. Each
degree of agreement is given a numerical value.
I developed a set of statements which were ranked using a 7-point unidimensional
Likert response scale, 1(Strongly Disagree) - 7(Strongly Agree). For each statement,
I computed the average value of the answers. Table 14.5 shows the results extracted
from the average of the answers, from which it can be inferred that the system was
suitable to execute the task in question.
In the third set of questions, the participants were asked recommendations for
improving the system. The following recommendations were given regarding:
• Applications–provide more applications, such as Spread Sheets and Program-
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ming Applications, and a more diverse multimedia collection.
• Activities–promote multi-user collaborative activities, such as Brainstorming
and Extreme Programming.
• Improvements to the system–provide the user interface with functions for merg-
ing and sharing of sessions, and for displaying more directly the contents of a
session.
The Post-Evaluation Questionnaire and Results
The task post-evaluation questionnaire is presented in appendix B under the title
Post-Evaluation Questionnaire. Here, the participants were asked to compare the
user environment system with an existing system with which they are familiar. In
the categories of
• how easy it is to perform the task,
• how appropriate the system is to perform the task,
• how easily you could learn to use the system to perform the task, and
• overall eﬀectiveness for performing tasks
the user environment system ranked better than existing systems.
14.3.5 Conclusions and Recommendations
I conclude that the system implements the API that I proposed in the design. Users do
see their sessions of work saved by the system and resumed later. Mobile users do see
their sessions of work deployed to a diﬀerent space and matched to the characteristics
of the new space.
The system can be improved with multi-user collaboration. This could be done in
conjunction with a location service that would associate each action with its executor
in the space. The system can be made faster with additional tuning. The user
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interface can include more functions, such as merging and sharing of sessions. Finally,
the system would beneﬁt of a larger pool of ubiquitous applications that would foster
multi-user collaboration.
14.3.6 Future Work
I recommend and intend to perform a more thorough usability study with a larger
sample of users that would provide a better assessment of the system and more
suggestions for improvement.
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Chapter 15
Related Work
This research aims at creating user ubiquitous computing environments that are tai-
lored to the user characteristics while abstracting the speciﬁcities of the hardware
platforms and the requirements of the software services the user is accessing. The
environment architecture I propose gives a user an interface to a ubiquitous system
tuned to the user needs, and independent of the location of the user or the architecture
of the machine he is accessing.
Execution environments have existed ever since computing was introduced – cen-
tralized environments, time-sharing environments, distributed environments. Most of
the work done in the area of execution environments assumes that the system is com-
posed of homogeneous platforms connected by a local area network, or networks with
limited range or scope. This assumption greatly simpliﬁes the problem. A ubiquitous
system potentially includes a wide range of heterogeneous platforms, with diﬀerent
capabilities and requirements. Machines range from small poorly equipped mobile
devices, with low bandwidth, CPU and memory such as palmtops or household gad-
gets, to highly powerful computers connected by networks with variable degrees of
reachability.
Moreover, existing systems do not address speciﬁcally seamless adjustment or
tuning to user needs. Computer user sophistication varies from the monocomputer
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lay user to the expert mobile user accessing multiple devices. Existing systems suﬀer
from a lack of support for personiﬁcation, customization and mobility of users. In
such systems there is no global dynamic view of the user activity in the system; i.e.,
there is a very strong connection between user and machine and/or network. A user
can have several sessions running at the same time in diﬀerent machines or networks.
However, the activity of such a user on one machine cannot be viewed or resumed on
another seamlessly, even when the machines are in interconnected networks. Similarly,
user preferences are strongly attached to machines and/or networks.
The aim of my research is to create an environment able of providing a view of
the global activity of a mobile user in a ubiquitous system, while dynamically tuning
the activity of such user to the characteristics of the hardware and software systems
the user is accessing and/or traversing.
I discuss here related work in distributed operating systems and ubiquitous com-
puting systems.
15.1 Distributed Operating Systems
There are a number of contributions to distributed operating systems [39], each of
them emphasizing diﬀerent aspects of the problem. I discuss some representative
cases such as Plan 9, Ninja, JINI, EJB, Globe, Globus, Legion and Condor. Plan
9 [40], is a distributed operating system developed at Bell Labs. It is assembled
from separate machines connected by a single ﬁle-oriented protocol and local name
space operations. Plan 9 has been developed for speciﬁc CPU servers, ﬁle servers and
terminals. The framework I developed, however, aims at providing an execution envi-
ronment assembled from heterogeneous operating systems running on heterogeneous
platforms. This environment framework cooperates with the underlying reﬂective
middleware services to provide a consistent customized view of the system to users.
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Plan 9 is divided along the lines of service function: CPU servers, ﬁle servers, and ter-
minals and oﬀers a conventional operating system view of processes. The framework
I developed is divided along lines of service at a higher level of abstraction; namely,
it oﬀers a consistent view of a distributed mobile execution environment.
Systems such as Ninja [41] and JINI [42], look at leveraging basic Java tech-
nologies. They share with my environment framework universal connectivity and
automatic conﬁguration. While Ninja and JINI focus on bridging the gap between
high-end servers and small devices, I ﬁrst and foremost aim at adapting the user’s
varying requirements to the underlying platform features.
JINI oﬀers services, as collections of objects, that can be federated to accomplish
a task. Services communicate through protocols, such as lookup for invocation or
location of a service, and discovery for registration of a service in the JINI lookup
service. The concepts and facilities JINI uses in a way are very limited [43]. JINI
only has the notion of services and the facilities for ﬁnding them, allowing very simple
devices to belong to the JINI communities. JINI, however, has no notion of global
environment management or model for large scalable systems.
In Ninja, the complexity of dealing with distributed state consistency is simpliﬁed
by keeping all the persistent state of a service in a carefully-controlled environment–
the Base. In my user environment framework a component speciﬁes policies for
consistency that are implemented at the host computing environment which can be
physically or logically distributed. In a distributed composite user environment the
policies for consistency are structurally applied to the aggregation of environments.
Enterprise Java Beans is a technology aiming at leveraging the transactional
database support of enterprise networks [44]. EJB’s main goal is to create an en-
terprise backbone logic by hooking together legacy applications wrapped in Java.
EJB is not about dynamic, runtime discovery and reconﬁguration of components.
Globe [45] is an object-oriented distributed system built on a stationary com-
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munication infrastructure whose emphasis is on high availability of reliable objects.
Processes interact and communicate through shared objects whose state can be phys-
ically distributed. Each communicating process maintains in its local address space
a copy of the shared object’s interface and implementation. A coherence protocol for
the object manages the state among the replicas of the object. Unlike my framework,
Globe does not provide a view of mobile, customizable and user-oriented execution
environments. Instead its emphasis is on objects and on their policies for distribution,
replication and coherence.
Another category of projects build distributed high-performance computing envi-
ronments targeting computation-oriented applications. Globus [46] and Legion [47]
pursue the goal of building a software architecture for grid environments. Condor [48]
is a high throughput computational environment aiming at delivering sustainable
computational power to loosely coupled applications. These systems are primar-
ily targeted at optimizing resource usage performance-wise while my environment
framework aims at being user- and change-oriented, combining simplicity of usage
with adjustment to change.
15.2 Ubiquitous Computing
The term ubiquitous computing was ﬁrst coined by the late Mark Weiser:
It is invisible, everywhere computing that does not live on a personal
device of any sort, but is in the woodwork everywhere [49].
The highest ideal of the path of invisible computing is to make a computer so
embedded, so ﬁtting, so natural, that we use it without even thinking about it [49].
The challenges of ubiquitous computing have prompted research in areas such as
operating systems, user interfaces, networks, wireless, displays, among others. I ap-
proach the problem from the perspective of operating systems, addressing speciﬁcally
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the problem of adaptation of computer systems to human activity and to the human
environment. This deﬁnes our vision of the user environment in a ubiquitous system.
I here discuss a representative subset of the work done in this area of Ubiqui-
tous Computing: the ICrafter [50] for interactive spaces at Stanford University, the
i-LAND project [51] at the Integrated Publication and Information Systems Institute
of the German National Research Center for Information Technology (GMD-IPSI),
the Smart-Its project [52] at Lancaster University and partners, the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology (MIT) Intelligent Room [53], the Aura project [54] at Carnegie-
Mellon University, and the Internet Suspend/Resume (ISR) project [55] at Intel Re-
search Pittsburgh.
ICrafter is a framework for services and their user interfaces for the class of ubiqui-
tous computing environments called interactive workspaces. An interactive workspace
is a rich space consisting of interconnected computers where people gather to do nat-
urally collaborative activities such as design reviews and brainstorms [50]. The key
objective of ICrafter is to let the users interact with services in their computing envi-
ronments using diﬀerent modalities and input devices. ICrafter attacks the problem
in three diﬀerent ways. First, it supports user interface selection, generation and
adaptation. Second, it allows user interfaces to be associated with service patterns
for on-the-ﬂy aggregation of services. Third, it facilitates the design of portable ser-
vice user interfaces that still reﬂect the current workspace. I understand that the
ICrafter approach is on services and the user interfaces to these services, particularly
the selection of the better suited interfaces in a particular local environment. The
emphasis of my research is on portable and mobile user environments. In my design
the activity of a user is supported in the ubiquitous system over time and across space
boundaries. Moreover, the activity of the user has to be tuned both to the particular
characteristics of the user and to the physical environment.
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i-LAND is the ubiquitous computing environment at GMD-IPSI and is based on
a software architecture called BEACH that provides functionality for synchronous
cooperation and interaction of roomware components, deﬁned as room elements with
integrated information technology [51]. This infrastructure provides both ﬂexibility
and extensibility for diﬀerent devices that are part of a ubiquitous computing envi-
ronment. It oﬀers a user interface that includes devices with no mouse or keyboard,
requiring new forms of human- and team-computer interaction. It allows synchronous
collaboration through shared documents concurrently accessible via multiple interac-
tion devices. i-LAND approaches the problem of ubiquitous computing from the
device and synchronous collaboration perspective, while my emphasis aims at main-
taining mobile user environments, and at reﬂectively adapting user and physical en-
vironments.
Smart-Its [52] argues that when everything is connected to everything, what will
matter most for the emergence of successful applications will be not the quantity
but the quality and usefulness of connections. They deﬁne artifacts as objects of our
daily life augmented with information technology. The basic artifact relationship is
the artifact’s context and they propose context proximity for selection of artifact com-
munication. Smart-Its concerns are on device contexts and device interconnections,
and about empowering users with the possibility of controlling the exchange of infor-
mation between those devices. The user environment I propose is concerned about
maintaining a usable and eﬃcient workspace for a user by continually maintaining a
composite of user contexts in the ubiquitous system. Each context can be assigned
to a working session of a user, and in that instance the context will be mapped to the
physical environment of the space where the session takes place.
The MIT Intelligent Room [53] focuses on creating an interactive room in which a
Java based Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) agent infrastructure controls the components of
a room to anticipate and respond to the room users’ needs. Their main goal is to make
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the room more intelligent with components, such as cameras with recognition and
tracking agents as well as voice recognition agents, that will anticipate user intentions.
My approach is to maintain a mobile workplace for a user that accompanies the user
where he goes, and that is matched to the infrastructure available in the spaces that
the user visits.
Project Aura [54] also focuses on user mobility. Their deﬁnition of environment
is equivalent to my notion of computing space. In their approach, a user task is a
coalition of abstract services that are conﬁgured by Aura in a way that is appropriate
for the environment. They deﬁne a software infrastructure to execute these tasks
while trying to adapt them to changes in the environment. I emphasize the notion
of a user global environment that subsumes all the sessions of work of the user in
the several spaces of the system. A user environment is instantiated in a space to
provide a workplace for a user, and is conﬁgured according to the user preferences
to match the space availability. This workplace, which also includes user preferences,
credentials and events, can be seen as a user context in that space. My architecture
supports multiple users with multiple sessions of work. It also supports the notion of
a distributed user environment to instantiate a distributed session.
The ISR project [55] allows a telecommuter to suspend his work while commuting
and to resume it on another computer. While there are similarities between ISR and
user environments, their approach is to virtualize the computing environment in one
machine, transfer the whole computing state and recreating it in another machine. In
ISR, the state associated with a user’s computing environment may be large (tens of
gigabytes) because it consists of the user’s operating system, applications, data ﬁles,
customizations and the current execution state [55]. My approach is to use a generic
speciﬁcation of the state of user environments (preferences and sessions of work), and
only transfer these speciﬁcations to the new computing space. The ISR approach is
machine-to-machine, while my approach is space-to-space, each space having one or
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more machines. While in ISR emphasis is placed on recreating exactly an identical
environment on a diﬀerent computer, in my approach ﬁrst and foremost I try to take
advantage of the new computing space capabilities to satisfy user preferences and
session requirements.
The related area of Human Computer Interaction (HCI), [56] and [57], is concerned
with creating tools that promote a better interaction between a user and the devices
that he is using, as well as interfaces that will better conserve user attention. While my
work will deﬁnitely beneﬁt from incorporation with HCI, my concerns are diﬀerent.
I aim at providing a user with a mobile workplace that is deployed with the user and
is matched to the characteristics of the spaces traversed by the user.
15.3 Other Research performed by the Author
Other research in distributed operating systems performed by the author includes
design of distributed operating systems [58] and [59], and automatic conﬁguration
of components [60]. Research in ubiquitous computing includes integration of small
devices in distributed operating systems [61] and dynamic resource management for
smart environments [62]. Other work done during this period includes cache coherence
in distributed shared memory machines [63].
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Chapter 16
Conclusions, Contributions and
Future Work
The aim of my research is to create a user environment able to provide a view of the
global activity of a mobile user in a ubiquitous system, while dynamically tuning the
activity of the user to the characteristics of the computing spaces that the user is
accessing and/or traversing.
I, therefore, introduce the concept of a user environment as a set of distributed
objects that continuously represent the activity of a mobile user in a ubiquitous sys-
tem. A user in the system has a distributed execution environment that consists of
several sessions, some of which are running on diﬀerent platforms while others are
temporarily suspended to be resumed later. Each session is kept as an environment
that contains the interacting components, and the proﬁle of the user in that session.
There is a one-to-one relationship between a user and his global environment, a com-
posite of all his environments in the system. The mobility of a user brings up issues
of deploying his activity and matching it with the traversed computing spaces.
The thesis of my research is that a user environment creates a workspace that is
usable, mobile, and tailored to the user’s needs as well as adaptable to the physical
spaces visited by the user.
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The main contributions of my research can be summarized as:
• a model to represent a user environment in a ubiquitous system
• a software architecture for
– deployment of a user environment with a mobile user
– adjustment of a user environment to user preferences and to space charac-
teristics
In addition, my research opens a discussion on a few other issues:
• User environments and sessions as ﬁrst class entities–user environments are pro-
grammable. The activity of a user, which is represented by the sessions of work
of a user environment, can be manipulated as a unit through operations such
as creation, deletion, migration and switching. In addition, the user environ-
ment architecture has mechanisms in place for the sharing and merging of user
sessions.
• Mobile user workplace–the speciﬁcation of a user environment and of its com-
ponents in a generic way allows its deployment and instantiation independently
of the platforms and spaces visited.
• Programmability of ubiquitous systems–the idea of a user environment can be
extended to an environment of a ubiquitous system. If a ubiquitous system
can be speciﬁed in a generic way, then operations such as creation, deletion,
migration, merging and sharing can be applied to ubiquitous systems.
A natural extension of this work is to spur human collaboration in ubiquitous
systems. As part of future research I suggest:
• Co-existence of multiple users in a space–the user environment architecture
has already the mechanisms in place to allow multiple users. It would be in-
teresting to experiment with simultaneous user sessions in conjunction with a
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mechanism, such as user location combined with user identity, to discriminate
between diﬀerent user actions.
• Operations for muti-user collaboration–such as sharing and merging multiple
user sessions, taking into consideration the related issues of privacy and access
control.
• Algorithms for resolution of conﬂicts–these may occur in a multi-user setting
when the requirements of a user are being satisﬁed or when multi-user resource
sharing is allowed.
Another line of future work involves the development of adaptive algorithms for
conﬁgurability of user environments. Such algorithms would be a function of the
space composition as well as the environment of the users present in the space.
Other issues, which can be investigated in conjunction with human computer
interaction, include:
• detection and satisfaction of user patterns of behavior
• minimization of user distraction and maximization of user productivity
With this work, I intend to take one more step on the path of making the user
the main focus of a ubiquitous system, rather than the devices and platforms that
he is accessing. The software architecture proposed and implemented aims at placing
the environment of a user at his ﬁngertips: a user can access any portion of his
environment anywhere in the system at all times. A user, therefore, has the illusion
of carrying his environment with him as he navigates a ubiquitous system.
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Appendix A
A Brief Overview of the Uniﬁed
Model Language
For the speciﬁcation of the software architecture we use the Uniﬁed Model Lan-
guage [1]. The UML is a standard language for visualizing, specifying, construct-
ing and documenting software-intensive systems. Although process independent, the
UML is specially suited for processes that are use case driven, iterative, incremental
and architecture-centric, as is the problem we have at hands.
The UML is a set of graphical symbols with well-deﬁned semantics that allow the
unambiguous interpretation of a model. As a modeling language the focus of the
UML is on the conceptual and physical representation of a system. The three major
elements of UML are: the UML basic building blocks, the rules of how to put the
building blocks together, and common mechanisms to apply throughout the UML.
The basic blocks of the UML are things, relationships between things, and dia-
grams grouping interesting collection of things. Things can be structural, behavioral,
grouping or annotational. Structural things are the nouns, mostly static parts of the
UML models and are either conceptual or physical. There are seven kinds of structural
things. A class is a description of a set of objects that share attributes, operations,
relationships and semantics. An interface is a set of operations that specify a service
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of a class or component. It describes the externally visible behavior of an element. A
collaboration deﬁnes an interaction between elements that work together to provide
cooperative behavior. A collaboration has structural and behavioral dimensions. A
use case is a description of a sequence of actions in a system that produces an observ-
able result. A use case is realized by a collaboration. An active class is a class whose
objects can own processes or threads, and therefore can initiate activity. A component
is a physical and replaceable part of a system that realizes a set of interfaces. A node
is a physical element that represents a computational resource at runtime.
A behavioral thing represents behavior over time and space and can be an inter-
action or a state machine. An interaction is a set of messages between objects, and
a state machine speciﬁes sequences of states an object or interaction goes through in
response to events, and its responses to the events. The UML has packages to group
things together, and notes as the primary kind of annotational thing.
The UML has four relationships: dependency, association, generalization and
realization. A dependency is a semantic relationship between two things in which a
change to one thing may aﬀect the semantics of the other thing. An association is a
structural relationship that describes a set of links between objects. A generalization
is a specialization/generalization relationship in which objects of the specialized class
are substitutable for objects of the generalized class. It is both a structural and
semantic relationship. A realization is a semantic relationship between a classiﬁer
that speciﬁes a contract and another classiﬁer that guarantees to deliver it.
A diagram is a graphical representation of elements and relationships among
them. The UML provides diagrams for class, object, use case, sequence, collaboration,
statechart, activity, component and deployment.
The rules in the UML are used to create well-formed models that are semantically
self-consistent and in harmony with related models. The UML has rules for names
of things, the scope of a name, the visibility of names, the integrity of things, and the
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execution of a dynamic model.
The UML has four common mechanisms that are applied consistently through-
out the language to make it simpler: speciﬁcations, adornments, common divisions
and extensibility mechanisms. Most elements of the UML have a unique graphi-
cal representation that represents the most important aspects of the element. Each
graphical notation has a speciﬁcation that gives a textual statement of the syntax and
semantics of the building block. Adornments allow to include additional details to
the speciﬁcation of an element. A common division in UML is between elements and
instances of elements as in class and object, or component and component instance.
The other common division is between a contract and the realization of that con-
tract as in interface and implementation, or operation and method that realizes the
operation. Extensibility mechanisms allow for the extension of the language in con-
trolled ways and are stereotypes of new building blocks, tagged values and constraints
for rules. Throughout this dissertation, I use UML to specify the structure and the
behavior of the software architecture for user environments in ubiquitous systems.
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Appendix B
Evaluation of Usability–Task and
Questionnaires
In this appendix, I present the description of the task and the questionnaires consid-
ered in the qualitative evaluation of the usability of the user environment system. The
questionnaires consist of a background questionnaire which gives an idea of the pool
of participants, a task questionnaire which allows an assessment of how the system
performs the task, and a post-evaluation questionnaire which allows for a comparison
of the user environment system with other existing systems.
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Task Description
A session of work is a set of applications put together by a user to perform a
certain task. Examples of sessions of work are:
Teaching Session–with the applications Slide Viewer and Speech Engine
Entertainment Session–with the applications Music Player and Slide Viewer.
The user environment system allows a user to start a session of work in a space,
such as his laptop and restart it in a new space such as Gaia space SC3501. The user
environment system automatically suspends the applications at the point they were
running and restarts them in the new space. In the process, the user environment
system selects the appropriate devices needed to run each of the applications.
The following task is to be executed by a user:
1. Enter the Gaia laptop space.
2. Start an entertainment session of work:
(a) Play Music
i. Start the Gaia MP3 Player application.
ii. Use the Song Selector controller to select the music you want to
listen to.
(b) See Slide Show
i. Start the Gaia Presentation application.
ii. Use the EV controller to select the slide show you want to see.
iii. Use the VCR controller to move the slides forward and backward.
3. Exit the Gaia laptop space. Notice the current slide in the show and the
segment of the music being played.
4. Enter the Gaia SC3501 space.
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5. Verify that the system restarts the session of work at the point where it ended in
the Gaia laptop space. In particular, note that the Gaia MP3 Player application
continues to play the music that you left playing on your laptop, and that the
Gaia Presentation application shows the last slide that you saw on the laptop.
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Background Questionnaire (5 Questions)
1. If you are willing, please circle your age range and gender.
a. Age: 0-17 18-24 25-29 30-34 35 -39 40+
b. Gender: M F
2. Please circle your occupation:
Student:
Year: Freshmen Sophomore Junior Senior Graduate
Major: ______________________________________________
Other: ________________________________________________
For each statement below, please circle the number that indicates your
familiarity with each topic.
3. You are familiar with computer systems.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not Familiar Neutral Very Familiar
4. You are familiar with multi-machines computing environments.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not Familiar Neutral Very Familiar
5. You are familiar with Smart Spaces.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not Familiar Neutral Very Familiar
6. You are familiar each with the Operating Systems identified below.
Microsoft Windows 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Apple Macintosh 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Linux 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
UNIX 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not Familiar Neutral Very Familiar
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Task Questionnaire (7 Questions)
1. Please indicate your ratings of the user environment system along each dimen-
sion by marking a vertical line.
Mental Demand (thinking, deciding, remembering, etc.)
Low |−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−| High
Temporal Demand (how long it took you.)
Low |−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−| High
Physical Demand (physical exertion/activity.)
Low |−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−| High
Own Performance (success in accomplishing the task.)
Low |−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−| High
Eﬀort (how hard you worked.)
Low |−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−| High
Frustration (irritation, discouragement)
Low |−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−| High
Satisfaction (how well the system provided the service and took advantage of
the facilities)
Low |−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−| High
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For each statement below, please circle the number that indicates
how much you either agree or disagree with it.
2. The tasks were easy to perform with this system.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Strongly Disagree Neutral Strongly Agree
3. The system was appropriate for performing the tasks.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Strongly Disagree Neutral Strongly Agree
4. The interface was appropriate for performing the tasks
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Strongly Disagree Neutral Strongly Agree
5. I could teach someone else how to use this system.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Strongly Disagree Neutral Strongly Agree
6. What do you believe are the particular strengths and weaknesses of this system?
Strengths:
Weaknesses:
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7. What are your recommendations for the system in terms of:
a. What kinds of applications would you like to have in this system?
b. For what kinds of activities is the system appropriate?
c. What kinds of other features would you like to see in the system?
d. How could the system be improved?
e. Other suggestions?
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Post-Evaluation Questionnaire (7 Questions)
For each question below, please rank the user environment system in com-
parison with current systems that you know (Windows, UNIX, ...), ac-
cording to the following parameters by marking an ’X’ in the appropriate
cell.
1. Please rank the systems according to how easy they are to use for performing
the tasks.
2 (Worst) 1 (Best)
User Environment
Other System:−−−−−−−−
2. Please rank the systems according to how appropriate they are for performing
the tasks.
2 (Worst) 1 (Best)
User Environment
Other System:−−−−−−−−
3. Please rank the systems according to how easily you could teach someone else
to use them for performing the
2 (Worst) 1 (Best)
User Environment
Other System:−−−−−−−−
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4. Please rank the systems according to overall eﬀectiveness for performing the
tasks.
2 (Worst) 1 (Best)
User Environment
Other System:−−−−−−−−
5. Please rank the systems according to how well each would scale to larger con-
ﬁgurations (with more spaces, and more users and machines per space).
2 (Worst) 1 (Best)
User Environment
Other System:−−−−−−−−
6. Please explain, if you are willing, why you gave these rankings.
7. Please write any other comments about how the user environment system com-
pared with existing systems.
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